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ANT A FE NEW MEXICAN
SANTA FE, N. M., TUESDAY. JUNE 5, 1900.

DEDICATION EDITION

VOL. 37

NO, 91

DEDICATION EDITION

Fe and Las Vegas bands. Chairman
Mills had some happy hit to score in introducing each of the speakers, and in
presenting Hon. F. A. Manzanarea he
They Are Holding a Big Convention At
Milwaukee.
emphasized the fact that he was ''a noThat Seems to be the Only Solution Milwaukee, Wis., June 5.
ble son of Las Vegas." In delivering the
Nothing
great key of the building to Governor
to Present Conditions In
could have been more auspicious than
Otero Mr. Manzanares said:
formal opening of the fifth biennial
the
That Empire.
Transfer of the Great Key.
convention of the general federation of
"The duty has been assigned to me of
wonen's clubs this morning. The
which seats 2,000, was
presenting the part taken by the terriBOXERS IN ROYAL FAYOR crowded theatre,
to the doors.
Mrs. Lowe,
tory of New Mexico in the construction
the federation president, delivered the
of the capital building, and ot. deliver
biennial address. The discussion of im- v The formal dedication yesterday of carriage occupied by Gov. M. A. Otero, the capltol within the park, and after
ing it, fully completed, to the legally
The Dowager Empress Gives Orders Not to portant questions to come before the New Mexico's new and stately capltol Adjt. Geh. W. H. Whiteman, Chief Jus- music passed in review before the gov- authorized custodians of the same; but
convention began in earnest today with building proved a most notable event, tice W. J. Mills and Most Rev. Peter ernor and his official party, followed
Interfere With Them Landing of
before doing so permit me to narrate a
meetings of the state delegations.
later by the remainder of the procesmarking an epoch in the long and bril- Bourgade, archbishop of Santa Fe.
In If f history of the last five years of
Mora Foreign Troops Will Be
buildcame
conscene
Then
the carriages
about the capltol
sion. The
liant history of the territory that will
ATTA.KED HITIZEHS' POSSE.
construction.
never be wiped from memory's tablets taining the governor's staff, seated ac- ing at this time was truly brilliant,
Besisted.
"As you all know, the capitol rebui'J-In- g
cording to their military rank, and car- thrilling and inspiring. At the very outA Crowd of Three Thousand People Oharg-e- d by the happy multitude participating.
board was created by an act of the
a
Hon.
to
made
enter
multitude
The
ceremonies
WalH.
the
break
set
after
the
George
riages
,
opened
occupied
by
shortly
Shanghai, June 4. The Shanghai GaBy Deputy Sheriffs.
territorial
legislature, which act at the
and
noon
continued
but
of
the
Rev.
lace,
the
J.
hour,
secretary
throughout
capltol grounds,
territory;
guards kept
zette says that It has the highest ausame time appropriated the sum of
St. Louis, June 5. A special car that the afternoon and evening until mid- L. Gay, Hon. L. Bradford Prince and them back until the review had been
for the construction and completion
thority for stating that the dowager carried Company II, of the posse
s
night. The committee in charge had Hon. F. A. Mansanares, president of completed. Then the bands played "My
empress ordered the
of the capitol, with the assistance of
the capltol rebuilding board; Departu
Governor
'Tls
of
sent
1,000 handsomely engraved Inout
Otero,
from
Thee,"
barracks
Country,
the
over
the
to face all of Europe rather than Intersuch convict labor and material from
ment Commander John R. McFle, of the Archbishop Bourgade and those massed
avenue line, ran over explosives vitations to prominent people throughfere with the "Boxer" movement.
the penitentiary as we could well utilwhich lifted the car three feet in the out the territory to the governors of all G. A. R., department of New Mexico, about them on the capltol steps baring
DEMORALIZATION OF CHINESE. air.
ize.
this
as
and
of
first
Gen.
ills
of
heads
strains
F.
the
the
members
P.
the
their
congress,
states,
assistant, Adjt.
Tlen-TslJune 5. A representative
men were on the car. F.
Fifty-fou- r
"We undertook the work, which was
his cabinet. The visitors Crichton, and Assistant Quartermaster sacred national hymn fell' upon their
and
president
Huang-TsuFlelschmaii and Sam Schwartiberg were
of the Associated Press visited
found from the very foundation tj be
1.200. in
entered
K
ears.
the
official
When
General
numbered
Hons.
Jacob
J.
Weltmer;
party
'probably
present
on the
railway, slightly injured. Some 3,000 people asmore difficult and expensive than had
S. the building there was a rush for adtne si'rrotimung Palen, S.
.Cartwrlght. and
cluding tnose
and found the station an l two sembled. Somebody discharged
been calculated by the legislature in
of
the
mission
from
A
districts.
contented
of
Messrs.
the
moid
every
board;
quarter
park
Hopewell,
country
capltol
wefu
at the car.VSKie, denoting
bridges burned. The officer commandd
appropriating the above named B'lm;
and orderly orowd I. H. and W; M. Rapp, Hon. Pedro San- and adjacent thoroughfares, and In two
ordered to use then guns. They fired looking,
200
of
said
Chinese
that
troops thort
ing
and the result was that, notwtthsUnl-In- g
n the air as they charged the crowd could not have been assembled in any chez, Hon. A. A. Keen, Solicitor Generseconds there was a crush and a blockhis men had bolted, and only fifty re- which
the care and economy observed by
al E. L. Bartlett, United States Indian ade that lasted nearly half an hour.
states
of
civilized
the
disappeared.
highly
part.
mained. These fought well, killing a
the board, with the valuable aid of their
ASK FORTHK MILITIA.
of the far east; indeed, on this point vis- Agent Walpole, Internal Revenue Co- Finally the side doors were opened and
re
some
of
the
I might detail
great
number of "'Boxers." The bolting troops
the money was exhausted,
St. Louis, June 5. A committee of itors who were entire strangers in New llector A. L. Morrison, United States Land the pressure relieved.
sources with which nature has blessed architects,
were badly cut up in the adjacent bro- 50
leaving the building unfinished; the
business men sent a com Mexico were heard to make many fe- Register M. R. Otero, Territorial Treasprominent
industrial
the
of
tell
and
us,
great
you
ken country. Sixty were killed or muntcation to Governor
CAPITOL.
THE
IN
fact is, we failed to replace with $75,000
Stephens ask- - licitous comments, and some even were urer J. H. Vaughn, Hon. J. D. Hughes,
and educational progress which our and
wounded. Some bodies were frightfully ng him to order out the militia to. res
to admit that the day Hon. Solomon Splegelberg, Alfred Hino-joIn the beautiful hall of the house of loved
penitentiary aid a building that
generous
enough
shall
I
but
is
making,
territory
mutilated. Bands of "Boxers" are pa- tore order In St. Louis.
had previously cost the territory over
tt
In mingling with such
was a brilliant and
L. M. Ortiz, Judge L.
had
Auditor
spent
they
representatives
some
of
as
I
feel certain that
refrain,
trolling the neighborhood, but have not
$250,000; but In due time we appealed to
a body of men and women had wiped
and Hon. Manuel C. de Baca, su- fashionable audience, composed of fully the
HEARING ITS CLOSE.
speakers who come later will do so; the generosity and
Interfered with the Associated Press
out their opposition to our admission perintendent of public instruction.
1,200 persons, and in and about the
liberality of the legbut I must say that this territory is
representatives. All Chinese railway
islature, which responded promptly, apas a state. From a meteorological point The grizzled veterans of the civil war, building, In the corridors and on the now
Business
Is
on
the
upis
Congress
it
that
Bushing
Preparatory
prosperous:
and
employes are deserting their posts,
$60,000 more, with which adof view the day was perfect, and the comprising Carleton Post, G. A. R., and grounds were as many more who could
' to
so to speak, and that if we be propriating
Adjournment Tomorrow.
troops sent to guard stations appear
ditional sum the building was comnot gain admission. On the rostrum grade,
marched
with
well,
comrades,
night
visiting
steady
we
true
be
if
to
Is,
ourselves
that
true
worse than useless. A guard of 250 sent
SENATE.
The night was filled with music,
military tread for men of their ages, in- were seated Chief Justice W. J. Mills, Americans the improvement will con pleted; and you can all see that the
to Feng Tal bolted at Lu Kou Chao yesy
And the cares that Infested the day
Washington, June 5. Senator Tur
spired
by the strains of martial music who presided over this feature of the tlnue anil grow in volume. In this ter completion crowns the work.
terday morning when they heard of ner, of Washington, spoke on the bill to
that work speaks for itself, and needs
Folded their tents like Arabs,
that filled the air. Post Commander day's program; on his right Governor
cares
to
work
man
who
no
ritory
trouble at Huang-Tsunno other orator; mute and lifeless as It
establish a court or pension appeals.
And as silently stole away.
John P.. Victory was In command. Fol- Otero, on his left Archbishop Bourgade, need go to bed
hungry.
which he introduced at the request of
seems, it has a living and an audible
came a dozen of Roosevelt's and back of them were Hon. F. A.
PARADE
STREET
THE
lowing
us
as
of
such
can
tell
Who
may
that
O.
A.
R. Turner attacked the ad
the
voice for all who behold it, and no one
J.
R.
was
2:30.
more
at
formed
veterans
For
an
than
riders
the
and
of
Wallace,
Maj.
Secretary
Spanrough
not
I
shall
in
and
be
alive
ministration of the pension department
REPDBLICAH VICTORY.
fifty years
can misinterpret Its language: nor will
Hon.
cenRev.
war.
hour
and
waa
march
ish
second
Father
line
of
division
In
the
the
the
Palen,
Gay
previous
is
see
not
he
be one of that number will
because,
said, "it denying just and
proper pensions to old soldiers of the packed with sightseers. Marshal of the ter of fun was in the Elks' turnout. L. Bradford Prince. On the governor's greater changes in New Mexico than any one, I think, longer cavil about its
Oregon Gives Big Majorities for the Repubor Its frontage.
acte
e
were
was
who
In
E.
men
W.
Hon.
W.
two
Seventy-fivwidows
his
thirty-fivtheir
Knaebel
and
and
Martin,
their Day George
line,
republic,
right
have taken place in the last 300 years? design
lican Candidates.
let me, by way
"Now,
ed as Spanish Interpreter throughout
Tomer urged congress score of aids, well mounted and wearing
led by Dr. J. A. Mas-slSanta
Feans,
orphans."
be
in
cities
and
Great
may
prosperous
Portland, Ore., June 5. Returns up to not to adjourn tomorrow while so many blue sashes and white gloves, were
of the home lodge, and the proceedings, and did it with such our borders; immense reservoirs may of a reminder, observe that we stand
exalted
ruler
1 a. m. show that C. E. Wolverton, Rey
within the limits of the terriimportant measures are lying unacted kept busy making up the procession. the balance following the Las Vegas strength of voice and perfect enuncia- be constructed to store the storm wapon. senator uaumger expressed The' sound of drums,
publican candidate for justice of the
tory,
which, during the sixteenth cento
of
ail
his
as
tion
elicit
the
of
sabers
with
in
front
banner,
which,
plaudits
dignified
clanking
Grande
Rio
of
the
ters.
The
a
sincere
member
valley
of
that
the
to
7,000
regret
supreme court, will have close
tury, was discovered and partly settled
hearers. In opening alone
and bugles, mingled with the clatter of step, strode Exalted Ruler Al. Qulnley. Spanish-speakin- g
may support a million happy cit by the
committee, in the closing
plurality; J. W. Bailey, Republican, for pensions
intrepid and civilizing Influences
of the session felt it his duty to
hours
be
It
on
izens
may
living
agriculture.
food and dairy commissioner, about make an
of the valorous Spaniards under the
Is nothing, If It
that
mines
argument
come
world's
the
great granary;
6,000 plurality. M. A. Moody, Republicof Cabeza de Vaca, Corona- is not political and partisan.
of precious metals may be opened, and leadership
to congress In the secan, Is
do,
and Onate, and that, not
Espejo
we may supply the world from our coal
ond district by at least 4,000 plurality.
MRS. SHERMAH SUCCUMBS.
withstanding these facts, we are unmeasures.
In the first district, Tongue, Republicgenerously kept out of the galaxy of
"Who would have predicted only four free states, and regarded by the conan, ran ahead of the ticket. His plu- The Venerable Wife of
of
short years ago that the flag of our gress of the United States as minors
rality may reach 2,500. The Democrats
(State Sherman.
made gains In the legislature, but IndiUnion, the glorious stars and stripes, under age and without the prerogatives
Mansfield, O., June 6. Mrs. Sherman,
y
be waving over Porto and sovereignty enjoyed by the states
would
cations are that the Republicans con- wife of former Secretary of State Shertrol both houses. The Democrats also man, died shortly after midnight, aged
Rico, and that great outpost of ours In of this glorious union, and hence we are
elected a district attorney.
the Orient, the Philippine Islands, one subject to their capricious dictation
72, without having regained consciousof the greatest and richest colonial pos an evil we all must strive to remedy.
SLOW RETURNS.
ness, from a third stroke of paralysis,
"And now, one word more. For the
sessions that has ever fallen Into the
Portland, Oreg,, June 5 Returns sustained on Sunday. Mrs. Sherman
a nation?
of
consummation which we celegrand
lap
was
Cecilia
in
come
the
election
Stewart,
only daughter
from yesterday's
very
we are Indebted primarily
"We must march onward, ever on brate y
slow. Moody and Tongue, Republicans, of the late Judge James Stewart, and
are elected to congress. At Democratic
ward. It is our destiny. Eventually we to the territory of New Mexico, under
as born In Mansfield In 1829.
that the
headquarters It Is claimed In
may control the Whole round world! the successive governors of the last
MultMISSOURI DEMOCRATS.
entire fusion legislative ticket
Who knows? All the nations of the five years, with the concurrent action
nomah county Is elected. If the claim
of the two branches of the territorial
earthy may own allegiance to the stars
holds good, the next state legislature
to whom collectively the
legislature,
ana
stripes.
will be close with probably a small Re- Fonr Thousand of Them Met Id a Tent At
"Let us hone that In the future we thanks of the people are due.
For mayor of
majority.
Kansas Oity.
publican
"Add in a fonxM manner the thanks
Is slightly
will carry to ail countries over which
Portland Rowe, a Republican,
Kansas City, Mo., June 5. Four thou
In the lead.
we have dominion that American Idea, of the people of this territory of New
sand Missouri Democrats met In a huge
that before the law all men are free Mexico are due to my associates on the
l
tent at Shelley park at the state conand equal, and that the success or fail capltol rebuilding board, Including the
WILL EKDORSE BRYAH.
vention to name a full state ticket and
ure in life of each depends solely on retired members, all of whom have lent
to adopt a platform.
Congressman
to the aftheir valuable
Their
State
Democrats
Held
Hew York
himself."
William S. Cowherd, of Kansas City,
4
t
Rounds of enthusiastic applause fairs of the board without any IncenConvention.
as temporary chairman.
followed this address, and after mu- tive of pecuniary remuneration.
New York, June 6. The Democratic
(I
"The thanks of the people of the tersic by the band and quiet had been reof
met
at
the
convention
state
BOER ENVOYS IN CHICAGO.
academy
are equally due to the honest
ritory
In
a
few
was
words,
he,
appropriate
stored,
music
Every precaution
the archbishop for the in architects who so assiduously demoted
called
upon
.taken by the leaders to avoid any apDelegate Fischer Said That the Fight Will
vocation. His grace, clad In full clerical their time, and so ably prosecuted the
pearance of friction in the proceedings.
Uontnrae.
robes of royal purple, spoke feelingly work of construction in all Its details
To this end there had been prepared a
to completion.
J.
,
as follows:
Chicago, June 5. The Boer envoys
resolution providing that all resolutions
'"- -'
'
"And, In expressing our gratitude, we
',
news
reThe
this
be
arrived
here
offered by any delegate shall
morning.
The Invocation.
are pleased to Include the two succesferred to a committee on resolutions of the fall of the Transvaal capital was
"O Lord Almighty! We are assembled sive wardens of the penitentiary for
without debate. It was apparent that received by them calmly, mscber said:
on a most solemn occasion their valuable
here
CAPITOL
TERRITORIAL
THE
NEW
HarBy
Kaadt, Photographer.
an indorsement of Bryan, by instruct- "The fight will continue." Mayor
to dedicate this noble edifice, the cap!
"And last, but not least, the thanks
rison headed the reception committee.
was
decided
upon.
the
delegates,
ing
tol of New Mexico, to the use for which of the people and of this board are due
the hoofs of many mounts. The inspec Preceding the Santa Fe herd was led the ceremonies here Chief Justice Mills It has been Intended, and It is eminently to the generous officials of the railStephen Crane la Dead.
PRETORIA OCCDPIED.
fitting that at the very beginning of this roads, who saved the territory thoud
goat, deck- spoke In part as follows:
r,
Baden, June C. Ste tion of the national guard occasioned by a colored man a
inauguration our thoughts should sands of dollars by their concessions of
In
am
"I
a
ed
some
the
but
clear
purple covering inscribed,
Address by the Chief Justice.
delay,
presently
mount upward far above this beautiful reduced rates on the material transTriumphant Entry In that Oity of the Brit-- phen Crane, the American author and tones of Colonel Knaebel's
voice went the only goat," with the emphasis on
In
as
died
Mills
here
Chief
Justice
war
part
spoke
correspondent
...
isn This Afternoon.
dome to mysterious regions where thou ported by them and used In the builddown the line: "Forward, march!"
the "only." The local Elks were decked follows:
sittest, relgnest and governest all ing.
London, June 5, 12:47 p: m. The war
out
In
Mexican
straw
with
sombreros,
"Ladles and Gentlemen Words fail
The military division of the pioces- XAXXST BBPORT
to Invoke upon this public struc"I will now conclude by formally dethings,
office Issued the following dispatch from
wore
brown
and
all
long
ribbons,
to express the feelings which fill my ture the
slon marched past the historic govern-- . purple
MONEY AND METAL.
of livering this building to the governor
and
fruitful
blessings
potent
11:40
coats.
June
created
This
5,
feature
Lord Roberts:
linen
Pretoria,
top
heart at the honor which has been con- thy right hand.
New York, June 5. Money on. call ment palace at present arms, thus bid
and board of custodians for, and In bea. m. We are now In possession of Pre'
no end of jollity all along the route of ferred upon me In
2 per cent. Prime mercan
being selected to preding It a farewell forever as the seat of
"O Supreme Ruler of all! O thou, the half of the capltol rebuilding board, retorla. The official entry will be made nominally
n
of
the
oo. official
the
4.
sight
3H
silver
tile paper
parade,
takare
which
over
ceremonies
side
the
power and government in New
this afternoon at o'clock.
primary and ultimate source of all law lieving said board of any further reexLead S3.80.
Mexico. From the postofflce corner on and prominent men In such regalia
ing place In your old city on the occa- and established order! Within these sponsibility."
A STUBBORN BATTLE.
GRAIN.
merriment.
the
greatest
sion of the dedication of this beautiful lofty walls the legislators of our terri
the plaza the parade, led by the mar citing
When the applause following Mr.
London, June 5. The war office this
Chicago. Wheat, June, 66; July,
Under John V. Conway the chemical capital building. I have always had a tory will be called to hold, at stated Manzanares' speech had ceased. Gov3 38. Oats, shal of the day, his chief aid, Maj. Fred
morning Issued the following dispatch Corn, June, 87: July, 37
of
atthe
for
admiration
ancient
O.
Aid
and
City
H.
and
made
a
erick. Muller,
deep
gay
Special
engine company
21.
times, their grave and weighty councils, ernor Otero was presented to the audiJuly,21
from Lord Roberts: "Six' miles spruit. June,
8TOUK.
Bursum, under escort of the city mar- tractive showing in their bright uni- the Holy Faith, and your kindness to Enlighten their minds and guide their ence by the chair, saying he needed no
8: SO p. rh, We started this morning at
y
to
love
makes that
stronger thoughts; Inspire them with a deep Introduction. The governor was greeted
shal and his assistants, proceeded to forms as they stepped along ahead of me
Kansas Cltv. CattK 6,000;
daybreak, marched about ten miles to 10c higher; native steers, 14.00 strong
15.35; Cathedral street, thence down San the decorated engine. This was a mass than ever.
sense of an unswerving faithfulness to enthusiastically, and frequently Intersix miles spruit, both banks of which Texas
Texas
$4.95;
steers, 83.3!)
Francisco street to Gaspar avenue, and of flags and flowers, on top of which
"This building Is indeed a credit, not their solemn path and sacred trust, that rupted by applause as he proceeded. He
were occupied by the enemy. Henry's cows, S3 00
cows
and
native
93.90;
and the Rosa mountain Infantry, with heifers, (3.50 84.75; stackers and feed via Manhattan avenue and Gallsteo was a floral throne, where was seated only to Santa Fe, but to the whole ter- they may fully realize the vast respon spoke as follows:
to the south gate of the capltol pretty little Miss Ward, and on the box ritory. It is a building of which we sibilities of their obligations. Their
85.S5: bulls, 83.00 & 94.35, street
the West Somerset, Dorset, Bedford and ers, 93.00
Gov. Otero's Address.
The whole route was lined with was the tiny son of A. M. Dettlebach New Mexicans may well be proud. Its power for good will be Immense, and
park.
mut
of
97.25;
95.75
Sussex companies
yeomanry quickly Sheep, 3,000; lambs,
Mr. President, Ladles and Gentlemen
fesin regulation rough rider dress. Anoth- erection at a cost not to exceed the ap- according as they will rightfully and
evergreens, flags and
95.50.
dislodged them from the south bank, tons, 85. 00
I congratulate you, and the people of
active toons, not only the business houses er unique feature of the parade waa propriation reflects great credit upon wisely use It, so just and beneficial
3,000;
Cattle,
Chicago.
pursued them nearly a mile, when they
the whole territory of New Mexico, upto
15.20
milson
full
in
steers,
Otero's
residences
but
little
good
Governor
the
prime
welfare
strong;
of
which
had charge
generally,
the commission
laws will be enacted, public
many private
found themselves under heavy fire from
poor to vadium, 94.60 & 95.10; having been lavishly decorated for the itary attire, occupying a carriage with work. Building a capltol within the ap- promoted, the rights of all sustained on this auspicious occasion, when the
the guns the Boers had placed In a weU 95.75;
new capltol building is turned over by
95.10; occasion.
stackers and feeders, 93.75
his orderly, Squire Jackson, the
propriation Is of such rare occurrence and the general happiness secured.
concealed commanding position. The cows. 93. 10 fit 94.50; heifers. 93. 25
the committee to whom was intrusted
j
colored
man.
most
O
"tall
which
sycamore"'
commission
a
"We
equiaccomplishes
that
thee,
judge
Implore
the
of
naval
the
and
royal 95.15; canners, 92.40
92.10; bulls,
to the territorial auheavy (una
Following the head of the column
Catron In full uniform, it deserves to have a monument of en- table, to enlighten and guide the minds Its reconstruction
artillery, which had been plaoed pur. 93.10 & 94.50; calves, 95.00 9? 00; Tex came the first cavalry brass band of Also, Fletcher
thorities, for the use of Its legislature
I
of
so
the
to
Its
astride
gun,
erected
with
that
our
provoked
bronze
of
memory.
JL'exas
Gatllng
worthy magistrates,
55.15;
during
grass
posely In the front part of the column, as fed steers, 94.40
and officers.
94.40; Texas bulls, 93 33 Santa Fe, playing national airs, Under much comment as the squad paaaed by do not believe, however, that this capl- Independent Integrity and an utter
were hurried to the assistance of the steers, 93.90
Peres.
of
the
Professor
Then
roc
to
leadership
In
I also congratulate you and the terrimemoCrichton.
of
93.75.
Sheep, 8,000; strong
Sergt. Roy J.
tol commission needs any such
charge
fearlessness, they may interpret and
mounted infantry, supported- - by Ste
military division. The first Division No. 3 waa headed by the rial, for this building Is the greatest apply the laws of the country and most tory upon the character and construcand higher; good to tochoice wethers, 95.10 came the consisted
venson'a brigade of
of the Santa Fe United States Indian school brass band, monument which could be erected to it.
cnoice mixea, yt.iu battalion
5.50; lair
especially uphold the weak against the tion of this building, and the comparaafter a few rounds' drove the enemy
95.45; band, company I, New Mexico national followed
95.00; western sheep, 95.00
"As most of you know, our form of strong and protect the orphan and the tively small amount of money which
by 150
neatly uniBoers
then yearlings, 95.60
from their positions. The
96.00; native lambs, guard, of Laa Vegas, Capt. W. C. Reed;
government is composed of thres co- widow against the heartless and rapa has been expended thereon; It being In
attempted to turn fur let flank, In 95.0U (g vu.sa; western tamos, o.ou ig company G of Albuquerque, Capt. L. H. formed pupils from that institution,
who made a fine appearance, aa also ordinate
branches the
legislative, cious. Do thou endow our executive of- all respects more desirable and better
which t'..ejy were again foiled by the 97.40.
Chamberlain, and Lieut. Col. R. C. Ran- did the pupils from St. Michael's col which enacts the laws; the executive, ficers with a true spirit of fairness, adapted for the purpose than its predemounted infantry am- tne t yeomanry,
The lege, over 100 of them being in line fully which sees that the laws are enforced firmness and moderation for the con cessor upon these grounds, which was
kin, of Las Vegas, commanding.
supported by Maxwell's brigade of
AlhninerqM Hotea.
second battalion comprised the Las Ve- uniformed In gray and walking like arid carried out; and the judicial, which scientious
discharge of their Important destroyed by fire eight years ago. That
Tucker's division. As, however, . they
Sheriff Thomas Hubbell has returned
band, a fine organisation, soldiers. A long string of citizens In passes on the laws enacted by the leg- functions, and that they may the more was a beautiful building, and cost the
still kept pressing our left rear, I sont from Washington, where he had gone gas military
John carriages and on horsebaok brought up islature, and sees that they are not con- justly and the more thoroughly secure territory $250,000. After Its loss thi ter'word to Ian ' Hamilton, who was ad with the delegation to protest against under the leadershipA of Prof.
and B, of Mestlla the rear of the procession.
Stewart; companies
trary to the constitution, and that they the observance of the laws Intrusted to ritorial officers were obliged to find
vanclng three miles to our left, to In, the stepnens oiii.
valley, consolidated. Captain Tyson;
CAPITOL.
AT
are so administered as not to wrong or their vigilance. Most loving Father, quarters where they might, In different
THE
cltne toward us and fill up the gap be
In
school
election
for
At the
directors
the
tween the two columns. This finally Old Albuquerque Monday Messrs. Ma company H of Santa Fe, Capt. Jaspar
the
at
oppress even the most humble citizen. ever kind and benevolent Master, make parts of the city, and the legislature
capltol
grounds
Arriving
checked the enemy, who were driven nuel springer, Mariano uuran ana Am- - F. Ortiz; Gatllng gun aquad of Santa main body of the parade halted while Under this roof each of these branches all the members of this commonwealth was housed temporarily during their
back toward Pretoria. I hoped we would orosio uontreras, comprising tne reo' Fe, Lieut. Wm. H. Pope; cavalry troop Governor Otero" and staff and distin- of the government will have an abid- dutiful children of their country; Its sessions In different buildings.
E, Capt. W. H. Griffin, Maj. Eugene guished guests took position on the
true, loyal and useful citizens, respectbe able to follow them up, hut the days pie's ticket, were successful.
ing place.
The legislature of 1895 passed a bill
The oratorical contest by the students Van Patten, of Las Cruces, being In steps of the matn entrance. As they set
"As I looked upon this beautiful ful of the established order and the con- providing for the rebuilding and refurnow are very short In this part or the
Col.
of
and
command
this
battalion,
foot on the steps the great flag over the building and noted its massive walls, stituted authorities. Spread the mantle nishing of the territorial capltol, and
world, and after nearly two hours' of the University of New Mexico waa
Borradalle commanding the entire
dome was swung to the breeze built apparently to last as long as the of thy fatherly watchfulness over our authorized the Issuance ot bonds to the
marching and fighting we had to blv won by Miss Elisabeth Hughes, who re John
Fe
The
Santa
band capltol
ouao on the ground gained during the celved the prize of $25 given by Mrs. provisional brigade.
and the governor's salute was fired. eternal hills upon which Imperial Rome beloved territory; help further Its legit- amount of $76,000 for that purpose, and
Walter C. Hadley. The contestants and and company I (Otero guards) and During the firing of the salute Colonel was founded; as I saw the stately steps imate Interests and advance Us general a capltol rebuilding board was directed
day,".ROBERTS IK PRETORIA.
the order In which their orations were troop E. acted as guard of honor to the Borrodalle and staff, the Santa Fe band, leading to Its main entrance, and gazed standing, so that it may at the most op- to be appointed for the purpose of reOtero guards, company G of Albuquer- upon Its pillars, cornices and a.ches, portune time enter upon the lawful pos- building the destroyed capltol. This
London, June C It was announced at adjudged by Judgea H. E. Fox, R. W, governor.
the war office this afternoon verbally Bryan and Mrs. H. B. Fergusson were As the soldier boys passed along they que, Lieutenant Colonel Rankin and all blending Into one symmetrical session of the fullness of Its political board consisted of five
n
citthat Lord Roberta, entered Pretoria t Miss Elisabeth Hughes, Mlsa Mabel were greeted with much enthusiasm by staff, the O. A. R., roughTlders, Las whole, I could not but wonder what rights and take Its place among the izens, of high character and distin1 o'clock.
South African time. The Anderson, Joseph M. Coons, Harvey the onlookers that lined either aide of Vegas band, troop E, other military or- those brave conqulstadores, gentlemen states of this beautiful Union."
guished ability, from different parts of
event la being celebrated with great en Blttner, J. Edward Owen and Miss the route of the procession. Six small ganisations and the marshal of the day of Spain, who so many years ago
Throughout the proceedings musical
(Continued on Fourth Page.)
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thtutasm throughout Great Britain.
front of j marched through the deserts
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boys wearing blue sashes preceded the and his aids took positions
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then unknown land, braving privations,
storms and savages, and wandering
they knew not where, would think If
they could rise from their unmarked
graves and see this beautiful building,
erected on what was then a desert
plain.
"Liberty and equality the right of
our humblest citizen to aspire to any
place, however high is the reason why
education has taken such a hold upon
our people, and is the reason why the
schoolmaster and the school house are
so common in our land. Frequently
we have seen in our short history as a
nation men rising by their own ability
from the humblest walks of life and
occupying the presidential chair rulers
of this great nation. Our wealthiest
men began life with nothing, and
achieved success solely by their ability
and perseverance. So it is with our
diplomats, poets, scholars, artists and
Journalists. The road to success in free
America is open to all who seek It.
"The building of this splendid capital
is a proof that the spirit of progression
which fills other parts of this broad
land has also reached New Mexico. It
is indeed typical of the age In which we
live, and it shows that progress is not
confined to the older and more thickly
settled portions l5f the Union, but that
the American Idea permeates its every
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Yesterday was a great day for the
capital of the territory and for the people of the territory. The dedication of
the new capital was a complete success
in every way, and the day was simply
perfect a regular Santa Fe day.

Every year at this time thousands,
yea millions, of people flock to the sea
shore, to the mountains, to Europe, for
a change of scenery and a change of
climate. It is the only opportunity for
most people to learn something about
the rest of the world. It is astonishing
to find the great number of people In
the east Ignorant of that portion of
their own country west of the Mississippi river. Many of those who swelter at
eastern seashore resorts or among the
dusty mountain resorts should take a
little Jaunt and come and see the glorious west. Let them cross the Mississippi and the Missouri. Let them gaze
upon the Rocky mountains and their
savage sublimity. Let them breathe the
wonderfully Invigorating air of the
ountain plateaus of New Mexico. Let
those who think that Italy, Switzerland
and Spain alone have atmosphere and
sunshine behold for once the glory of
their own land and learn that at Santa
Fe the air Is cooler In summer than at
Bar Harbor or at the Thousand Isles;
that Santa Fe skies rival those of Na
ples and Messina; that New Mexico
mountains are as picturesque as tne
Alps; that there is no other place
on the face of the earth where there Is
more continual sunshine, a more Invigorating air, a more equable temperature, and less extremes In heat and
cold than are found right here at Santa
Fe.

In the
There Is no commonwealth
United States that could better this
record, and were It not for the fact
that comparisons are odious, the New
Mexican might cite many instances of
the erection and building of state
in the old, rich and populous
states of the Union, that could not be
creditably compared with the work on
and the history of the new capitol of
this commonwealth, which is still a territory, although fully prepared, competent and able to conduct a strong,
just and permanent state government.

CAPITOL EDITION.

F. A. MANZANARES.
President of, Board Since its Organization
Prominent in Commercial Circles.
Hon. Francisco A. Manzanares, of Las
Vegas, presdent of the capitol rebuilding board, and for many years a con
spicuous personality In the commercial
and business circles of New Mexico, was
born In Ablquiu, Rio Arriba county, on
January 25, 1843. His ancestors were
from Spain, and were among the early
settlers in this territory. His grandfather, Anselmo Manzanares, was the
possessor of an extensive grant of land.

the bloody siege of Port Gibson and the
Red river expedition. He was mustered out in January, 186G, and soon
after assumed the duties of a responsible position in the Hudson postofflce,
where he was continuously employed
until he came to Santa Fe In July, 1873,
to accept the positions of clerk of the
district court for the first judicial district and clerk of the New Mexico supreme court. He held these positions
until October, 1876, when he returned to
his boyhood home in Hudson for two
years. In the summer of 1878 he re
turned to Santa Fe and In October of
that year entered the service of the
First National Bank as assistant cashier, and has ever since been actively
connected with the management cf the
n
affairs of this
financial Institution as assistant cashier and
president. Major Palen served as ter
ritorial treasurer from 1891 to 1895, and
has been a member of the capitol rebuilding commission since September
well-know-

4, 1897.

W. S. HOPEWELL.

EDWARD L. BARTLETT.

Cim-mande-

WILLIAM H. POPE.

Prominent in Business and Political Circles An Original Member of Board.
AVillard S. Hopewell was born In
Chester, England, in 1848, and at the
age of 14 years, emigrated to Canada
with his parents. His education was
obtained In private schools In England
and Canada. Being of an adventurous
spirit, In 1864 and 1865, he was engaged
in blockade running between Halifax,
He
Nassau, Charleston and Mobile.

The New Mexican.

In politics, Mr. Cartwrlght is a Republican, and has taken an active part
In local politics. He was president of
the McKInley and Hobart club during
the campaign of 1896, and contributed
to the success of the territorial and
county tickets in that memorable canvass. He has also served two terms as
city treasurer.
Mr. Cartwrlght Is a member of the
various Masonic bodies, and Is past eminent commander of Santa Fe
No. 1. He is also past consul
commander of Coronado Camp No, 3,
Woodmen of the World.
Mr. Cartwrlght was appointed on the
capitol rebuilding boafi to fill a vacancy three years ago, since which time
he has served on the same, and proven
himself a very valuable member.
Mr. Cartwrlght was married to his
college classmate, Miss Bertha Siraub,
at her home In Mount Pleasant, Io., on
October 10, 1895. They have three children, and with them occupy one of the
most pleasant homes in Santa Fe.

New Mexico; served as adjutant general of New Mexico under the administration of Governor Thornton. In politics he declares himself Independent,
and not subject to hypnotism; ' thinks
and acts for himself; Is a protectionists as, in his opinion, free trade would
degrade American labor; is for free sliver, with the consent of any nation on
earth to whom we are financially obligated; will not discuss "expansion" or
"imperialism" until all those who have
been freed from the thraldom of Spain
by the United States have decency
enough to admit it in a hearty and
manly manner.
Colonel Knaebel has large property
Interests in Santa Fe and Is a valued
and respected citizen.

v

r

Recognized as an Able Attorney Secretary of the Board for Years.
William H. Pope, the secretary of the
capltol rebuilding commission, and the
secretary of the committee on arrangements for the dedication ceremonies of
yesterday, has been a resident of New
Mexico since May, 1894.
Mr. Pope was born In Beaufort, South
Carolina, on June 14, 1870. He removed
to Atlanta, Oa., while still a boy, graduating from the Atlanta High School,
and subsequently at the University of
Georgia, In each instance with first honors. Upon the completion of his college
and law course in 1890, he entered upon
the practice of his profession in Atlanta, becoming in time a junior member
of the law firm of which Hon. Hoke
Smith, then secretary of the interior,
was the head. Induced by the superior
climate of New Mexico to come west,
Mr. Pope chose as a location the city

and white violets, which, to me, are the
most attractive wild flowers we have.
The daisy family is well represented.
Along the Pecos river large white, purple and yellow daisies can be found.
The white daisy Is prettiest, I think, as
it is larger than the others, and grows
in such beautiful white clusters. We
have some growing In our garden, and
visitors very often mistake them for
the cultivated marguerite.
If I were to undertake to tell you all
about the flowers that grow on the
Pecos and In other parts of the territory It would require a volume, so I
will only touch on the beauties and
merits of the wild flowers nearer home.
The seed of the wild cosmos was found
in this territory and isent to John Lewis
Child, of Philadelphia, by Miss Lee, of
Albuquerque. It was brought out in his
catalogue as a novelty, and Is now one
of the most popular of cultivated

Serving His Fifth Term As Solicitor Gen
eral of New Mexico.

The Indian warrior, or devil's paintbrush, is a hardy little red flower that
is found on nearly all the hills around
dry places among
BRILLIANT, PROGRESSIVE Santa Fe. It growsIt inreceives
the rocks, where
little or no
Edward L. Bartlett, chairman cf the
the wild flowers that
water.
Among
invitation committee, has been a rest
on the hills and in the canons
dent of Santa Fe for the last nineteen thrive
about Santa Fe are the following:
years, during which time he has been
white and yellow
identified with all matters of public In Phlox, spiderwort,
primroses, morning glories, the verbed
na, geranium, wild iris or
susans, bluebells, red,
grass, black-eye- d
white and purple columbine, the oxalls,
Dutchman's breeches and
There is an old legend about the
which claims that
the dark purple stains on the flower
were received at the crucifixion.
"Beneath the cross it grew,
And in the vase-lik- e
hollow of the leaf,
Catching from that dread shower of
agony
A few mysterious drops, transmitted
thus v
Unto the groves and hills their healing
blue-eye-

The New Mexican, with the single ex
ception of the penver Rocky Mountain
News, Is the oldest paper in New Mexico, In Colorado, in Arizona and western
h
volume of
Texas. The
the Daily New Mexican is now being
stains
A heritage for storm or vernal shower,
published; in addition to the daily edition the New Mexican Review is pub
Never to blow away."
lished weekly in the English language
and El Nuevo Mexicano weekly In the
Hon. F, A. Manzanares.
SOCIETIES.
I
Spanish language, by the New Mexican
His father, Jose Antonio Manzanares,
Printing Company
The thirty-si- x
completed volumes of was born on tne oId paternal ranch at
the New Mexican present a most val Nacimiento, Rio Arriba county, and
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S. G. CARTWRI6HT.
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Samuel G. Cartwrlght of Santa Fe. The Mexican Review and El Nuevo Mexi- -'
ber of years residents of the territory,
building board since its organization
clerk of the board was Col. George W. cano in working for the upbuilding of
was born in Brooklyn, New York, on and have been closely Identified with
Member of One of Santa Fe's Strong MerMAX. FROST,
Knaebel, and the architects I. H. and this commonwealth. The city of Santa
October 27, 1845, and was educated in some of its most important enterprises,
cantile Firms Energetic, Enterpjising.
W. M. Rapp, of Las Vegas. The mem- Fe, especially, has reason to be proud
Attorney at Law, Santa Fa, New Mexico,
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
ST.
Founded By Archbishop Lally
In 1859 anc Conducted by
Christian Brothers.-

DIRECTORS

OF

THE

COLLEGE

Splendid Success of the Institution Largely Attributable to the Labors of Brother Botulph Wide Influence
Attendance Large.
St. Michael's College was founded in
ISM by Archbishop J. B. Lamy and
placed under the direction of the Brothers of the Christian schools. It was in- -

strides and became an establishment of
note in the west. In 1875 it became apparent that, owing to the unsafe condition of the roofs and the large number
of pupils, a new building was absolutely required. Brother Botulph undertook
the task of raising the necessary lunds
for the purpose by subscription.
He
was successful. Subscriptions were received from ull parts of the territory.
The sum of $5,000 was subscribed by the
clergy and people of Santa Fe in a few
days. The bishop headed the list with
$500. Construction work was soon after
begun.
Brother Botulph was born in Germany in March, 1833, and has been engaged in educational work all his life.
Following the example of three of his
brothers, he joined the Christian Brotherhood soon after coming to Amtrlea,
in 1S52, and before coming to Santa Fe
in 1ST0 taught in Institutions of the
Brothers at Montreal, Kingston, Detroit, Rochester, Baltimore and Phila- -

1

COURSE OF STUDY.
The curriculum embraces the usual
primary and commercial branches, as
well as French,
Spanish, German,
drawing,
typewriting,
stenography,
telegraphy, chemistry, assaying and instrumental music. The discipline of the
Institution is of a suasive and parental
character. Conducted by the Christian
Brothers, who are especially vowed to
the education of youth, it is hardly necessary to assure the public that vigilant, care is bestowed on the moral
training of all committed to their
charge. About 1,200 young men have
been educated at this college, and many
of them are now holding positions of
honor and trust in the professions, in
commercial pursuits and all the other
walks of life. The diplomas of St. Mi
chael's College are generally recognized
as badges of honor, and the young man
is fortunate who Is iile to secure one.
The present attendance is 135, and nine
brothers are employed as teachers.

I
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CAPITOL EDITION.

thereafter occupied only as a

sanita-

rium.
In 1890 the orphan girls, whose school
had been In one of the old adobe buildings, were provided with a new home In
the substantial and comfortable brick
building erected with funds presented
to the Sisters
by the Rev. Father
Hayes, now deceased, who for many
years was a priest of the diocese of
Santa Fe.
Since the unfortunate loss of the
large sanitarium building in 1896 a
new but smaller structure of brick has
been erected, which, in connection with
y
adobe building facing
the
Palace avenue, is used as a sanitarium.
comforts and the unreThe home-lik- e
mitting thoughtful care of the Sisters
make the sanitarium one of tho most
attractive of spots to those who by
the loss of health are compelled to
abandon the enervating and humid climate of the east to seek its restoration
in the high altitude, the dry and stimsunshine
ulating air and health-givin- g
of Santa Fe, where there are but comparatively few days in the year, even
in the midst of winter, when one may
not with perfect safety take exercise
In the open air, and where the summers in particular are as nearly perfect
as can be found anywhere on the western continent.
two-stor-

RIVENBURGS.
and Extensive Nurseries One of
the Prettiest Residences and Loveliest
Grounds In the City.
There is no prettier home spot In the
southwest than that of Grant Riven-burThe accompanying cut conveys
some fair idea of the exterior of the
residence, but the interior furnishings,
which are rich and modern, must be
And
left to the reader's imagination.
the grounds, too, are spacious, attisli-calllaid out in rose and grass plats,
cut by gracefully winding gravel roads
extending from Palace avenue through
a fine orchard to the west entrance of
the dwelling. Mr. Rivenburg has always been a builder. During his long
residence in Santa Fe scarcely a year
has passed that he has not made some
notable permanent improvement on one
or the other of his extensive land holdings. At his home place toward the
Hillside avenue side he has lately erected a gem of an office building out of
stone, brick and Iron. He Is now having stone cut for several hundred feet
of a stone wall along his Hillside avenue frontage, and is also building a
large model barn j)ut of stone and
brick.
On the premises is kept part of the
stock of Rivenburg's Santa Fe nursery,
though the bulk of It Is grown at his
fruit farms, one In Santa Fe valley
south of the city, and the other in
valley. As announced in his seventeenth annual catalogue recently Issued, Mr. Rivenburg makes a specialty
orchard and garden
of acclimated
stock. Experience has shown that this
is by far the best for orchardists In
New Mexico and Arizona to use, and by
Model

y

ST. MICHAEL'S

corporated In 1874. The Initial step was
taken by Bishop Lamy when he purchased of Don Simon Delgado and his
mother, Dona Maria de la Luy de Delgado, a most desirable tract of land adjoining the old church of San Miguel.
The land had a frontage of 328 feet on
what afterward became College street,
and 624 feet on Camlno Rael, or Alio
street. Having by this transaction secured a spacious house, well adapted in
situation for a college, he next proceeded to the difficult task of securing the
necessary teachers. Very Rev. Peter
Eguillon, who had succeeded Very Rev.
P. J. Machebeuf as vicar general of the
diocese, was sent to France on this mission. With the consent of the superior
general of the order, he finally persuaded four brothers to accompany him
back to the far distant mission, Nine
priests joined the party. Under the
guidance of Father Eguillon they set
out for America In the summer of 1859,
and arrived at New York without accident. There they were joined by another brother.
Making haste, they
reached Kansas City, then the outpost
of civilization, and immediately started
across the plaliys In a caravan. On this
memorable Journey they were constantly beset by almost incredible dangers
and hardships, their lives being repeatedly Imperiled by attacks from hostile
Indians, but Anally reached Santa Fe In
October, 1859. The first night after their
arrival they were the guests of the good
bishop, and the next day took possession of the house prepared for them,
sleeping on mattresses laid on the
ground, for the house had no floor. Remade and
pairs were immediately
boarders were received In the school, on
November 9, 1859. Bishop Lamy assumed the responsibility for the purchase of the necessary furniture and
supplies, which cost exorbitant prices
at that time, owing to the remoteness of
Santa Fe from railroads.
DIRECTORS OF THE COLLEGE.
The day school was opened December
22, 1859. The number of day pupils varied from 150 to 250 from 1859 to 1869.
There were thirty boarders the first
year, and this number increased to fifty
in 1868. Brother Hilarlen was tha first
director. He was recalled In 1862, and
was succeeded by Brother Gondolph.
Brother Geramlus assumed the duties
of director In September, 1867, and wisely continued the work of his predecessors. He was succeeded by Brother
Domltlan in November, 1870, when
Brother Botulph, the present incumbent, was sent as superior of the house
of Santa Fe and visitor of New Mexico. It was under the direction of Brother Botulph that the college took rapid

COLLEGE.

delphla. Prior to leaving for the new
world he taught for a time with one of
his elder brothers in Germany. During
the thirty years he has been in Santa
Fe he has faithfully dedicated his entire time, talents and energy to building
up St. Michael's college, and is still
zealously and effectively laboring in the
same behalf. He enjoys the respect and
confidence of all who know him, and it
is a source of rejoicing that his present
and ' Intellectual
vigorous physical
health gives promise of years of useful
activity. Besides filling the position of
president of St. Michael's College, he is
a member of the territorial board of
education.
GROUNDS

AND

IMPROVEMENTS.

The college buildings occupy the site
originally selected and purchased by
Archbishop Lamy in the southeastern
part of the city, and command an extensive view of the town and surrounding mountain scenery. The playgrounds
are about 400 feet wide and 500 feet long,
and are provided with a grand stand
overlooking the fine base-baground,
a bicycle track and other facilities for
healthful exercise and amusement. The
main college building was completed In
1878 at a cost of about $20,000. It Is two
stories high, with a mansard roof, Is
160 feet long and 30 feet wide, and is
surrounded by walks and balconies. All
the rooms are perfectly lighted and ventilated from both sides. It Is principally used for class rooms and dormitories.
The class rooms are on the first floor,
and are so arranged as to accommodate
from fifteen to thirty pupils each. The
dormitories are on the second and third
floors, and more wholesome and desirable sleeping apartments could hardly
be constructed.
In connection are excellent bath rooms.
Adjoining the main building Is a
large and massive brick structure,
which was completed In 1887. This
building Is three stories high, with a
basement. The basement Is used for
dining rooms, kitchen and storage purposes; on the second floor is a large and
sunny study hall for boarders, with side
rooms for music and recitations; on the
second floor is the spacious examination
and exhibition hall, with rooms on either side for private lessons. Only part
of the third floor Is at present in use,
but It can all be utilized for bed rooms
when needed. This building Is one of
the most substantial in the territory,
and Is thoroughly modern in all its appointments. The accompanying picture
shofts the main college building in the
d
corner, the new brick
upper
annex opposite, historic San Miguel
d
church in the lower
corner,
and the college playgrounds opposite.
ll
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SAINT VINCENT'S.
An Ideal Home For Invalids Conducted
By the Sisters of Charity.

HOME COMFORTS

HROVIDED

The St. Vincent sanitarium at Santa
Fe is the largest and best equipped institution of its kind
territory. It
is ow ned and managed by the order of
Sisters of Charity that has its Mother
house at Mount St. Joseph, Hamilton
county, Ohio, a few miles from Cincinnati.
The first Sisters of the order to begin
work in New Mexico were four in number and came to Santa Fe upon the re
quest of the late Archbishop J. B. Lamy
in the year 1865, who gave up hU own
house to the Sisters and surrounding
a hospital and
grounds for the use-o- f
orphan asylum. These Sisters were
joined some years later by two others.
They established themselves in the old
adobe building, one of which Is still
in use, on the ground now occupied by
the more modern structures that they
have since erected.
The first work they undertook was
the care of orphan children and the
indigent sick, their support being derived from contributions made by the
various parishes of the territory. At
a later period the territorial legislatures made appropriations to aid them
In the care of the orphan girls and poor
sick, but of late years these have been
reduced to such an extent that the Sisters would be compelled to abandon
much of the charitable work done in
the orphan school and In the hospital
were it not for the aid they receive
from the sanitarium, where persons in
111 health and able to
pay for their accomfort
commodations
find every
of an attractive home, may havs the
best of medical advice, and are at all
times under the cheerful and intelligent care of experienced and
nurses.
In 18S0 the Sisters began the erection
of the large three-stor- y
building which
for years was one of the most attractive landmarks of Santa Fe, but which
very unfortunately was destroyed by
fire In 1896. This building was originally intended for an Industrial school,
but the advent of the railroad about the
time its construction was begun, so Increased the demands made on th?' Sisters' hospital facilities that it became
necessary to abandon the original project and to devote the new building to
the uses of a hospital for .which purposes it was first used In 1881.
In 1886 the present brick hospital was
erected, and the larger building was
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Leandro Perea, W. W. Griffin was chosen vice president and Major Palen was
elected cashier. These changes occurred in June, 1883. In the summer of
1884, Mr. Elkins sold his stock to Hon.
Pedro Perea, who became vice president, and Mr. Griffin was promoted to
the position of president. When Mr.
Griffin died, in December, 1889, Mr. Perea was advanced to the presidency and
Hon. T. B. Catron was elected vice
In June, 1894, Pedro Perea
president.
resigned the position of president, Major Palen was chosen president, and J.
H. Vaughn was promoted from the position of assistant cashier to that of
cashier. The management of the bank
has since been unchanged, except that
in June, 1895, no vice president was
elected and that place has since been
vacant. The present directors are Henry L. Waldo, Louis Sulzbacher, John G.
Schumann, R. J. Palen and J. H. Vaughn. The business of the bank is con- R.
PALEJM, President.
ducted in a substantial three story
brick building, which was constructed
expressly for its use in 1882, and was
the first brick business block in Santa PAUL WUNSCHMANN.
Fe. The original charter expired in
December, 1890, and was extended by
the comptroller of the currency for 20
years longer. The capital stock remains at the original figure of $150.0u0.
Coinmniendation of the First National
Bank of Santa Fe would be superfluous. It is known throughout the entire Rocky mountain region as one of
the most prudently and conservatively
conducted and soundest financial institutions In the west. It enjoys the
absolute confidence of the people. Its
record is without a flaw. The business
methods of Major Palen and his active
associates are such as uniformly command a large volume of the most desirable business and hold an exceptionally large line of trust funds on deposit. In the Interest of both depositors and stockholders anything In the
nature of hazardous loans are invariably avoided, but such accommodations as are consistent with sound
banking principles, are always cheerfully extended to legitimate business
men. So Santa Fe is not only ;ustly
All
proud of possessing the pioneer banking house of New Mexico, but points
with much pardonable satisfaction to
the stable character of the institution.
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Oldest and Best Insurance

Agency In New Mexico.
It can truly be said that the Insurance firm of Paul Wunschmann & Co.
fire, and has never been found wanting.
It is the oldest, and it is certainly at

the very head of responsible insurance
agencies in New Mexico, having been
established in 1882. It has given the
has
public "insurance that insures";
paid into the hands of the people of this
territory many thousands of dollars,
and thus protected them from loss on
their property and lives, and stands
ready to pay out many thousands more
whenever their risks are written, when- -
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turquois, garnets, and other gems.
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AUEEN..
There is a treat in store for those women
who have not worn a pair of these famous
shoes.
Styles for all uses and occasions are represented in this line of footwear, and BEAUTY,
EASE, and SERVICE are their distinguishing
features.
A strikingly handsome style is herewith
shown.
All style boots, $3.00.
If you have not received booklet, call for
one.
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THE RIVENBURG RESIDENCE.
examination of the catalogue of prices
issued by the Santa Fe nursery it will
be seen that it can here be had in great
variety and at figures quite as reasontrees and
able as
shrubs brought from distant nurseries,
and not near so apt to thrive from the
day of planting.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Story of First Banking House Established
In New Mexico.

FOUNDED BY L. B. MAXWELL
The First National Bank of Santa Fe

ever misfortune overtakes their patrons in the shape of death or fire.
The senior member of the firm, Mr.
Wunschmann, is a man noted for his
philanthropy and modest charities. He
came to Santa Fe a quarter of a century ago, and for some years served as
accountant In the pioneer mercantile
house of Splegeiberg Bros. Afterward
he was connected with the government
Indian service and with the quarter
master's department of the army, giving up the latter work in 1882 to engage
in the Insurance business. On January
1 last he made a fortunate alliance with
Mr. O. C. Watson, and upon this gentleman becoming a member of the firm
they moved into the elegant newly fitted office quarters on upper San Francisco street which they now occupy.
Mr. Watson is a native of Uvalde county, Tex., but for upward of fifteen years
has made his home in New Mexico, having resided at various times In Lincoln,
Dona Ana and Bernalillo counties. He
is a graduate of the commercial department of the New Mexico College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts; is a man
of fine business address, capable and
most energetic. Previous to removing
to Santa Fe with his family he was for
five years connected with the Mutual
Life Insurance Company at Albuquerque. He has a very extended acquaintance throughout New Mexico, and this,
with his hustling qualities, to some extent accounts for the fact that the firm
has thus far this year more than doubled Its business over the same period
of last year. The firm represents the
world's strongest financial corporations
in the line of both life and fire Insurance; they are district managers for
the Mutual Life, and also represent the
Traveler's Accident Company and the
United States Fidelity and Guaranty
Bond Company of Baltimore.

was founded by Luclen B. Maxwell, of
Maxwell land grant fame, on December
18, 1870, and Is the oldest banking house
in the Territory of New Mexico, When
Mr. Maxwell embarked in this business
he had just sold his grant and had money to burn. He put up the entire capital stock of $150,000, merely distributing enough shares among personal
friends to form a directory In compliance with law, and was naturally
elected the first president with Charles
F. Holly serving as cashier. The original stock certificates and the first letter heads used by the bank had printed upon their face a vignette of President Maxwell with a cigar In his mouth.
At that time the wealthy native business men kept their accounts with St.
Louis commission houses, and were
wholly unacquainted with modern
banking methods. The new bank consequently had many difficulties to contend with. These were Increased by the
fact that, while Mr. Maxwell was known
to have plenty of money, his associates
in the enterprise failed to inspire confidence. So the business of the bank
was not profitable. In the spring of
B. ElklnB, subse1871, Hon. Stephen
quently delegate In congress from
Sterling Silver Souvenir Spoons.
New Mexico and at present United
States senator from West Virginia, set
about securing a charter for another
MANUFACTURER OF
bank. Before that plan was carried
to
sold
out
his
Mr.
Maxwell
stock
out,
Mr. Elkins and his associates, and the
with S. B. Elk-In- s
bank was
as president, Jose Leandro Perea
(father of Delegate Perea) as vice president, W. W. Griffin as cashier, and S.
All kinds of jewelry made to order and
B. Wheelock as assistant cashier. That
repaired. Fine stone setting a specforce remained In charge of the Instiialty. Singer sewing machines and
tution until 1878, when Major R. J.
supplies.
Palen succeeded Mr. Wheelock as as. 8ANTAFE, N. M.
sistant cashier. On the death of Jos TRISCOST.
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Industrial School For
dians that

In-

Is a Model In

Every Respect.
STORY OF THE

PlflffiEfllENT

First Normal School for Indians
In the United States Industrial Features Attendance 300
Health and Contentment.

Estab-blithe-

d

One of the most notable educational
Institutions In the country is the Unit-

ed States Indian industrial school located at Santa Fe. It was opened In
October, 1S90, with accommodations for
150 pupils, and was created a normal
school in January, 1894, being the first
Indian school of this high grade established in the United States. In this respect it outranks Carlisle or any other
Indian school in the land, except that
at Haskell, Kas., which has recently
been advanced to the normal grade.
Recognizing from the beginning that
the Santa Fe school was almost ideally

SUPT. CRAND ALL'S ASSISTANTS.
Crandall's principal
Superintendent
assistants are as follows: Chief clerk,
Francis J. McCormlck, who has charge
of the books and records of the institution; principal and normal teacher, Dr.
Stephen B. Weeks, who has the supervision of the literary work of the school;
head matron. Miss Anna B. Bush; industrial teacher, W, T. Shelton, in
charge of the gardens and yards; disciplinarian, Hugh Sousea, who has
charge of the boys and the military
drill; carpenter, F. C. Hill, who gives
the boys practical instruction in the
shops; contract doctor, in charge of the
hospital, Dr. W. S. Harroun. The total
number of employes is 32, exclusive of
25 Indian assistants.
Eighteen of the
employes are women. All are under civil service rules and necessarily possess
the training and experience required to
qualify them to perform their respective
duties in an acceptable manner. Naturally under such management everything moves like clock work.
BOYS AND GIRLS IN ATTENDANCE
At present 300 Indian boys and girls
are attending the school, of whom 218
are boys. Sixty-seve- n
per cent, of the
attendants are full blood Indians. This
is a larger percentage of Indians of unmixed blood than is shown by any other
Indian school in the
country. About 58 per cent, are Pueb- los
The rest are divided among some

nex to the south dormitory for girls.
me CUIUlttUl
ucijig auuub i,vvv,
All the
is now under construction.
brick buildings have metal roofs and
are at once attractive, substantial and
practically fire proof. There are thirteen other buildings on the grounds,
nearly all frame, which are used for
shops, warehouses, and other purposes.
It is the expectation that these tempostructures will
rary and inadequate
soon be replaced with suitable
brick
buildings.
MAINTENANCE OF THE SCHOOL.
The present annual cost of maintaining the Institution is about $50,000, the
appropriation being based on an estimate of $167 per year per pupll.and only
so much thereof being available as the
average attendance justifies. Thj appropriation for the current year, based
on an average attendance of 300, is
This Is exclusive of an additional
and
other available
appropriation
funds, amounting to about $22,000 for
salary of superintendent,
enlarging
school buildings and putting in electric
light plant and about $12,000 for other
improvements during this year.
Since it has been decided to abolish
the Pueblo Indian agency In this city
on July 1, and place the Pueblos under
the supervision of the United States
Indian schools in this city and at Albuquerque, the work and responsibilities
of the superintendent of this institution
$50,-10- 0.

SELIGMAN

BROTHERS

The Pioneer General Merchandising
tablishment of New Mexico.

ROMANCE OF WESTERN LIFE
The present mercantile house of Sellg-ma- n
Brothers was established at Santa
Fe in 1849 by S. Seligman with Hon.

U. S. GOVERNMENT

INDIAN INDUSTRIAL SCHOOL

formed from the fact that Seligman
Brothers loaded In one day in Kansas
City 83 .wagons with an average of 5,000
pounds of freight each for their store in
this city, that the firm paid freight bills
to the amount of $30,000 on one train
containing $126,000 worth of goods, and
sold In three weeks at their store nere
goods to the amount of $125,000 at prof-It- s
aggregating $51,000. The slump in
prices of all classes of commodities, following immediately after the surrender
of General Lee to General Grant at Appomattox, cost the business men of
Santa Fe fortunes and ruined many of
them.
Hon. Bernard Seligman, who participated actively in the stirring business
scenes of Santa Fe before the war,
could write a story of the early days
r,
that would be as Interesting as
Is still as bright as a diamond and
moves with the elastic step of a young
man. He crossed the plains 165 times
before the advent of the railway, the
shortest of these trips between Kanta
Fe and Kansas City being 23 days, and
on one occasion saved a stage load of
passengers from hostile Indians by
plausibly explaining to the chief in
Spanish that 1,200 United States cavalrymen were following in close pursuit
of the stage. During the war of
and in February, 1862, when Governor
Connely called out the militia, Bernard
Seligman quit his business and accepted the position of 1st lieutenant; he was
appointed assistant quartermaster of
the militia force. He was present at the
battle of Valverde and ordered after the
battle with. a column, consisting of 235
men and commanded by Col. Pino, to
proceed to Socorro and there to prevent
Sibley's forces from advancing up the
Rio Grande. The town of Socorro was
surrounded by 1,200 Texas troops, and
he and many others were taken prisoners; he was parolled and not exchanged
until about one month before the surrender of Lee, in April, 1865. Mr. Seligman was also a- - commissioner to the
Vienna Exposition in 1873, and a commissioner to the Philadelphia Exposition in 1876. He has served one term as
member of the lower house of the New
Mexico legislature, was a member of the
territorial council, officiated as chairman of the board of county commissioners for four years, was the first
vice president and one of the most influential promoters of the Texas, flanta
Fe & Northern railway, and was a
member of the Democratic national
convention in Chicago that renominat
ed Grover Cleveland for his second
term in the presidential office, Adolph
Seligman served most satisfactorily as
postmaster of Santa Fe during the first
Cleveland administration.

Chardlse P. Cleaver,
in congress, as partner. Hon. Bernard Seligman, now the head of the house, arrived in Santa Fe from Germany in 1856,
and, after clerking for Spiegelberg
Brothers for some time and doing business on his own account for four years,
joined his older brother, S. Seligman, in
the general merchandising firm of Seligman Brothers in 1862. S. Seligman
died in 1876 and his place was taken by
Adolph Seligman in 1877. Since then
the firm has remained the same, except that Arthur and James Seligman,
sons of the senior member, have be- come active and useful factors in the
conduct of the business.
The house was opened in the Spiegelberg block; then it was moved to the
adobe building on the corner of Sar
Francisco and Shelby streets, where It
remained from 1856 till 1890; then it was
moved back to the original stand in the
Spiegelberg building, and there it is located today. Prior to the last move, a
complete line of general merchandise,
including dry goods, groceries, hardware and crockery, was always in stock,
but since the firm moved into the present quarters only dry goods, carpets
and kindred lines have been
For many years the house carried a
stock ranging from $150,000 to $200,000,
and Mr. Seligman estimates that the
sales of the firm during the past fifty
years aggregate at least $5,000,000 Before the advent of the Santa Fe ra'lway
system In 1880, all goods brought into
New Mexico were freighted by wagons drawn by oxen, mules and horses
over the famous Santa Fe trail from
Kansas City. Santa Fe was then the
business center of the territory. This
was the distributing point for the entire region. Money was plentiful, there
were no banks, and the only depository
and exchange between the east and the
west was the quartermaster of the military department of New Mexico. There
were not even safes in which to store
and thousands
money for
of dollars were carried around on the
persons of business men, locked up in
trunks under counters or buried in the
dirt floors of the adobe buildings. Gambling and speculation consequently ran
riot. Pool games Involving $1,000 on the
side were common, and poker games
with from $20,000 to $50,000 in gold and
Benny's Errand.
I'm going over to Lucky Perkins'
silver in sight were ordinary incidents
In the exciting life of those days. Goods right after breakfast, announced Benny
were freighted In once a year and mails Bloobumper.
Why are you, going there asked Mrs.
were received from the east once a
Bloobumper.
on
the
the
Indians
when
plains
month,
I dreamed last night that I saw her
permitted and other conditions were walking with a boy I didn't know, and
favorable.
he made faces at me. J m going to una
An Idea of the business transactions out from Lucv who it was, so that I can
of the pioneer days of Santa Fe can be puncn nun. weveiana nam Jjeaier.
Ben-Hu-

1861-6-

d.
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By Kaadt, Photographer.
different tribes, embracing represen
have been very much increased. The
tatives from nearly all the states and new arrangement will place about 4,000
territories west of the Mississippi river Pueblos, all living within a radius of 80
where there are Indians.
After the miles of Santa Fe, under the school
Pueblos, Papago, Pima, Apache and here. Already the eleven Pueblo day
Navajo Indians predominate. They are schools of this district, including the
all comfortably and neatly clad, scru- supervising and assistant teachers, are
pulously clean, well nourished, and on Superintendent Crandall's pay rolls.
seem contented and happy. Good be- These schools will be maintained and
havior is the rule. The percentage of improved as feeders to the normal
school in Santa Fe and no doubt Is
sickness Is small. The boys are organized as a military battalion under mil- entertained that they will rapidly in
itary regulations. The battalion is di- crease the attendance here and render
vided into four companies, each of larger appropriations necessary in fu
STORY OF THE MANAGEMENT.
which has its full complement of off- ture.
The first superintendent of this school icers
PLAN OF THE SCHOOL.
designated by cadet chevrons. The
was S. M. Cart, of Ohio, who served for
It is the policy of the authorities of
discipline is largely military. Grave ofthe three years ensuing January 1, 1890, fenses are dealt with by court martial, the Indian bureau steadily to
enlarge
and is now connected with educational but these are
and improve this school so that all the
comparatively rare.
work in Dayton, Ohio. T. M. Jones, of
Indian boys and girls in this region can
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.
Virginia, filled the position of superinThe institution is situated on a level, receive the necessary education and
tendent during the next five years, fertile and beautiful tract of land, a training near home to fit them for all
when he was succeeded by A. H. Viets, fraction over 106 acres in extent, about the useful
pursuits of civilized life
of Texas, who discharged the duties of three miles southwest of the soldier's without
sending them to Carlisle or othone
and
for
the responsible post
year
monument in the Santa Fe plaza. Five er eastern schools. Already the litera
six months. Upon the retirement of acres of campus and five acres of gar- ry features of the school here are
spasms
equal
Mr. Viets, in February, 1900, C. J. dens are under
from the to the best.
The industrial depart
irrigation
Crandall of Minnesota, assumed the du- mains of the Santa Fe Water &
Light ments embrace carpenter shops, blackties of superintendent, and the rare in- Company. The campus furnishes am- smith shopts, wagon making, shoemak-in- g
and
executive
fine
ability
telligence,
and harness making, and it is the
ple play grounds and room for military
conscientious devotion to duty already
evolutions, while the gardens at once design to increase the appliances and
manifested by this accomplished gen- afford iHstructive
object lessons to the facilities for giving practical instructleman Inspire confidence that his adin a useful industry and supply tion in these and other Industrial purboys
ministration will be all that sincere the tables with many choice fruits and suits as fast as possible. Especial atfriends of the institution could desire.
vegetables. The products of these gar- tention is given to instruction In garMr. Crandall entered the service as dens have been awarded 25 or 30 first
dening and fruit culture.
Insuperintendent of the United States
In 1897 a class of five boys and two
New Mexico Horticultural
the
by
prizes
dian school at his home town of Pipe- association. The investment in build- girls
graduated from the normal destone, Minn., in 1891, resigning the office ings is about $60,000, while an equip- partment, five boys graduated in 1899,
of county superintendent of schools, ment worth about $40,000,
Including and three boys and one girl will gradwhich he had filled for five years, to acutensils and furniture, is car- uate In June of this year.
supplies,
As
first
its
superin- ried,
cept the position.
INSTRUCTION IN MUSIC.
making the total Investment fully
tendent, he built the Indian school at $100,000.
The institution boatsts of a well orPipestone. In January, 1895, he was
The main building Is a two story ganized brass band of 15 pieces, under
transferred to the Indian school at brick structure
built in the form of a leadership of P. L. Lookaround, and an
teacher, Greek cross. It is 160 feet
Chilocco, Okla., as principal
long and 40 excellent orchestra of 12 pieces, includto
soon
was
the
after
and
promoted
wide with a two story wing on ing string and reed instruments and a
feet
In each side 150
place of assistant superintendent.
feet by 28 feet. One of cornet. All the members of these mu
the autumn of 1896, he was promoted these
Inis used as a dormitory for sical organizations are Indians.
wings
to the position of superintendent of the
censtruction is also given on the piano and
The
for
and
the
other
girls.
boys
school at Pima, Ariz., where he retral section is used for offices, dining in vocal music.
mained for ten months, when, in 1897, room
FIRE PROTECTION.
and kitchens, with apartments on
of
to
duties
was
the
he
assigned
the second floor for the superintendent.
Ample
protection against fire is afof the Indian school at Lower
The school building and assembly forded by a well organized hose comBrule, South Dakota, whence he came hall is two stories
high and constructed pany of Indian boys, with a regular
to Santa Fe last February under an asof brick In the form of a T. The main chief and assistant chief, and an equipIndian
will
bureau.
of
the
It
signment
part is 80 by 40 feet, with a wing on ment of 500 feet of the best purchasathus be perceived that, with nine years each
side 30 by 30 feet. The employes' ble hose. The pressure afforded by the
in
the service,
continuous experience
THE HISTORIC
is brick, two stories, 80 feet Santa Fe water works is sufficient to
building
Mr. Crandall is not a novice in the
and 40 feet wide, with wings 22 by throw water over the highest buildings
long
work. He is not only an experienced 42
feet on each side. The hospital is on the grounds. This Is particularly
and cultivated educator, but a pleasing brick, two stories, 48 by 36 feet. The important until such a time as the daners, and is In all respects one of the
MISSION SCHOOL.
sunniest, pleasantest and most deslra
and polished writer, as his entertaining laundry building, also used as an engine gerous stoves and coal oil lamps now In
ble homes in the territory. The day
contributions to the Land of Sunshine house, is constructed of brick, part of use are abandoned and the buildings An Institution Devoted to the Education school
feature was abandoned several
steam
are
and
heated
all
two
lighted
one
is
stories
it
and
and
by
high,
other
part
and
publications
plentifully
And Training of Girls.
years ago, the efficiency of the public
120 by 30 feet.
A two story brick an- - by electricity.
prove.
In June, 1881, Miss M, A. Allison, rep- school system rendering It no longer
resenting the Woman's Board 6f Home necessary, and the institution is now
rooms, north to Antelope Springs on the south. Missions of the Presbyterian church, conducted exclusively as an industrial
tories, class rooms, recreation
ST.
bath rooms, laundry, work shops and He is a "square" man and has the pluck assumed the management of the Santa and boarding school for girls. The
ail the other departments are well and ability to score a big success in Fe Industrial School for girls, and this present attendance is 68, and seven
estimable lady still continues faithfully teachers are employed. In addition to
Founded and Built By Mother Katherine lighted and ventilated and not a Bpot mercantile life.
can
or
blemish
be
found
to discharge the responsible duties of all the studies embraced in the usual
anywhere.
Drexelland Blessed Archbiseop Lamy.
cost
The
of
order
the
Perfect
prevails.
superintendent of the institution. The common school education, the girls are
Saint Catherine Industrial School for
mending,
institution was then conducted as a (lay taught sewing,
Indian boys and girls was founded by Improvements is estimated at about
school. At the suggestion of Miss Alli- cooking, and all that pertains to good
Mother Katherine Drexell, of the order $30,000, and the cost of maintenance Is
The
housekeeping and
of the Blessed Sacrament, in 1887, and about $15,000 per year. This is entirely Groceries and Supplies at Wholesale and son, the boarding department was full course of
covers eight years,
atstudy
in
seven
the
The
Sisters
in
with
in
founded
1883,
by
defrayed
charge.
girls
Retail.
necesthis noble woman provided the
All
tendance. The experiment prove i un- and is especially designed for those who
government contributes nothing.
sary funds to build and furnish the In the
to fit themselves to teach In the
a
and
Mr.
western
a
is
common
school
pioneer
branches
are
successful.
Beaty
Applications wish
taught.
expectedly
stitution. Among the last public acts In
schools of New Mexico. All stu
he
of
A
public
native
true
Ohio,
to
Music
is
who
came
in
pathfinder.
from
all
of
manifest
the territory,
pupils
parts
taught
the life of Archbishop Lamy was to
out for the golden west when and soon far exceeded the accommoda- dents have dally drill in vocal music
bless this school. It was completed in talents In that direction. The boys are struck
man and resided for some tions. In 1889, It was decided to aban- and piano and organ Instruction Is giva
first conducted as a Instructed in carpenter work, shoe mak- quite Inyoung
1889, and was
county, Iowa. don the sadly
old adobe en when desired. Graduates of the Inyears
other
and
Washington
ing,
blacksmlthing,
farming
school for boys by the Benedictine
1854.
was
in
Over
This
years
twenty
useful
was
broken
for stitution are much sought after by famand
while
industrial
the
,
ground
building,
Jouven-ceaupursuits;
monks. Then Father Antonio
sevroute
Fe
the
when
Santa
begun
cookare
ago,
brick
three
the
building. ilies desiring competent help and
story
present
taught
with a corps of secular teachers girls
eral
of
them
are
at
on
ahead
came
occupying
present
he
atsouthwest,
and
pushing
The
and
well
This substantial
laundry work.
arranged
had charge of the work for three or ing, sewing
of the rails to New Mexico, stopping structure was occupied In January, enviable positions as teachers In the
four years. On September 1, 1894, the tendants are mostly from the Cochlti, for a time at Raton and
He
Las
Vegas.
1890.
It affords accommodations for public schools.
Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament, with Isleta, Santa Clara and other pueblos of
build the first modern houses in from 50 to 70 boarders, including teach- and
helped
New
central
northern
and
Mexico,
Sister Evangelist as mother superior,
those towns, and upon reaching Panta
and since are nearly all full blood Indians.
assumed the management,
Fe In December, 1879, started in the
then the school has been In a most
grocery business in which he has ever
HOUSE since
flourishing and satisfactory condition.
been engaged. Although reverses
85
numbers
attendance
The present'
Mr. Beaty always met them
came,
65
school
buildings One of the
girls. The
boys and
and today he is a large properMerchants
bravely,
Young
Enterprising
occupy an eligible and commanding site
ty owner, thoroughly Interested in evof Santa Fe.
in the northwestern part of the city.
to push Santa Fe to
One of the aggressive
young mer- erything calculated
The grounds embrace about 50 acres,
man who the front, and his word is as good as
of
a
chants
Santa
Fe,
young
connected
been
have
since
and,
they
his bond. At the corner of Capital and
with the mains of the city water sys- has achieved marked success in a field Water streets, his grocery house, bakto
be
thought
already
occupied
fully
tem, have been beautified by the plantwhen he commenced
is Leo ing, feed storage and lumber depart
ing of many fruit trees, flowering Hersch, wholesale and business,
retail
dealer in ments occupy seven lots. He merits
plants and gardens. There are seven
and enjoys a prosperous patronage.
"
-' grain, hay, flour, potatoes and all nabuildmain
substantial
The
buildings.
He
commenced
tive
farm
produce.
Is
and
about
ing is three stories high,
in a single small room on San
76 feet long and 76 feet wide with wings business
Different.
May 16, 1896. Today
It is admirably Francisco street,
. on each side 35x75 feet.
cannot
I
store-rooShe
No,
marry you.
a
he
occupies
covering
planned and adapted to the work of the
He You love another?
of nearly a block and his esschool. Among the other buildings frontage
do.
One whose happiness I
She I
tablished trade is
may be mentioned the two story struc- $60,000 a year. He does approximately
place above all else In the world; one
an
Immense
the
not displease or sacrifice
would
large
whom I
ture expressly for girls,
business to the neighboring for anything.
bakery, shops for boys, and a house for freighting
He .Show him to ine!
camps of Bland, Cerrlllos, San
the accommodation of old Indians who mining
She You are looking at her.
Pedro and Golden; In fact his trade
the
purpose
for
Institution
to
the
come
He OhI
Taos on the
from
extends
territory
children.
PRESBYTERIAN MISSION SCHOOL.
of rtoltinf their
located, with reference to climatic and
sanitary conditions and convenience to
the children sought to be educated. It
has been the constant policy of the au
thorities of the Indian bureau to con
tribute all the aid in their power to
make it one of the most perfect and
efficient educational machines in the
service, and congress has wisely seconded these efforts with generous appropriations. The beneficent results of
this rational policy will be unfolded later on in this sketch.
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sent back with a message ol defiance;
and here five days later, General Kearney formally took possession of the
city, and slept, after his long and
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
wearv march, on the carpeted earthen
floor of the palace.
From every point of view it is the
KKKCTED IN 1598.
most important historical building in
the country, and its ultimate use should
Extract From Report of Gov. Prince, 1890.
he as the bom of the wonderfully varied
collections of antiquities which New
"Without disparaging the importance Mexico will furnish.
of any of the cherished historical localiComing down to more modern times,
ties of the east, it may be truthfully it may be added that here General Lew
said that this ancient palace surpasses Wallace wrote "Ben Hur," while govin 1879 and 1880.
in historic Interest and value any other ernor,
or
place
object in the United States.
It antidates the settlement of James- WELTMER STATIONER
town by nine years, and that of Plymouth by 32. and has stood during the
Book and Stationery Store in Cap393 years since its erection, not as a Only
ital City Founded in 1880.
cold rock or monument, with no claim
The book, stationery and news Btore
upon the interest of humanity except
the bare fact of its continued existence, of Jacob Weltmer, located in one of the
but as the living center of everything spacious and attractive store rooms in
of historic Importance in the southwest. the Catron
block, is always well stockThrough all that long period, whether ed and strictly
in all its deunder Spanish, Pueblo, Mexican or
American control, it has been the seat partments. Everything in the line of
of power and authority. Whether the supplies needed by writers, whether
ruler was called viceroy, captain gen- professional men, literary people, bookeral, political chief, department com- keepers or ordinary letter writers, is
mander or governor, and whether he carried. All the leading dally newspapresided over a kingdom, a province, a pers and periodicals may be found disdepartment or a territory, this has been played on Weltmer's counters. So the
his official residence.
From here Onate started in 1599 on place is much frequented by people who
his adventurous expedition to the east- think and read. It was founded by H.
ern plains; here, seven years later, 800 B. Cartwrlght in 1880, and about two
Indians came from
f
Quivira to years later was purchased by Mr. Weltask aid In their war with the Axtaos; mer, who has ever since given his perfrom here, In 1018, Vicente de Sallvar sonal attention to the business. It was
sot forth to the Moqui country, only to carried on in the
postofflce until the
be turned back by rumors of the giants original Catron block
was burned down
to be encountered; and from here Pena-los- a In the summer
of 1888, when the
and his brilliant troop started, on
was moved to Its present locathe 6th of March, 1003, on their uarvel-on- s
tion in the government palace.
Mr.
expedition to the Missouri; in one
of its strong rooms tne commissary Weltmer served as a soldier In the
was im- Union army during the civil war, was
general of the inquisition
prisoned a few years later by the same postmaster of Santa Fe under the adPanalosa; within its walls, fortified as ministration of President Harrison, and
for a siege, the bravest of the Spaniards is now
his second term as preswere massed In the revolution of 1080; ident serving
of the local board of education.
here, on the 19th of August of that
year, was given the order to execute
49 Pueblo prisoners in the plaza which
faces the building; here, but a day
MUGLER, MILLINER
later, was the sad war council held
which determined on the evacuation of
the city; here was the scene of triumph Established Here Fifteen Years
in All Departments.
of the Pueblo chieftains as they ordered
Miss Mugler arrived In Santa Fe
the destruction of the Spanish archives
and the church ornaments in one grand from Lawrence, Kas., in the summer
conflagration; here De Vargas, on Sep- of 1885, accompanied by "her mother
tember 14, 1093, after the 11 hours com- and
sister, and soon after opened a
bat of the precediug day. gave thanks
to the Virgin Mary, to whose aid .he millinery store in the city. Since then
attributed his triumphant capture of she has been continuously In business
the city; here, more than a century here, and, by giving close application
later, on March 3, 1807, Lieutenant to the details of her business and exPike was brought before Governor Alen- - tending uniformly fair and courteous
caster as an invader of Spanish soil; treatment to all purchasers at her
here, in 1822, the Mexican standard, counters, has built up a most satisfacwith its eagle and cactus, was raised in
trade. From the beginning she has
token that New Mexico was no longer a tory
carried a first class stock of strictly
dependency of Spain; from here, on the
millinery goods, employing only
6th of August, 1837, Governor Perez
started to subdue the insurrection in the most competent assistants, and has
the Noith, only to return two days later long ranked as the leading milliner of
and to meet his death on the 9th, near the capital city. In addition to a comAgua Fria; here, on the succeeding day, plete stock of millinery goods, she carJose Gonzales, a Pueblo Indian of Taos, ries a large line of notions for ladies,
as Governor of New shirt
was installed
waists, kid gloves, mitts, hosiery,
Mexico, soon after to bo executed by
for ail
order of Armijo; here, in the principal handkerchiefs, and materials
kinds of fancy work. Her store Is loreception room, on August 13, 1840,
Captain Cooke, the American envoy cated on the corner of San Francisco
was receiveu uy uuveruur vruuju auu and Shelby streets.

THE PALACE

g.

OLD PALACE.
away, and the water works, three miles
up Santa Fe canon, are on the telephone
An Exchange That Is Strictly
circuit. In connection with initiating
In AHJParticulars.
and constructing the local telephone
The Santa Fe Electric Telephone Co., system, Manager Sparks is entitled to
with I. Sparks as principal promoter, credit for bringing the Postal Telechief stockholder, and general man- graph Company's lines into the city.
ager, was organized in 1894, and the ex- Including his recent work as manager
change that has since been conducted of the local water and. electric light
under this management has been al- plants, he has been Instrumental In putmost ideal. Mr. Sparks enjoyB the dis- ting up more miles of wire In Santa Fe
tinction of having Initiated and install- than any other one man.
ed at Santa Fe the first telephone exchange in the United States entirely inW. DUDROW
dependent of the Bell Telephone Company. When the Bell fundamental patents expired in February, 1894, the San- Easily the Chief In the Transfer, Lumber
and Coal Business.
ta Fe company had its switch board in
The subject of this sketch Is a true all
place and connected therewith by wires
you
strung on substantial poles and ready around man, take him anywhereAvon-dale
for immediate service, merely awaiting are minded to. He was born on
Farm, Frederick county, Marythe arrival of the 65 'phones then re
quired. This plant was purchased of land, November 6, 1849. At the age of
the Western Telephone Construction 15 he set out for the golden west, lived
Company, of Chicago, which was or- a short time In Missouri, thence went
ganized before the Bell patents ex to Texas and engaged In the cattle buspired and proved its strength by suc- iness. Later he went Into the employ of
cessfully combating the Bell company the Southern Overland Express Co.,
for
Colo.,
in several legal battles, and telephone running out of Pneblo,
No. 1 of the Chicago company is now In Messrs. Barlow & Sanderson, as exuse in Santa Fe. So the Santa Fe ex press messenger for eleven years. He
change has been in the Independent was the hut express messenger by stage
movement from the start. When It was line, running to Santa Fe In the spring
established, similar exchanges In the of 1880. That year he settled in this
country, because of the high royalties city and has since made his home here,
exacted by the Bell Company,' were being engaged in the freight transfer,
charging $60 per year for the use of lumber and coal business, which he has
telephones at private residences and $80 made a success from the very start. Mr.
per year for similar service at business Dudrow Is an active, public spirited
houses. The Santa Fe Company Is now citizen, ever ready to do more than his
charging $5 per quarter for the use of full share to advance Interests. That the
phones at private residences and hopes people appreciate his worth as ft man
soon to be able still more to reduce and a citizen Is evidenced by the fact
rates. The local exchange has recent- that he Is now serving his eighth year
ly been overhauled and remodeled and as county commissioner and has been
brought up to date as 'fast as the Bell president of the county hoard for four
patents expired. It Is now as near per years past.
fect as any system In any town of simThe linotype machine of the New Hex-lea- n
ilar size In the United States. Sixty
office (g capable of handling any
miles of wire and 105 'phones are In quantity of composition for legal briefs
use. All the public buildings and busi- In a short space of time. Printing upon
lines from this machine li like that of
ness centers of the capital city, Includ- new
type, for every line. Is specially cast
ing the penitentiary and United States when used. No blurred or Indistinct
Indian school, two and three miles printing codes from linotype work.

TELEPONE SYSTEM.
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up to our days, during the summer, the
statue of Mary "La Conqulstadora" is
taken from the church and carried in
solemn procession to that spot, whereat
it remains for a week.
There was no chapel thereat until the
beginning of the 19th century; permission to build one was given only in the
,
year 1806 by the
nanhirv TTrn v Appnainn Ho F.OMita and bishop of Durango. The present edifice
Fray Geronimo de la Liana, were trans- is going to ruin. Will not a friend of
ferred from their resting places (in the history help its restoration?
pueblos of Picuries and OJaray) to this
parish church, where they are still today, behind the main altar, the place
being indicated by appropriate inscripCHURCH.
tions.
The new cathedral was begun by orders of Archbishop Lamy In 1869, and One of the Many Flourishing Religious
is still unfinished. One of the towers
Organizations of Santa Fe.
and the wall In front of the church,
The Presbyterian church of Santa Fe
which line the street, were built In 1888 was originally a Baptist church. The
by directions of Archbishop Salpointe. Baptist appear to have been the pioOn each side of the chancel there are neers of Protestantism in this city.
still two chapels, which belonged to the Anyhow, as early as 1859, they laid the
old church. One of them, on the right corner-ston- e
of an adobe church on the
corner where the Presbyterian church
now stands. How long they continued
their work or how successfully Is not a
matter of record.
The first Presbyterian missionary, the
Rev. D. F. McFarland, came to Santa
Fe in 1866. Very soon a petition was
presented to him by the Protestant
community which had receive! him
with great cordiality, asking for the organization of the Presbyterian church.
This petition was signed by three
two
byterians, four Episcopalians,
Lutherans, and three members of the
Christian church, In all twelve Protestants. The church was organized January 13, 1867, with W. N. Carothera as
ruling elder and the following board of
trustees: Gov. Robert R. Mitchell, Chief
Justice John P. Slough, Col. James L.
Collins, M. L. Byrns, Esq., and S. H.
Elkins, Esq. Mr. McFarland left Santa Fe in 1873, and it was not until 1875
v v
that the Rev. Geo. G. Smith became the
second pastor, with Dr. B. M. Thomas
as ruling elder. The Rev. Mr." Smith
was succeeded by the Rev. G. W. Rig-glin September, 1879, and he by Rev.
J. M. McGaughey. The other pastors
CATHEDRAL.
have been the Rev. J. W. Stark, G. G.
Smith, (for the second time), Robt, M.
Vicof
side is the chapel of
Craig, and W. Hayes Moore.
whose statue
tory (Conqulstadora),
The Presbyterian church in Santa Fe
can be seen therein. Just behind the Is stronger today than at any time in
main altar, separated from the church its history. Its financial condition Is
proper by a partition, is the old choir better. Its spiritual condition is betof the Franciscans, filled up with anci- ter. Its outlook is most encouraging.
ent-relics.
The most important of Its session consists of Messrs. F. P.
them is a large and Imposing monu- Crichton, Chas. L. Bishop, E. F.
ment of cut stone, erected in memory
and J. E. Wood. Col. Geo. W.
of Don Marla.de Valle, gobernador de Knaebel is president of its board of
Nuevo Mexico. This monument was trustees and W. H. Pope, Esq., is sec
originally in the soldiers' chapel (la retary.
Castrense) now destroyed, and has been
It maintains the following flourishing
placed where it stands actually In 1859. organizations: Y. P. S. C. E with Mrs.
Beneath the pavement of the chancel R. J. Crichton as. president; Junior En
there is a stone vault In which are de- deavor, with Carl A. Bishop as presiposited the remains of the venerable dent; Woman's Aid society, with Mrs.
Archbishop Lamy and his royal vicar T. P. Gable as president; the Mission
general, Father Eguillon, both foun- ary society, with Mrs. J. E. Wood as
ders of the cathedral.
president; Sabbath school with C. L
Bishop as president.
it is certain that it was built about 275
years ago, and has been used as a reTHE M. E. CHURCH.
ligious edifice ever since. Old men say
that the date of the building is carved
upon the beam which supports the gal- Dedicated to the Worship of God by Dr.
lery; it has not been found yet. With
Moore in 1881.
careful searching this following In
The
church
building on San
scription has been found: "Antonio de
street was erected in 1880 and 1881,
Jesus roga por un padre nuestro y Ave
the pastorate of Rev. Henry H.
Maria por el amor de DIos." It Is sit during
Hall. The church was dedicated April
Is
now
south
wall
and
the
near
uated
17, 1881, by Dr. Moore, then of Denver
covered by the new cornice.
now elected bishop of
All that is known, and this is a his- University, and
Methodist Episcopal church. The
torical fact, Is that when Santa Fe was the
church stands as a monument to the lib.
given up to the pillage In 1680, the
churches were desecrated and partly erality and faith of many who yet re
main residents of Santa Fe.
pulled down, but Guadalupe being
The first Methodist sermon ever
out
town
for
somewhat
fared better
of
In Santa Fe was delivered by
awhile, but was sacked the following preached
Rev. E. G. Nicholson in October, 1850.
year, 1681.
Behind the altar is a fine painting Mr. Nicholson was sent out by the
Methodist church as a
at
representing the four apparitions of the about the same time themissionary and
Baptists
Blessed Virgin to the Indian, Juan
sent out their first man,
Diego. It was painted at Mexico by Jo PresbyterianNew Mexico was ceded to
after
seph de Alzibar, A. D. 1683; at least that just
the United States. In 1855, Dallas V,
is the supposition, Guadalupe church
was sent to this field. These men
was erected as a parish on December Love
remained but a short time and the work
11, 1881, by his Grace Archbishop J. B.
was abandoned for
In 1868
Lamy, appointing to take charge of said and 1869 Rev. Fathermany years.
now known
Dyer,
church Very Rev. J. H. Defourl, who
as the snow-sho- e
Itinerant, was acting
was then in Denver. On his arrival in
the New Mexico
Santa Fe, Father Defourl was offered as superintendent of
a small class and
mission,
organized
take
to
his
the
grace,
archbishop,
by
made Santa Fe his headquarters. Rev.
charge of Our Lady of Guadalupe for Mr. Nicholson
organized the first class
the English speaking Catholic congre
before Father Dyer's day. About
gatlon in this city. The church had long
members were attachees of the
been closed for years, having been used all the
when the army moved, the
a few times each year. Through the army, and
Rev. Thos. Harwood
went.
endless endeavors and work and con- church
city often and prepared
stant repairs by Father Defourl, it be- preached in the
Rev. Mr. Hall, since whose
came one of the most beautiful spots in the way for
work
has been permanent.
the
day
the city. Father Defourl was removed
remember the sucto Las Vegas in 1894. His successor Many citizens will
M. Hackney in 1881,
H.
pastors,
ceeding
was Rev. Paul Gilberton, who took
James M. Davidson 1882, I. Pablo Sala- charge of the Guadalupe church, Sep- zar 1884, G. S. Hubbs 1885, O. J. Moore
Is
in
still
1894,
the
tember,
priest charge 1886, G. P.
Fry 1889, C. I. Mills 1891, and
thereof.
G. S. Madden 1894.
From the beginning until now the
church has received nearly three hun
dred members, and yet the membership
THE ROSARIO
has always been small because of the
constant removals. This church, like
Vow
Memorable
Rendred Immortal by the
others, Is a great blessing, not only to
Made by Diego de Vargas.
the people of the city and members, but
The Rosarlo chapel, situated in the to the ever Increasing number of health
western part of the city, next to the seekers and strangers passing through.
Rev. A. A. Hyde is the present pastor,
National cemetery, is built on a historical spot. It Is there that on September W. J. McPherson Is superintendent of
14, 1692, the Indians who had revolted the Sunday school, and W. M. H. Woodagainst King Charles II and the Span- ward, assistant. Mrs. J. W. Crawley is
iards, surrendered to Diego de Vargas. president of the Epworth League. The
machinery of the church runs smoothly
and the friendly spirit manifest at the
service invites all to come again. Slowly, yet steadily, the churches do grow.
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THE CATHEDRAL.
In

1571

It Was the Parish Church of the

City of the Holy Faith.
There is no doubt that the first parish
church of Santa Fe was a very humble
edifice.
Where It stood is not exactly
known, but from the royal ordinances
of 1571, it is certain that it occupied
very nearly the site of the present cathedral.
This provisional chapel was replaced
by a more substantial building which
was begun by directions of the custodian, Fray Alonzo de Benavldes, subsequently archbishop of Goal, in 1622,
and finished five years later. It stood

THE PRESBYTERIAN
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ST. FRANCIS
exactly on the spot where the catiiedral
now stands; and part of the old foundations of this temple, which belonged
themselves to the original walls of the
first chapel, are still enclosed in the
foundation of the modern edifice. In
August, 1680, it was set on fire by the
insurgent Pueblo Indians during the
siege of Santa Fe, and all the wood
work consumed, which caused the ruin
of the upper part of the walls. In 1708
the Marquis de la Penuela, then governor of New Mexico, proposed to the
viceroy of New Spain the
of the parish church, but no action was
taken until about eight years afterwards. It may be said that the rebuilding of the church began only about
1716. In 1759 the remains of two of the
most celebrated missionaries of the 17th

SAN MIGUEL
A Church Edifice

CHURCH

of Historic
in 1543.

Interest-Erec-

ted

Adjoining St. Michael's college on the
north, and within the college grounds,
lg the famous and historic San Miguel
church, doubtless the oldest edifice of
the kind standing on American soil.
According to Father Defouri's history
of the Catholic church in New Mexico,
it was built possibly about or soon after 1543, while other authorities place
the date of Its construction in 1580. It
was partly destroyed during the revolt
of the Pueblo Indians in 1680, when the
Spaniards were either murdered or
driven out of the territory, and Santa
Fe was given up to pillage, and all the
churches were desecrated and partly
pulled down. After the reconquest of
Santa Fe by the Spaniards under Diego
de Vargas Zapate Lujan in September,
1692, this venerable structure of adobe

SAN MIGUEL CHURCH.
150 Yeas Ago.
was repaired and It has ever since been
used as a place of worship. A new roof
was placed upon it in 1710, and its
crumbling walls were restored. During
recent years substantial repairs have
been made, but its original form has
been preserved as far as possible. It is
at present in dally use as the chapel of
St. Michael's college, with Father
officiating as chaplain, and it Is
annually visited by hundreds of tourists
from all parts of the country. Among
the many objects of Interest contained
within this sacred edifice are two rare
paintings that have been studied with
the deepest Interest by American as
well as European artists, and pronounced works of the 12th century. The
bell originally used in this chapel was
cast in Spain in 1356 and weighs 780
pounds. It is unquestionably the first
church bell brought Into America. Considering that the region between the
Mexican seaport, where this bell was
landed, and Santa Fe, was a trackless
wilderness, infested by savages and
wild animals, the difficulties attending
Its conveyance to this point seem almost Incredible. But the pioneer
sionaries of this region were men of
dauntless courage and Inflexible resolution. No dangers or difficulties caused
them to hesitate in their determination
to carry the cross and its Christianising and civilizing influences to the Indians ef this unexplored territorial empire.

GUADALUPE

CHURCH.

Pillaged and Desecrated by the Pueblos
Two Hundred and Nineteen Years Ago.
The Guadalupe church is situated on
the left bank of the Rio Santa Fe, and
is located about half a mile from the
plasa, on an eminence at the Junction
of Agua Frla and Guadalupe streets.
From the best information obtainable

Our-Lad-

Side-botto-

CHAPEL

HOLY FAITH CHURCH.

DIEQO DE VARGAS.
The devout captain had brought from
Spain a beautiful statue of the Virgin
Mary, (since mutilated by unknown
parties) which can be seen in the actual cathedral of Santa Fe. The tradition Is that, before entering Santa Fe,
Vargas vowed to the Virgin, that
should the Indians surrender her statue would be carried every year In procession from the church, where it was
to be deposited, to the spot where he,
Vargas, was then standing. And in
compliance with that vow, every year

Teachings of the Episcopalians Intro- 'I
duced Thirty Years Ago.
The first official visitation (of which
there is any record) of any minister of
the Protestant Episcopal church to
Santa Fe, was that of the Rt. Rev. Jos.
Crulckshank Talbot, then missionary
bishop of the northwest, when he acted
as chaplain to a civic and military 4th
of July procession in 1863. The next
day (Sunday) after morning prayer by
Rev. Wm. A. Rich and Rev. A. H. D.
Mora, he preached In the Presbyterian
church, and celebrated the holy communion. He also preached the following Sunday. The services of the church
were conducted and the offices of the
church were performed by Rev. John
Moart, chaplain at Fort Union, and the
Rev. J. A. M. La Tourette of Fort
at Intervals during the years

In

1867

der the charge of Bishop Randall, who
made his first visitation here in July,
1868. In September,
1870,
was commenced in the parlor of Colo
nel F. Bridgman's house, and In Good
Templar's hall. August 18, 1871, the
Rev. John Cornell arrived here, having
been appointed by Bishop Randall as
the first resident minister. He was
elected rector, August 23, 1871, an organization having been previously effected under the name of the Church
of the Good Sheperd.
The name was afterwards changed to
St. Thomas church. Services were at
that time held in Good Templar's hall,
then a government building on Lincoln
A Sunday
avenue, facing the paza.
school and a parish school were organized. Mr. Cornell resigned after a
year's work on August 20, 1872.
After the death of Bishop Randall his
successor, Bishop Spalding, visited the
parish once. The general convention of
1874 made a new jurisdiction
of New
Mexico and Arizona and elected Rev. W.
F. Adams of St. Paul's church, New Orleans, La., as the first bishop. On February 6, 1875, Bishop Adams and H.
Forrester, Presbyter, arrived in Santa
Fe. From that time until the parish
was dissolved May 31, 1876, Mr. Forrester was in charge and continued after its organization as a mission until
October 26, 1879, when he was relieved
by Bishop Spalding, who was temporarily in charge, and then here on a
visit.
During the year 1880, occasional services were held, the sacraments administered and pastoral care given by Rev.
David A. Sanford of Las Vegas.
Beginning March, 1881, Dr. McNamara
had charge of the mission for a short
time; but soon services were conducted
until
by the bishop and
November, 1882. September 27, 1881, the
corner stone of the present handsome
church was laid, at which Bishop Dun-lo- p
officiated and Judge Prince made
the address. On August 6, 1882, the first
service was held in the new church.
In November of the same year Rev.
E. W, Meany came and remained in
charge for eight years, until November,
1890. Rev. T. J. Glynn, deacon, was in
charge from February 15, 1890, to May
20, when he died. The services of Gov.
were then relied
Prince as
on until November, 1891, when the Rev.
S. H. S. Idleton, deacon, became minister in charge, only to succumb soon
after to the dread disease of consumption, on January 17, 1892.
The Rev. George H. Mueller succeeded with a short pastorate of six months.
He was followed by Mr. Albert C.
who was soon af
Monk, as
ter ordained deacon and remained in
charge from June 2, 1893, until July 15,
1894. In 1893, a rectory was built on the
chuch lot at a cost of $2,700. On Octo
ber, 1894, Rev. F. T. Bennett commenced
a pastorate which was ended by his removal to Albuquerque the next year.
The Rev. Hale Townsend was In charge
from December 7, 1895, until August
1897, when he died and was succeeded by
Rev. J. L. Gay, who resigned in Octo
ber, 1899, upon reaching the age of 90
years, and was succeeded by the pres
ent Incumbent, Rev. E. L. Eustis.
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Muller, and in 1894, the firm became
Muller & Walker. When Major Muller
was elected county collector, he retired
from the firm, and its affairs were conducted by A. Walker & Co., until January 1, 1899, when the A. Walker Company was incorporated, with A. Walker
president, F. S. Davis vice president,
and S. R. Hinckley secretary and treasurer. Since then the business of the
house has been very much expanded,
and is steadily growing in magnitude.
Everything good to eat, including the
choicest products of the baker's art, are
sold at reasonable prices and promptly
delivered to any part of the city. The
store and bakery are located in a fine
two story brick building on Lower San
Francisco street with a lot extending
through to Water street. Recently two
large warehouses have been erected in
the rear of the store. One is built of
stone and adobe, Is 28x33 feet, and two
stories high with a basement; the other
is one story, 22x60 feet, and is constructed mainly of iron. The storage capacity of the store and warehouses is over
13,000 feet. The company recently sold
out its branch store at Bland to the
Bland Supply Company, but continues
to do a good wholesale trade over In the
Cochiti mining district. The three officers of the company give their exclusive personal attention to the business
of the several departments of the house
and are assisted by a number of trained
clerks.
&

her chosen work. Mether Cathersucceeded Mother Franclsca here,
only remained a few months, when
was succeeded by Sister Lucia, who
has filled the position of mother superior of the twin institutions since 1896
Pioneer Convent and Oldest with
rare fidelity, zeal and Intelligence.
Academy for Girls In Rocky-Mountai- Sister Lucia is a native of New Mexico,
entered Loretto academy as a little girl
Region.
in 1853, subsequently entered the Sisterhood, and has lived at the convent here
ever since. Before assuming her presIN
EVERY RESPECT ent duties she gave much attention to
JDODEBN
teaching Castiiian Spanish, and ladles
of the highest order of intellect and accomplishments deemed it both a pleasFounded In 1852 By Archbishop Lamy ure and a privilege to be admitted to
her classes. Probably she Is the best
Amid Difficulties That Would Have
teacher of Spanish in New Mexico.
Daunted Most Men An Ideal
School for Girls.
A DISTINGUISHED FAMILY.

THE SISTERS OF LORETTO

ing
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The Sisters of Loretto founded a convent in Santa Fe, on September, 1852,
several years prior to the establishment
of any other institution of the kind in
New Mexico, Colorado, Texas or Arizona. In connection therewith Loretto
academy was established in January,
1853, and it has since become one of the
largest and most popular schools for
girls in the Rocky mountain region.
The large adobe building opposite the
cathedral, extending from Palace avenue to San Francisco street, was occupied by the Sisters of LoVetto as a

Sister Lucia belongs to the Perea
family, one of the oldest and most Influential Spanish families in the territory, and is a first cousin of Hon. Pedro
Perea, New Mexico's present delegate
in congress. She is a woman of charming personality, fine culture and exceptional executive ability.
AN IDEAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS.
Loretto academy is large and perfectly ventilated. Spacious and well equipped
separated
by corridors, afford the best facilities for the
class-room-
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THE SISTERS OF LORETTO.
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ORCHARDS,

GARDENS

Blushing With Fragrant Prophecies of
Better Things to Come.
The many orchards and gardens in
and about Santa Fe are particularly
attractive during this vernal season,
and deserve more than passing notice.
The illustrious and lamented Archbish
op Lamy introduced the cultuie of
choice fruits, flowers, and vegetables
Into this historic capital and elsewhere
in New Mexico about fifty years ago.
The noble" prelate lived long enough to
witness the complete triumph of his
beneficent experiment and personally
taste the rare flavor of its luscious re
suits. It was soon found that all the
most desirable varieties of temperate
zone fruits, including the choicest apples, peaches, pears, plums, prunes
apricots, nectarines, the largest and
finest flavored French cherries, and all
the small fruits, could be grown here In
perfection and in quantities only limited by the extent of land and the available water supply for irrigation pur
poses; that the soil and sunshine of
Santa Fe would produce roses rivaling
those of France and Italy in beauty
and fragrance, and that the conditions
were peculiarly favorable to the cultivation of all kinds of edible vegetables.
The conditions are especially hospitable
to the growth of the Test qualities of
asparagus, peas, beans, radishes, lettuce, cauliflower, parsnips, oyster plant
and celery. Almond and English walnut trees flourish and yield well here,
It thus happens that the orchards and
gardens of the capital city are not only
veritable beauty spots, either when
blushing with fragrant prophecies of
better things to come or burdened with
matured and mellow fruitage, but pro
vide many families with the comforts
of life. Some of these orchards and gardens are irrigated from ancient ace- qulas taken out of the Rio Santa Fe,
and others are watered direct from the
mains of the local company. Visitors
in the city are respectfully advised to
inspect Grant Rivenburgs- - orchards
and nurseries, the Bishop's garden, the
Clarendon garden and orchard, the
Manderfleld orchard, the Lorettjo orchard, the orchards of H. 8. Kaune, Dr.
W. S. Harroun, Geo. H. Cross, Maj.Fred
Muller, Gov. L. B. Prince, Jose D. Sena,
General E. F. Hobart, John P. Victory,
Valentine Herbert, F. M. Jones, Trinidad Alarid, Griffin, Marsh, Johnson,
Berardinelll, Frans, Knaebel, Antonio
Rael, Borrego, Amado Chaves, Andrews, and many others. A carriage
drive of forty minutes over the divide
to the Tesuque valley affords an opportunity to Tide Ave miles through
as fine apple, peach, pear, plum and
cherry orchards as there are in
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CARTWRIGHT

&

BRO.

One of the Pioneer Wholesale and Retail
Grocery Houses of Santa Fe,

STRONG AND

PROGRESSIVE

Hiram B. Cartwrlght arrived in Santa
Fe from his home In Iowa in January,
1880, with two carloads of Kansas hay,
which he unsuccessfully tried to sell
to Charles W. Dudrovv, but finally disposed of to such advantage that he was
able to open a news stand and book
store in this city in the following April.
He conducted this business until the
summer of 1881, when he sold cut to
Weltmer & Clark, and in the autumn
of the same year engaged in the feed
and produce business with John Gray.
The firm gradually drifted into the
grocery business. John Gray withdrew
from the house In 1884, and was succeeded by P. A. Piersol for a year or
so. In the spring of 1889, E. S. Griswold
became a member of the firm of
& Griswold, which bought out
the well established house of Reaser
Bros. Owing to falling health, Mr.
Griswold sold out to Mr. Cartwrlght in
1890, and the latter conducted the business alone until 1894, when Samuel G.
Cartwrlght, who came here In 1892, became an active and efficient partner
under the firm name of H. B. Cart-wrl& Brother.
Since then the business of the prosperous house has been
conducted in this name. The transactions of the firm, as wholesale and retail dealers in groceries, hay, grain and
produce, became so large a few years
ago that It became necessary to seek
larger and more commodious quarters.
The two story Spiegelberg block on the
south side of the plaza was accordingly
secured, and, with its basement and
warerooms extending through to Water
street, affords the Arm ample room for
Its rapidly expanding business. In addition to the lines enumerated,
No. 4 Bakery, always well conducted, is noted among all the housewives of the city as a place where
choice bread, pies and cakes can be
secured in time of need. Hiram B.
Cartwrlght faithfully and honestly
served the people as county treasurer
for six years, and Samuel G. Cartwrlght
Is at present serving most satisfactorily
as a member of the capltol rebuilding
y
board. Both members of this house
the respect and confidence of every man, woman and child in Santa Fe.
All agree that they have earned and
richly merit the prosperity that is manifestly attending their well directed

Cart-wrig- ht

gt

Cart-wright- 's

"

convent and academy for five years. In
18'j8, these institutions were moved to a
large two story adobe building on what
is now known as College street, the
building being called at the time the
"American house" because it was the
only two story structure of any kind In
the City of the Holy Faith. Subsequently the entire block of land upon
which this building was situated, embracing about five acres, was secured
by the Sisters, and a few years later
the present fine two story Loretto academy building and the massive and
beautiful Loretto chapel were erected
thereon. The chapel is built entirely
of stone. Even the ceilings are of
stone. It was designed and constructed by architects brought
over from
France expressly for that purpose, and
its
exterior and beautiful interior finish may truthfully be classed
as real works of art. It is surmounted
by a magnificent bronze statute of "Our
Lady of Light," which was cast In
France, and weighs 2,500 pounds. The
total cost of the chapel was $30,000.
cut-sto-

A MODERN STRUCTURE.

In 1892, the two story convent building was torn down to make room for
the phesent substantial
brick
convent building, which Is not only neat
and imposing in appearance, but strictly modern In all its appointments. The
cost of the new convent, together with
the chapel and academy, aggregates
about $60,000. The grounds in the background are planted to choice fruit and
nut trees, with grass and a profusion
of flowers growing underneath, and afford a delightful playground for the
young girls attending the school. In
this beautiful little forest Is one magnificent English walnut tree that bears
quantities of nuts nearly every year. At
present forty-thre- e
girls from different
parts of the territory are attending the
boarding school, and about as many
more, chiefly from Santa Fe, are atSistending as day pupils. Twenty-on- e
ters are connected with the Institution.

THE MOTHER SUPERIOR.
The first mother superior of this convent and school was Sister Magdalene,
who died at the institution in 1894, honored and respected by all who ever met
her. Some years prior to her death
Mother Magdalene retired from active
work, and was succeeded by Mother
Franclsca, a niece of the noble Archbishop Lamy, and a woman of exalted
character and superior intelligence. She
was transferred to Denver In 1895, and
soon after to the mother house of the
Sisters of Loretto In Marlon county,
Ky., where she is now faithfully pursu- -

maintenance of order and a proper attention to study and recitation, while
the extensive and beautiful surrounding grounds furnish ample space for
exercise and amusement. The
buildings are heated throughout with
steam and lighted by electricity.
Hot
and cold water are among the comforts
enjoyed by the pupils. Special attention is given to young ladies whose education has been neglected or whose
delicate health does not permit them
rigidly to follow the regular regime of
the Institution.
All these considerations, together with the fact that Santa
Fe has no climatic rivals, should induce parents to place their daughters
in this excellent institution, where they
may enjoy the best educational advantages, ever surrounded by pure and
Influences
and
Inspiring
carefully
guarded against all forms of evil, and
at the same time regain health, which
less favored sections have Imrjaired.
The course of study embraces all the
branches taught in the best modern academies, besides music, drawing, painting In water colors and oil, plain and
ornamental needle work, typewriting
and stenography.
out-do-

BON-TO-

CAFE

n
The
restaurant and hotel
was established in Santa Fe by the late
John W. Conway In 1883, and ever since
then it has been recognized as a place
where a good meal could be obtained
either day or night. Since the death of
the founder of this popular and deserving resort for hungry people, its enviable reputation has been fully sustained by Mrs. Conway, with John V,
Conway officiating as general manager
and chief caterer. The restaurant and
short order counter are always supplied with the choicest edibles that the
market affords, and cooks, who know
how to broil a Kansas City beef steak
to a turn or serve fresh fish or eggs hissing hot and cooked just as desired,
are always on duty, eager to please all
comers by prompt, courteous, and satSpring chickens,
isfactory service.
game in season, frogs legs, the finest
fruits and vegetables are always on the
bill of fare. Fair dealing, reasonable
charges, and strict attention to business are the cardinal principles of the
The future Is always
management.
kept In view and no effort Is spared to
make things so attractive that the
guest of today will return to the Bon-To- n
tomorrow.

d,

LOWITZKI'S

N

Established Years Ago Good Meals and
Prompt Service.

WALKER COMPANY

This Well Known Grocery House Was
Founded as Years Ago.
The well known grocery, provision
and feed house and the Santa Fe bak
ery of the A. Walker Company were
founded by Fred Schneppel twenty-fiv- e
years ago, and the twin establishments
have ever since enjoyed the confidence
of the people and a large share of the
business in the lines Indicated. After
the death of Mr. Schneppel, the busithe territory was placed un- - ness passed into the hands of Haffner
Oar-lan-

M67-6- 9.

CAPITOL EDITION.

" OLD CURIOSITY SHOP."

Bon-To-

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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CAPITOL EDITION.

cular tunnel five feet in diameter con- nary circumstances.
that the interiors of the administration the kilns, but the prevailing tint is a
It thus happens they are operated by the velocity rathLIGHTS
ducts all roiled or muddy water below that eighteen hours are usually em- er than the weight of the water. As alWflTEH
building and cellhouse have been paint- rich blending of chocolate and red oxide
the spillway. This spillway is a nota- ployed in filling the reservoir on the hill ready indicated one of these wheels is
of iron paint. The heat can be so evened throughout since Superintendent
ble feature. It is at the southern end direct from the river, and this Is emp- operated by a stream of water drawn
Bursum took charge, and appear as ly distributed throughout down-drathe dam and ten feet below its crest. tied through a
main Into the from the reservoir on the hill opposite
Proud Of of
A Eodel Institution of Which fresh and attractive as new buildings. kilns as to assure practical uniformity Santa Fe Is
The surface is such that the water basin for domestic use in the city the the power house, and the other Is drivSome of the ornamental painting in the in color and hardness. One might as
Its Water and Electric
shoals for a considerable distance next day. The north wheel in the elec- en by a stream direct from the main
New Mexico Can Well
principal rooms of the administration well attempt to compare anthracite coal
above. It Is built in the shape of a tric light plant is operated by the water through iron pipes from one reservoir
building, executed by a former convict, with diamonds of the first water as to
Be Proud.
Light System.
drawn around a chord of passing through a
main direct to another, without the slightest possiis really artistic.
compare products of the old down- draft
600 feet. The outward face is built so from the main reservoir, which is uswith those of the modern
ble contamination
with vegetable or
THE BRICK MACHINE.
as to resemble as nearly as possible ually sufficient to operate the electric mineral matter, and In transit operates
Among the most Important, substan- kilns.
IN DETAIL
THE OPERATIONS
iPlPOBTiHT IfnFROVEniEHTS
matter
half of a great funnel. No
The clay for making the common
light plant after midnight. When the the electric plant. It is well known that
tial and prospectively profitable additherefore how violent the flood may be, water from the reservoir is satisfac- water Is improved by being kept in motions made to the varied industrial de- bricks comes from deposits about one
over tory, it la poured into the same basin tion, So it need not be
explained that
Since Hon. H. O. Bursum Became Su- partments of the institution by Super- mile east of the penitentiary, and an A Wise Combination of Forces Water the waste water Is gently poured
the lip of the spillway and gradually with the water from the reservoir on this movement from one reservoir to
unlimited quantity of excellent fireclay
intendent
the
Bursum,
complete
large,
reImperintendent Great Reforms As Well
and
thence
canal
hill
debouched
Into
a
In
for
the
inMotion
and
domestic
use
in
the
is
mlleB
found about three
Thereby
from the
city; another is positively beneficial. No waAlways
g
and strictly
turned to the river.
but an improvement has recently been ter is at present used that has stood in
As Important Economies Have
plant first arrests attention. Noting stitution in Santa Fe canon. The mateproved Drives Electric Light
introduced whereby the waters from the a reservoir over twenty-fou- r
rial for the vitrified paving bricks is
OPERATIONS IN DETAIL.
hours.
that the small, wooden, horse-powBeen Effected.
Plant In Transit.
STEAM POWER PLANT.
machine In use was fifty years behind found near by, and the product thereof
The waters of the Rio Santa Fe are main reservoir and those taken direct j
Tti t u a I'.in f tf a anftaara
from the river can be separated, and
i f matan
the times and entirely inadequate to has the metallic ring of iron and is as
d
purpose of sup- should those from the former
The New Mexico penitentiary has
Santa Fe is justly proud of its water used for the
source at power at any time, the Santa Fe Water
as granite. Indeed, iron is an eshard
new
the
needs,
present
superintendent
for
Is
all
that
irrigarequired
and electric
long been recognized as one of the mod- almost
light systems. Recent plying
any time become foul they can be di- & Light company has a steam power
immediately negotiated fir the sential ingredient of the raw material.
el penal and Industrial Institutions of
have made them as near per- tion and domestic needs and operating verted Into
of a modern machine of the The vitrified bricks are In demand for changes
the creek or irrigation
purchase
plant on Water street, equipped with
the west, and recent reforms and im- C. W.
fect as human Ingenuity can devise. the local electric lighting plant. The
conof Dnyton, paving purposes. The common bricks
engines and boilers and two dyand
good
Raymond
water
company,
river
of
Is
pure
lake
only
a
main
reservoir
of
reccapable
the
have
it
city
water
provements
system
gained
higher
O.
This machine reached Santa Fe last are worth 7 per 1,000 at the yards, and The gravity
of namos capable of generating 600 16 canuse
the
the
mains
for
All
water.
of
veyed
re450,000,000
through
the
gallons
ever
before.
storing
ognition than
the fire bricks command from $12 to $15 cost a great deal of money, but
dle
lights when required. The
Hon. H. O. Bursum, who ably repre- September.
are exceptionally satisfactory and the water from this reservoir Is drawn the city. This is a notable improve- new power
switch
THE MODUS OPERANDI.
per 1,000, according to the quantity or sults
board, whereby the load
ment.
the
insures
It
absolutely
main
people
off
passing
through a
sented Socorro county in the council of
the rewards are certain to be great.
dered.
y
fu- - can be instantly transferred from one
was
found
in
It
that
the
cefor
water
domestic
large
purposes
pure
the thirty-thir- d
Reasonable dividends are assured to the through a tunnel of masonry anJ
legislative assembly,
LIME AND STONE.
building, 25x60 feet, adjoining the
and who had previously served most brick
Is
a
Connected
the
brick
with
electric
was
which
yard
light
put up
satisfactorily for several years as sher- - by the formerplant,
management but never large lime kiln in constant operation
utilized, was exactly adapted to shelter- Its product is In demand, and much
g
ing the machinery. The plant that has more could be sold. The
since been set up in this building con- yards are adjacent. Here large blocks
sists of a clay crusher on the first floor, of limestone from the quarries two
Into which the raw material is shoveled miles northeast of Santa Fe are being
from wagorfs or cars or directly from prepared for the walls of the south wing
now well under
the ground, whence it is carried to the of the penitentiary,
second floor by elevators and passed way, and for other construction work
through screens; then comes the pug that is planned.
COST OF MAINTENANCE.
mill, into which the pulverized clay
Heretofore the annual appropriation
passes from the screens, and where it Is
moistened and mixed to the proper con- for maintaining the penitentiary has
sistency for use; below the pug mill on never been less than $30,900. The last
mag
the first floor is the
legislature reduced this sum to $30,000.
after
chine proper, where the clay is piessed Yet out of this appropriation,
into long sections of the exact width promptly paying employes and all run
and thickness of the brick desired; next ning expenses, the following approxi
come the cutting and separating tables, mate amounts have been paid out in
where the sections are cut Into bricks cash for permanent improvements and
4,
as they pass along on belts, and are facilities; Brick machine, $5,000; dryer,
In
steam
$8,000;
iron
$1,500;
kilns,
pump
separated and the common bricks are
placed on cars for transfer to the dry and water plant, $1,000; repairs on
P
ing house, and the others are passed to buildings, $700; hospital improvements,
the conveniently located repress ma- $200; mules and wagons, $1,400. This
chine, to be reduced to an extra degree leaves money on hand sufficient to add
Hon. H. O. Bursum, Superintendent.
the contemplated new eighty horseof perfection.
iff of the county named, assumed the
THE MAIN RESERVOIR OF THE COMPANY.
brick
POWER SUPPLY
power boiler and the
and
suof
duties
responsible
exacting
The power Is supplied by the eighty smokestack to the electric light and
The reader will be able to form plant to the other, works like a charm,
invested. The construction of ment four feet high and 350 feet long ture.
perintendent of the New Mexico peni- horse-powAtlas engine in the electric brick plants, and continue the system capital
the dam. This main an Idea of the extent of the water sys- and so one plant can always be depenunderneath
and
in
1892,
was
passing
water
the
begun
plant
tentiary on the 1st day of last May. He light works. This operates the brick of permanent Improvements throughtem of the city, for both domestic and ded
upon to supplement the other. By
it was practically completed in 1894. has five different inlets, so that the
Immediately appointed John James, of machine in the daytime and the elec- out the institution.
Superintendent
five different Irrigation purposes, when advised that
off
at
drawn
can
be
water
The
$600,000.
is
about
the two plants, 200 horse
combining
in18
4
to
Albuquerque, assistant superintendent, tric light plant at night. The engine Is Bursum estimates that the next appro- The Investment
from
mains
of
to the eighteen miles
20 feet apart, according
can
at
power
any time be commanded.
and W. E. Martin, of Socorro, chief ample for all present uses, but the addi priation for the maintenance of the main reservoir is located about three levels
condition of the water at the different ches in size are used.
As already announced the water and
clerk, and generally reorganized the tion of another large boiler is contem penitentiary can be reduced $10,000, and miles up Santa Fe canon, and is ffd by seasons of the
PLANT.
POWER
ELECTRIC
surface
When
the
year.
force of subordinate employes of the In plated at an early day. In connection is confident that In three years more the Rio Santa Fe. The purity of these
The electric light plant, operated in light plants are at present being operNeither miner waters are roiled or warm the supply
waters is remarkable.
stitution. Since then numerous notable with the cutting tables is an appliance the institution can be made
with the water works, is ated by the Santa Fe Water & Improveand
connection
the
lower
from
can
be
levels,
drawn
matter
'
nor
contaminate
organic
Improvements have been made In the for cutting brick into suitable shapes
These estimates are founded al
wholesome as when the waters of the lower levels practically perfect In all respects. It Is ment Company, with I. Sparks effand
are
soft
them.
They
g
buildings and grounds of the peniten for constructing arches.
the
fact that the
upon
have remained too long stagnant, the located about one mile and a half beAmeriiciently filling the position of local
The guaranteed capacity of the ma- plant and other industrial features are rain water. Dr. Danter, of the
tiary, and the general management
can be drawn from the surface. low the main reservoir. It Is Inclosed
supply
says:
Health
can
Resort
Association,
thereof has been almost ideal. This chine is 60,000 bricks every ten hours nearly completed, and can hereafter be
and Arthur Griffin acting as asa
with
brick
In
a substantial
building,
It is worth traveling miles to taste But the new management has provistatement is sustained by the unani- when forced. Thirty thousand common made sources of constant and Increas
two sistant manager. This Is a strong team.
and
on
hill
the
reservoir
imopposite
comes
the
down
ded
still
further
that
water
the pure
protection against
mous testimony of all Impartial observ- adobe bricks are easily turned out dal- ing profits.
practical. Mr.
pipe basins for water In front. It is supplied Both are thoroughly
Santa Fe canon." The dam is thrown pure or rolled water. A
ers who have recently visited the In- ly, and the repress machine is capable
At present 235 convicts, including across
the canon so as to Impound the line has been extended to a point above with a high tension dynamo, compound Sparks has been an electrician since
stitution.
of turning out 25,000 more. It is at pres- United States
prisoners, are confined in
old reservoirs and wound and practically automatic In its his boyhood and originated the Idea of
ORIGINAL BUILDINGS.
ent adjusted to handle 20,000 bricks per the institution, which is above the av greatest possible amount of water at both the new and the
the river. These operation and regulation, of the most combining the water and electric light
from
direct.
three
fed
of
with
is
this
is
It
this
clay
point.
The original penitentiary buildings day.
erage number. About 100 are received cores or cement, wnicn are aiso pro- waters are conveyed to a reservoir on Improved design for the long distance plants. Mr. Griffin is the youngert son
THE DRYING HOUSE.
consisted of the present solid limestone I
and about the same number liberated
transmission of light and power. This of the late W. W. Griffin, and has been
on each side by a kind of armor the hill about one mile and a half bethree-stor- y
From the separating tables and re- every year. The number of sentences tected
administration structure, 77
dam is low and thence are conveyed down to a dynamo is rated to generate 1,200 lights connected In a responsible capacity
The
of
sheathing.
triple
riprap
feet deep and 55 feet wide, with a two-- 1 press machine the bricks are conveyed expiring this year is seventy-fouThe of
of 16 candle power each. It is operated with the
of the water plant
puddled clay, 350 feet thick at the reservoir or basin in front of the electwo Pelton water wheels, known as since 1892, operation
and knows all about It, He
base, and 1201 feet high in the depest tric light power house, and in their by
a
south
the north and
wheels, having
is also rapidly equipping himself as an
part of the canon. It is built on bed journey operate the south wheel of the
of 300 horse power when the electrician.
The successful operation
rock, and the cores are keyed Into the electric light plant. This wheel is op- capacity
same. The old town reservoir further erated until midnight, when sufficient water supply Is ample. These wheels of both plants is assured when such
In
use
of
the
more
are
economical
much
experienced and capable men are In
up the canon is utilized as a settling lights are turned off to enable the
basin, and from above this dam a clr- - north wheel to do the work under ordi- - water than the turbine wheels because control.
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THE

PUBLIC

SCHOOLS'

Santa Fe Possesses a Public
School System That Is
0

GOOD

SUPERIHTEHDEHT

Great Progress Made In One Year A
Public Exhibition that Gives a Glimpse
of the Work Done By Teachers
and By Pupils.
In no respect has the capital city of
New Mexico made such giant strides
along the path of true progress during
the past year than in her public schools.
This is a subject that appeals now, as It
should have done long ago, to the intense pride of any citizen,, and is a
d
matter that has aroused such
enthusiasm that it is safe to predict that never again will there ever be
permitted any backward step.
The total enrollment of the city
schools for the term of 1898-9- 9 was 520;
average dally attendance, 285.6, whereas
0
the total enrollment for the
term Just closed was 710, with an average dally attendance of 409.6, a most
gratifying increase, which in itself
stands for much. But it Is In the general elevation of the standard of the
public schools; the character of the
teachers employed, the management of
the finances; in these things are the
true cause of this new public awaken
ing on the subject of popular education.
The school board is composed of
Messrs. Jacob Weltmer, John V. Conway, Canuto Alarld, Seterlno Baca, A.
Garcia, Nlcanor Baca, Ramon Lobato
and Edward S. Andrews. Among those
who have seen the longest service on
the board are the two first named, and
it Is due to them to say that during
their regime as president and secretary
respectively they have labored most
zealously and untiringly to advance the
standard of the public schools In Santa
Fe, Directors and teachers have work
ed harmoniously together, with the result that all through the term the weekly literary and debating society meetings and the Friday afternoon exercises
have drawn a large attendance of the
parents and friends of the pupils, and
the commencement exercises just con
cluded brought out large public gatherings of the people, who were lavish in
their praise of the year's work of both
teachers and pupils. And one unique
feature may be mentioned Just here,
and that is the exhibit which strangers
are Inand visitors In the city
vited to call and inspect. All the wards
of the public schools of the city have,
during the past few months, saved up
and prepared work, which Is now on
public exhibit In the northwest corner
room of the Catron block. The kindergarten exhibit consists of clay modeling, paper weaving and other work,
which has been prepared in the dally
routine work of the children. This Is one
Of the important departments of the
deep-roote-

L

'

t
TERRITORIAL

tory stone cellhouse on the north side,
which is 104x45 feet, and contains 104
cells, the six acres of
ground belonging to the institution being surrounded by a wooden stockade.
This cheap stockade has been replaced
by a solid brick wall 2,319 feet long, 20
feet high and 27 inches thick, resting on
a solid stone foundation 4 feet deep, 4
feet wide below the surface, and 2 feet
8 Inches above the ground.
The west
side of the wall is adorned with an elaborately constructed arch, with an artistically finished main entrance gate
worked by an electric lock. This gate
Is surmounted by a grand tower, there
also being six other grand towers on
the walls, and the entire work displays
unusual artistic taste. The buildings
within this substantial and formidable
stockade are all constructed of brick,
stone and iron, and include the electric
light plant, new brick plant, tinshops,
hospital, greenhouses, stables, carrlags
houses, and pens and houses for many
fattening hogs. Ample water for all
purposes, Including fire protection and
Irrigation of the grounds and gardens,
Is afforded by the mains of the local
water company, and In the event of any
deficiency In the water supply a large
well on the grounds with a steam pump
and pipes attached can at any time be
brought Into service, thus sufficiently
guarding against any contingency that

PENITENTIARY.

prisoners are comfortably clothed, well
fed and humanely treated. They are
nearly all stout and In good health, and
seem to be as well contented as could
be expected under the circumstances.
Only two deaths have occurred during
the past year. This certainly speaks
in high praise of the food, sanitary conditions, medical treatment and general
care bestowed. The spacious hospital
is comfortably furnished with Iron bedsteads, clean bedding, good mattresses
most unlimited.
and springs, and everything else needful for sick people. Connected with it
THE KILNS.
rooms and well equipped
d
The
bricks are next trans- are operating
store. It is a model in every referred on cars to the burning kilns. drug
spect. The same conditions prevail
Heretofore the
Perkilns have been used, but these have throughout the entire institution.
order and quiet, neatness and close
fect
been abandoned because their product
to work are noted in every delacks uniformity In texture, hardness attention
partment.
and color. At present one down-draBursum and
While Superintendent
kiln, with a. capacity of 50,000 bricks, Is
Assistant Superintendent James are
In use, and another down-drakiln,
and Insist upon a
with a capacity of 155,000 bricks, Is good disciplinarians,
with every rule, both
strict
compliance
connearly completed. This kiln is
by humane motives and
structed of brick, and is strengthened are governed
seek to contribute all in their power
by the UBe of twenty tons of iron. Un- to
promote the well being of the perg
questionably it is the finest
sons In their absolute custody. The old
kiln in the territory. It will be dti
method of punishment known as the
plicated as soon as the construction "dark cell" and
stringing up by the
work can be done. In the course of the
been abolished, and the
next ninety days the down-drakilns hands have
has been substitutof the plant will have a total capacity "spanking system"
This system has worked
of 360,000 bricks at a burning. The ed therefor.
that It has reduced the
kilns are reached direct from the Santa so admirably
at least 75 per
of
number
punishments
Fe railroad by means of a sidetrack.
cent. No convict has so far given cause
reThe product consists of common,
for being punished a second time after
pressed and vitrified brick for paving
had a trial dose administered
purpose. They are all perfect in shape, having this system. It seems that It is
under
those
have
that
passed not so much the physical punishment
particularly
through the repress machine, Including as the humiliation that has proved efmost of the fire bricks. The edges of
The penitentiary physician is
these are remarkably clean-cu- t,
and fective.
when punishments are
smooth. The color Is some- always present
by cars to the spacious drying house
near by. This is a building 30 feet wide
and 60 feet long, with solid brick walls
and corrugated iron roof. It is celled
inside, and the celling is covered with
a layer of cement. So It Is practically
airtight when the receiving doors are
closed. It Is heated by steam transmitted from the power plant to the desired degree, and in It the perfectly
formed bricks are thoroughly dried In
forty-eighours. Its capacity is alht

kiln-drie-

ft

ft

ft

brick-burnin-

ft

may arise.
Another cellhouse corresponding In all
respects with the one on the north side
la In process of construction- on the
south side of the administration building. The walls are nearly up, ond a
amber of convicts are kept constantly
nployed In the stoneyards preparing
the materials to complete this addition. the surfaces
administered.
Xs this connection, it should be noted what varied, according to location In
-

1899-190-

to-d-

public schools, and the work of the
children is very creditable, and Is greatly admired by all.
The work from the primary departments of the various wards consists of
number work, language work, copying
work and various designs in drawing,
all of which shows great care on the
part of both the teachers and the pupils. All the work is along the line of
the daily tasks done In the schools. In
the primary rooms a feature of manual training has also been introduced,
one or two hours per week, in the line
of sewing, hemming, stitching, patching, and various kinds of design work,
which is also on exhibit, and which
shows painstaking effort on the part of
the pupils.
The work of the grammar and high
school consists of arithmetic work,
geometry and other kinds of high school
work, all of which show careful training, both in its pedagogical arrangement and neatness of execution. The
handiwork of several of the boys Is on
exhibit In the large show window,
showing skill in the woodwork.
As superintendent and instructor In
its higher branches, Prof. J. A. Wood,
employed just a year ago, after having
spent five years In building up the mod
el schools at Las Vegas, has shown
great zeal and tact and made a record
that entitles him to the respect and esteem of any citizen. He has originated
and carried out many devices to Interest parents and pupils from time to
time in building up the schools, and
those who may come after htm will need
be most expert In this line if they im
prove upon his system. A worthy corps
of teachers, too, he had to Bupport and
aid him. These were:

Each one of the graduates prepared
and delivered in a very creditable manner an oration on live topics of the day.
The class address was delivered by
Hon. T. B. Catron in a very pleasing
and forcible manner. Thus closed the
most successful school year in the hissistant.
Second ward school Mrs. Fannie tory of the Santa Fe public schools. All
Defgado, principal; Miss Louise Schnep-pl- who anticipate making this city their
home may rest assured that no pains
assistant.
Third ward school Miss Glldersleeve will be spared in providing as good
(three months), first primary; Miss school facilities for the children of the
Tessie Call, second primary; Mrs. D. C. capital city as can be found anywhere
In the west.
Fletcher, kindergarten.
Fourth ward school Sister William
Anne, principal; Sister Nerinck, assistKAU1NE & CO.
Prof. G. L. Marsh, principal of high
school; Miss Dolores Moss, primary department; Mrs. Weltmer, grammar and
high school assistant.
First ward school Miss Maggie Johnson, principal; Miss Jessie Smith, as-

e,

ant.

The city schools are out of debt and
on an absolutely cash basis. The financial report recently submitted, covering the period from May 1, 1899, to May
1, 1900, shows receipts from all sources
to be $11,087.06; expenditures,
$10,596,
which includes old accounts of 1896 and
1897 paid amounting to $1,447.92; permanent repairs and new furniture, $541.25,
and a cash balance on hand of nearly

Family Grocery and Best Place
For Table Delicacies Reliable
x
and Prompt.
Twovof the most popular men In 'the
commercial life of Santa Fe are Henry
S. Kaune, assistant postmaster, and
Maj. Frederick Muller, county collector, who, under the firm name of Kaune
& Co., conduct a general grocery business. They carry a large stock of well-- ..
assorted goods; also, fresh frult.i and
green goods; occupy spacious quarters
opposite the First National Bank on
San Francisco street, and their house
is the favorite headquarters for the pro- s'
visionlng of campers and mining
pectors. The business was established
in 1896, and from a modest beginning
Mr. Kaune, who is the active head of
the firm, has by his energy, enterprise
and fair dealing, built up a patronage
second to none in the city.
First-Cla- ss

$2,000.

The first annual commencement of
the Santa Fe high school occurred at
the court house auditorium Friday
night, a week ago. The city school
board had decided to graduate pupils
who had completed either three or four
high school course, but attaching
special honor to those who would complete the full four years' high school
course, and also giving permission to
those who graduate from the three
years' course to continue another year
to complete the full course.
Four young men received diplomas
All kinds of typewriter papers for
from the three yearB' course, and one sale at the New Mexican
printing oflc-- .
course.
from
the four years'
young lady
,

pros-year-
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THE SANTA FE PLATA.
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THE SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN CAPITOL EDITION.
RICHES IN COAL.

DRY GOODS

NOTIONS

ai Gent's Furnisning Goods.

Lais'

THE SUPERB CLIMATE

A Region Rich In Coal The Annual Pro
duction A Rare Virgin Field.
An army of 3,000 men is engaged in
coal mining operations throughout New
Mexico. The coal trade has been very

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

brisk during the past year, the demand
being much greater than the supply
where railroad facilities make it possible to reach the
market.
Latiies. men.
Fine
At the Madrid coal banks and O'Mara,
in south Santa Fe county; at Bloss- burg (Gardiner) and Oallup, the operators could not fill more than
of the orders received, partly on account
of not having the mines developed, but
chiefly because of the scarcity of minThe Santa Fe county coal fields
Our Prices are right, and figured to the Bottom Notch. ers.
offer much that is interesting to the
geologist as well as to those interested
No trouble to show Goods.
in coal mining. Here, only a few hundred feet apart, are two mines, the one
article of anthra
Qllitn TTInrfo tn firrfOF And Fit Guaranteed. Over 4,000 sam- - producing a
the Pennsylvania anU III 10 JliaUO lU UIUUI
cloth to select from. cite coal, rivaling
pies
thracite; the other one a bituminous
coal, unsurpassed for domestic or steam
purposes. More Interesting, the bituf
&
minous vein lies directly under the anthracite, so that the whole field that
SANTA FE AND JEMEZ HOT SPBINGS, NEW MEXICO,
has been worked out in the anthracite
vein has also been worked out In the
bituminous vein 150 feet beneath. More
Interesting yet, the northern end of the
anthracite seam was bituminous coal.
The coal measures in this field are S1
to 4V4 feet In thickness. At Gardiner,
MRS. C. A. HAYNES desires to again remind the
near Raton, 450 miners are employed,
ladies of Santa Fe and vicinity that she is prepared to
and here, as also at Gallup and Clark-villexecute their orders for all kinds of fashionable and
model industrial towns have been
dressmaking expeditiously, and to their perfect
built for the employes, schools.churches
-and public libraries adding to their
Satisfaction as to gtyle, Fit and Cost.- comfort. ,
A full force of competent assistants is employed by
Santa Fe county produced 23V4 Per
her, and her METHOD OF CUTTING and FITTING
cent of the total output last year In
is faultless.
New Mexico, or 247,139 tons, valued at
$426,494.
At the Gardiner and Waldo
ovens the annual coke production is
over 30,000 tons.
Throughout the territory are Immense coal measures which are Just
now receiving the attention they de
serve. This Is specially true of Lincoln
county, along the line of the El Paso &
'
Northeastern railroad, where the mines
or
tne
In
toe
midst
Ancient
are located
Celebrated Hot
are being operated on such a scale as
THESE Dwellers, tweuty-flv- eSpring!
miles west of Taoa, and fifty mllei north of
will result this year In nearly doubling
Fe, and about twelve mlle from Barranca Station on the Denver
Rln OrnnHo Katlwr. from which Dolnt a daily line of taaree run to the
New Mexico's production for any pre
to 1220. The gam
Sprlnga. The temperature of theie water! is from 90O
vious.year.
are carbonic Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate very dry and delightful the year
round. There Is now a commodious hotel for the convenience of invalids
As a matter of fact, Hhe territory is
and touriiti. These wateri contain 1884.24 grains of alkaline salt to the
alkaline Hot Spring In the world. The effioaey
Immensely rich in coal, and there are
gallon; being the rlcheit
atof these waters has been thoroughly tested by the miraculous cure!
extraordinary fields yet to be opened
tested to In the following diseases: Paralysis, Rheumatism, Neuralgia.
and
perhaps the most attractive virgin field
Consumption. Malaria, Bright'! Disease of the Kidneys, SyphiliticComMercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, Aa Grippe, all Female
lying northwest of Santa Fe, in south
Lodging and Bathing, $2.50 per day. Keduoed
plaints, etc., etc. Board,
ern and central San Juan county, where
is
rates given by the month. This resort is attractive at all seasons and
open all winter. Passenger! forS Ojo Caliente can leave Santa Fe at 10
the mammoth veins, as yet untouched,
a. m. and reach Ojo Caliente at p. m. the same day. Fare for the round
are 15 to 30 feet In thickness.
rip from Santa Fe to Ojo Caliente, $7. For further particulars addres- i-

ana cnnaren.
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ever-growi-

two-thir-

CARPETS AJtfD WALL PAPEl

SALMON

ABOUSLEMAN,

Santa Fe Has Fine Summers and
Moderate Winters with Equable
Temperature,
NEARLY

ALWAYS fLEASANT

The Salubrious Atmosphere of the Terri
tory and Reasons Why the Climate Is
Healthful and the Country Chosen
for Sanitariums,

A knowledge of the contour of New
Mexico in relation to the surrounding
country Is necessary to clearly under
stand the cause of Its climatic advant
ages, that are not possessed by any
other part of the United States. A
study of the Rocky mountain region re
veals the fact that the great chain
from the far north is broken in its continuity as it leaves Colorado. In New
Mexico there are smaller ranges with
here and there lofty peaks with timbered slopes and barren crowns to relieve the clouds of moisture. From
them incline fertile valleys and grassy
upland plains to the gulf region until
when the southern border is reached,
there are no mountains between New
Mexico and the southern water. Three
fourths of this territory has an altitude
of 5,000 feet. At the southern border
the valleys have dropped to from 3,000
to 4,000 feet, wfille the Santa Fe valley,
at the capital' city, has an altitude of
6,967 feet at the plaza.
A' country of such varied altitudes
must have some variety in climate, but
the variation is in degrees of temperature mainly, for in general the climate
of New Mexico is dry and salubrious.
The rainfall is principally confined to
showers in the summer, with little rain
or snow in the winter, except in the
northern part of the territory.
Near the extreme southern line, in
the Sacramento mountains, a lofty
peak Is the first considerable elevation
met with, as the moisture-lade- n
gulf
clouds drift to the northwest, and this
preclpi.ates rain to greater extent than
any other mountain, the rainfall there
having in exceptional seasons been estimated at 48 Inches. But over the territory the normal precipitation ranges
from 8 to 35 Inches, according to elevation.
COMPARATIVE TEMPERATURE.
The southern valleys are, of course,
the warmest portions of New Mexico In
the summer, but the hottest are pleasEMPORIUM.
ant er in midsummer than the east, be
cause the air Is dry, rapidly absorbs the
The Leading Jewelry Firm In New Mexico dampness of the skin and has a
cooling
Manufacturers of Gold and Sileffect. The weather is never oppressive,
ver Filigree.
the nights are always cool enough to
It is worth the while of any visitor in sleep under cover and generally under
Santa Fe to spend an hour or so in the a blanket.
Santa Fe, being up out of the great
wholesale and retail jewelry establishment of S. Spitz. Here Is to be seen an valley of the territory, is especially
blessed as to summer temperature. The
emporium of glittering effects In profusion, useful as well as ornamental ar- highest record by x the thermometer In
this city in twenty-siyears was 96 de
ticles, and an immense stock that is
grees in 1878, an extreme rarely apin
of
the
times
abreast
strictly
pgint
proached. In the last ten years 91 was
of style and artistic conception.
It
Mr. Spite commenced business here the highest absolute temperature.
should be borne in mind that In a dry
In 1880 as a manufacturer of goll and
climate the record of the metallic therfiligree Jewelry, and four years later mometer does not Indicate the real tembegan wholesaling and retailing his
perature felt by a human body, which
product. By scrupulous honesty in deal- Is cooled
by the drying effect of the air.
careful
pering with his patrons and
been demonstrated that a temhas
It
sonal attention to every detail of his
perature of 90 at Santa Fe Is not more
business, he has built up a trade that
oppressive and heating than 72 at St.
practically covers the whole country. Louis, or at any
place with a humid
His mall orders from metropolitan centers in themselves constitute a lucraThe
table was made up
tive patronage. In his filigree factory, from following
of the climate and crop
reports
where half a dozen men are employed, service of the
weather bureau, and
are to be seen many Interesting sights.
gives a general Idea of the relative In
He Is very courteous about showing
tensity of heat as indicated by the mevisitors through this department, and tallic thermometer:
to
call
in
invited
are
the city
I I) strangers
and witness the making of gold and
Menu
silver filigree.
first-cla-

up-to-da-

ss

THE CATRON BUSINESS BLOCK.
and when a wind finds its way up the
winding Rio Grande, Santa Fe receives
but the feather edge of the blow.

e,

0J0

CALIEINTL .
(hot sPEmas.)

K

ANTONIO JOSEPH, Prop.,
Ojo

Caliente. Taos County, New Mexico.

Charles

W. Dudrovv,

NEW MEXICO SANITARIUMS.
Sunny, bright days mark the winter
season, which, until Christmas at least,
is quite as delightful as the glorious
summer, though crisp and cool. Even
the spring months In Santa Fe cannot
be equaled for mildness In any eastern
state. While hundreds of tourists visit
the city in summer and make a more or
less protracted stay, the number who
come to remain permanently for the curative effect upon tuberculous diseases
Is all the while Increasing. The proportion of the latter will be undoubtedly
enlarged in consequence of the indorsement given New Mexico's climate by
the United States marine hospital service, which has tn 1899 established two
permanent sanitariums in the territory,
and will maintain them as homes for
soldiers and sailors afflicted or threatened with tubercular troubles. Many
years of life at New Mexico army posts
and a careful examination by experts
led the authorities to take this action
In the Interest of military Invalids, and
It Is also Intended to remove to New
Mexico consumptive Inmates of soldiers'
homes in California and eastern states.
Favorable conditions exist all over
New Mexico for restoration to health or
for Improving the condition of such sufferers; a dry, aseptic air, light atmospheric pressure, well drained soil, a
minimum of cold and heat, the absence
of great changes In temperature and a
maximum of sunshine.

SPITZ'

All kinds of rough and finished

lumber; Texas floor
ing at lowest market price: windows and doors

THE NEW MEXICO

HIE MILITARY

SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO ESTABLISH
AND SUPPORTED BY THE TERRITORY.

Session Begins September, '09, Ends

June, 1900.

Five Teachers (Men), and Matron. Accommodations for 800 Students.
New Buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and complete;
all conveniences.
baths, water-works,

team-heate-

Tuition, board, and laundry, 300 per session.
Session Is three terms, thirteen weeks each.
resort, 8,700 feet above sea level;

Roswell Is a noted bsaltfc
excellent people.

B

Nathan Jaffa, Roswell,
R. S. Hamilton, Roswell
Charles Wilson, Roswell,
J. C. Lea, Roswell,
J. O. Cameron, Eddy,
particulars address:

JAS. Q. MEArOBS
Supcrimenaem
THE

0

REALTY BARGAINS.

AND COLORADO, ON THE
ATCHIS0N,T0PEKA & SANTA FE, AND UNION
PACIFIC, DENVER AND GULF ROADS.
NEW MEXICO

Call on or addrt ss 8. E. Lank
ard, Insurance and realty, Sam a
Fe, N. M.

An Untamed Purchaser.
What made that saleslady
at you so viciously?
glare
LAND Susie Oh, I bought the ribbon I
. . wanted Instead of that which she wanted to sell me. Indianapolis Journal.

ACRES OF
. . FOR SALE.

AUGUST FLOWER.

a surprising fact," says Prof.
FARING LAfiDS UJ.DER IRRIGATION
Houton, "that In my travels in all parts
on
and
water
with
In tracts ao acres and upward,
easy of the world, for the last ten years, I
rights cheap,
perpetual

SYSTC.

terms of ao annual payments with J per cent interest.
kinds grow to perfection.

"It

la

Alfalfa, Grain and Fruit of all

have met more people having used
Green's August Flower than any other
remedy, for dyspepsia, deranged liver
and stomach, and for constipation. 1
OR
And for tourists and salesmen, or for
PRAIRIE
LAJUDS.
CHOICE
IOUJiTAIJ. GRAZING
office positions, where
Well watered and with good shelter, interspersed with fine ranches suitable for persona filling
headaches and general bad feelings
size
In
of
suit
tracts
to
fruits.
and
purchaser.
raising grain
LARGE PASTURES FOR LEASE, for long term of years, fenced or unfenced; from Irregular habits exist, that Green's
August Flower is a grand remedy. It
railroads.
over
two
facilities
shipping
does not injure the system by frequent
use, and Is excellent for sour stomachs
and Indigestion." Sample bottles free
at Ireland's Drug Store. Sold by deal-er- a
In all civilized countries.

GOLD MINES.

On this Grant, near its western boundary, are situated the Gold Mining Districts
of EUsabethtown and Baldy, where mines have been successfully operated for as
years, and new rich discoveries were made in 1895 in the vicinity of the new camps
of Hematite and Harry Bluff, as rich as any camp in Colorado, but with lots of as yet
unlocated ground, open to prospectors on similar terms to, and as favorable as, the
United States Government Laws and Regulations.
Stage leaves every morning, except Sundays, from Springer for these camps.
TITLE PERFECT, founded on United States Patent, and confirmed by decision
of the U. S. Supreme Court.
,
For further particulars and pamphlets apply to

The Maxwell Land Grant Co.,

'

BATON, NEW MEXICO.

Something Untuual.
Jaggsby I'm feeling awfully queer
this morning, my dear. I wonder what
Is the cause of It.
t
Mrs. Jaggsby Oh, don't be alarmed.
You came home sober,
night that's
all. Chicago Mews.
'

lit

Reports show that over , 1,500 lives
have been saved through the use of One
Minute Cough Cure. Most of these were
cases of grippe, croup, asthma, whooping cough, bronchitis and pneumonia.
Its early uss prevents consumption, Ireland's pharmacy,
'
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$
Dwellings, Improved Fruit and Stock
Ranches, Mines for Sale Or to Lease.
y
brick
For Sale A good
house, together with stables and large
frame building, suitable for public hall
or a warehouse. This property Is worth
16,000; will be sold for $2,500.
For Sale Plat of ground near the
capitol, having thereon an adobe house
of five rooms; worth $1,000; will be sold
for $650.
i.dobe
For Rent A good four-roo'
house in good neighborhood.
house in
For Rent A good
good location.
We also have an attractive list of
mining properties in various camps of
New Mexico for sale, besides fruit, cattle and sheep ranches, and grazing
lands for sale or lease.
five-roo-

Maxwell Land Grant
IN

having not yet been published. The
summer of 1897, as It happened, was unusually cloudy and rainy at Santa Fe,
yet the superiority of this city in the
matter of days that were sunny
throughout, can be seen by a few comparisons with places In various parts of
the country.

1898

!

Roswell, New Mexico.

SITUATED

As to the latter point, the latest figures available from the government records are those of 1897, the year book of

No. of Days.

A

HEALTH RESORT.

Some Reference to Ojo Caliente and Its

Stations

Wonderful Curative Waters.
region of the Taos
valley, between the two great mountain
121
53 40
2
ranges extending through New MexiBoston
156
.. ;i7
0
Hiilfulo
co, and at an elevation of 6,290 feet, are
135
New York
5j &9I44
four thermal springs, discovered and
71 60 43
i:
Philadelphia.
125
5Ui25 8.1! ,H7
Chicago
named Ojo Caliente by Cabeza de Vaca
S7I:
UK)
Kaunas City..
64:W
115 in 1534.
He, while searching for the
St, Louis
let 58 i:i
121
Cincinnati
of the Cibola," had hU atcities
"seven
II
i
...146
Memphis
89 tention called to tfie springs by the
Denver
6i.5.
120
7o;2u
Santa Fe
who informed him that for many
51
17
Kl I'aso
...12
years these medicinal waters had sucused before cessfully cured many chronic diseases
Note The minus sign
of the adjacent Indian tribes.
llgures above indicates below zero.
In the volcanic

.

1
--

--

ll

s,

-- 1

.

(- -)

This table shows that in the year 1897
only El Paso had more sunshine than
Santa Fe, but that Texas city has much
hotter summers and almost as great
an extreme of cold, with an excessive
amount of wind In the winter.
The government records do not show
that any place in the United States
Santa Fe In sunshine, year in and
year out, the average number of hours
of sunshine dally In a period of five
years being seven hours and forty-fiv- e
minutes, which is just about right for
variety, comfort and health.
A favorable point in comparison with
the east is that the most sunshine herej
is in the fall and winter, November
leading, while in the east the sun Is
summer months,
more in evidence in
when it la sometimes neither wanted
nor needed.

The volcanic springs are situated geographically in latitude 36 degrees and 20
minutes, and longitude 105 degrees west,
anil are reached via the Denver & Rio
Grande railroad, fifty miles north of
Santa Fe.

The temperature of these celebrated
waters, which contain 1,686.34 grains of
alkaline salts to the gallon, is from SO
to 122 degrees, being the richest alkaline
hut springs in the world. These curative waters have been known to the Indians for many years, but It Is only recently that the place, under the efficient management of Hon. Antonio Joseph, has been made comfortable for
the habitation of tourists and Invalids.
A comfortable hotel supplies every convenience, and Mr. Joseph spares no
pains in looking to the welfare of his
guests. These waters have been thorare known to be efA
ANKLE QUICKLY oughly tested, and
SPRAINED
ficacious in the cure of paralysis, rheuCURED.
mala"At one time I suffered from a severe matism, neuralgia, consumption,
and
disease,
syphilitic
ria,
Bright's
sprain of the ankle," says George E. mercurial affections, scrofula, la grippe
Cary, editor of the Guide, Washington, and all female
complaints.
Va. "After using several well recommended medicines without success I
The fare from Santa Fe for the lound
tried Chamberlain's Pain Balm, and am trip is only $7, and no one on a visit to
pleased to say that relief came as soon this ancient capital can afford to miss
as I began Its use and a complete cure a trip to these springs, which are picspeedily followed." Sold by A. C.
turesquely located and easily reached.
ls

te
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RECORDS.

SUNSHINE

COAL, LUMBER, FEED,
AND GENERAL TRANSFER.

7

Ranch Resort in the Land of Sunshine,
W. E. BAKER, MANAGER.

;.!

Las Cruces, New Mexico.
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SANTA FE SUMMER.
Were Santa Fe, located In sight of St.
Louis or Chicago, with Its present ele
vation, residents of such Dlace would
behold a city more than a mile and a
quarter skyward, above the hot, mala
rial, moisture-soake- d
earth. In a Durer
atrrrbsphere, which all would seek.
Should they behold the city where she
Is they would find a still cooler and
purer atmosphere, where there is little
moisture, a porous soil to drain away
the rain that comes, and a precipitous
descent for escape of the snow-fe- d
streams and gorges In sight of the city.
The records show that no other city
in the same latitude possesses so cool a.
summer temperature as Santa Fe.
wnere the average is 67 deaxeea and th
change between night and day temperature too slight to be detrimental to
health. Thanks to elevation, to wooded
mountain far southward, and shelter
from the hot winds of Arizona that are
warded oft by the rising series of moun
tain ranges between Santa Fe and the
sandy, lower levels of desert, this city
Is the coolest south of the upper lake
region. It is far cooler than Denver, has
thermometer readings about as low as
San Diego, and is free from the humid
heat of the coast.
THE WINTER SEASON.
One who has not seen the lav of the
land might think that an elevated place
having ao delightful a summer climate
would have a severe winter. Yet this la
not true. The winter temperature la not
so low as In the lower Ohio valley, and
la free from moisture, there being less
of cloudy weather In winter than In
summer. To the north, the great moun
tains of Colorado receive the arreateat
snowfall, and break the force of northern winds; other mountains closer stand
guard to shelter the Santa Fe valley,
which lies at their feet. To the east
range keeps out the cold northers aa
they rush southward to Texaa. Weat-- '.
ward also, nature baa Interposed barriers to shield New Mexico from galea,

t'jt-'iV- "'

j

Situated about a mile and a half north of the town of Las Cruces, the county sea
County, which has a population of 3.50G, telegraph lines, banks, physl
and
cians, etc. Altitude, 3,873 feet. The ideal climate. Brilliant sunny winter days
of
shade
The
summer
the
the
air.
altitude,
heat,
with
by
tempered
dry
crisp nights,
THE ALAMEDA, and extreme dryness, is pleasant and
giant cottonwoods surrounding
is an exhileration in the atmosphere. The
enjoyable; and on the warmest days thereslumber.
for
warm
too
are
never
refreshing
nights
On the main line of the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railway, and best reached
by that road from all points north, east and west.
Rooms of good size, comfortably furnished. Several hundred feet of wide, open
cement porches. Table bountifully supplied with the best of eatables. Packing
house meats only are used. Fresh eggs. Jersey milk and cream. Courteous attention shown guests.
Horses and carriages for rent at reasonable rates.
Croquet, piano, Indoor games, magazines. Rifles for shooting. Small game In
of Dona Ana

plenty.

RATES FROty $10 TO $14 PER WEEhV
should be made in advance, and notice of
Arrangements for accommodationswill
be met at the railroad station and transwhen
arrival
guests
given,
expected
Alameda.
to
The
ported
THIS CLIMATE IS RAPIDLY GROWING IN THE FAVOR OF THE PHYSICIANS OF THIS
COUNTRY AS A HEALTH RESORT.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN
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H. B. CARTWRIGHT & BRO.

Groceries,
Feed and
Crockery.

No. 4
BAKERY.
SOUTH SIDE

OF PLAZA.

DERHAKE'S CASTOR OIL AXLE GREASE will last four times as long
as the cheap grease that retails for almost as much. Suitable for carriages as well as wagons. One pound tins, 12Kc
TIME FOR CANNED MEATS.
CANNED VEGETABLES.
Ve have the largest variety you ever 3 lb cans Sugar Beets
20c
saw.
3 ft cans Rex Baked Beans
15c
15 and 25c 3 ft cans Dearborn Tomatoes
Jam Roll
15c
Domed Ham
20c 2 lb cans Corn
10, 12K, 15c
1 ft Rex Roast Beef
15c Large can Asparagus
25, 35c
Veal, Beef, Chicken and Ham Loaf 25c
OUR BAKERY Is now in running order. We have had it thoroughly
overhauled and can now furnish you with the highest grade of cakes,
pies, pastry and bread, either from our regular stock or to order.
Give us your standing order for bread, to be delivered daily or as
onen us required, it is made from lMrUKlAL i'LOUK (the best).
TOBACCO, CIGARS, CIGARETTES
KOCKY iOKD BUTTER.
because we receive It by EXPittsburg Stogies are the best "short
Fresh,
smoke'"
3 for 5c
PRESS twice a week. Pure, because made in mountain air. By
Monopol Turkish cigarettes in great
actual experiment contains more
variety, as well as all the more popular American brands.
butter fat (less water) than any
other brand on the market.
HAY, GRAIN, FEED, FLOOR, POTATOES
small quantities.
Bright, green alfalfa.
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H. CADWELL,

SANTA FE.

IKldse. Co.
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Butcher, Stockgrower, Sheepman, and Beekeeper.
COAL, TAR, PITCH, TAR FELT, CEMENT, HAIR, PLASTER.

SALT

ROOFERS' AND BUILDERS'

SALT

MATERIAL.

Bridge Street, adjoining Hogle's Undertaking Establishment
MBeaBBHeteMefclVeUnWBB

THE LINK THAT BINDS.
Taint. , Kor. tt.
for three yean,
and raftered constantly with backache. I wrote
to yon for adrice, end after mint three bottlei
of Wine of Oardni,
I am (trong and well, and the mother of a fine

Junoi,

I was rabjeet to miscarriage

klbaby.

Mri. B. H. JOWHU.

7A
There Is no use talking a baby in the bouse is the link that binds
husband and wife together.
Nothing is sadder than fruitless wedlock.
The prattling and cooing of the little ones offset a thousand times the
occasional worries and trials of life. When a wife is barren, there is a
derangement somewhere in the genital organs, caused by one or more of
those common disorders known as " female troubles". Wine of Cardui
is the remedy. It puts the organs of generation in a strong and healthy
condition, fitting the wife for the sacred duty of reproducing her kind.
During the period of gestation the entire system of the expectant mother
is built up to withstand the ordeal of labor, and when the little one
mixes ks aaveni u is lusty ana
to grow to ma
strong, well-fitte- d
Ullft' MVIMIf lUAITMIT
The
turity in perfect health.
For Ulrica In cum requiring tp.clal
direction,, Mdmt, gjrlna nmplomi,
mother, too, passes through the
U41e,' IdTkorj 0.,'t, Irk, caifaj&Ooal
trial with little pain and no dread.
unuunooce, Tna.
Wine of Cardui is truly a wonder
ful medicine for women.

Large Bottles for $1.00 at Druggists.
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Liquor CopiPfiiif

THE ONLY FAMILY LIQUOR STORE

CORDIALS,

IN

"

CtfAPAGJJES, LIQUORS.

Green River,

Murphy-BarbouYellowstone,
nermuaoe.
Monnnram.
neraia Hve.
Hunter Rye, Imported Scotch and Irish Whisky, and Full
r,

ierwear-ui- a

wniSKy.
Sole Agent for Sam'l Westerner's Hapstone Whisky.
California,
O
A.

aauierne,

Sherry,

Port,

a

Angelica,

Reislinc

Red Wines,
Claret,
Sherry,
French Brandy,
Native Wines.
FALSTAFF, TIVOLI, LEMP'S,
RIBBON. AND PABST

BLUE

nCCD

DUCfi.K)

FRESH CHEWING TOBACCO, FINE CIGARS, SMOKING TO
BACCU, PIPES AND SMOKERS ARTICLES.

Kl PRICES

THAT ARE RIGHT.

TELEPHONE NO. 93.
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GOODS DELIVERED PROMPTLY.

SANTA FE, New Mexico
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MANY FACILITIES.
will be observed In the first place
that Santa Fe is the only city In this
region that enjoys the advantages in
evitably accruing from location on two
competing railroad lines, the great San
ta Fe system affording it direct rail
communication with the east, west and
south, and the Denver & Rio Grande
railroad connecting it directly with
northern New Mexico and Colorado and
all points in the east, west and south,
and thus in one important respect at
least its transportation facilities are
superior to those of any other city In
New Mexico or Arizona. Right here It
should be noted that It Is located on two
rival express lines reaching all parts of
the country; offers a choice between
two competing telegraph lines with all
quarters of the globe, and la soon to be
brought into close communication with
all the principal cities and towns of
Bernalillo, San Miguel, Mora, Colfax,
Taos and Rio Arriba counties by means
of projected telephone lines. It Is also
connected with all the tributary mining districts by an excellent system of
wagon roads.

It

THE COCHITI.
miles almost due
About thirty-fiv- e
west of Santa Fe as the bird files, In the
rugged yet not lofty mountains on the
g
Rio
other side of the
Orande, is located the famous Cochltl
mining district, the great and enduring
value of whose mammoth gold and silver bearing quartz ledges has been
demonstrated beyond a peradventure.
The mineral belt of this district is about
six by seven miles In extent, and is literally ribbed with parallel veins of
quartz, varying in width from 5 to 60
feet, that all carry values in the precious metals. Several of these large
swift-flowin-

L

..
A

.

f

t-

gold-beari-

world-renown-

structed.

NEW PLACERS DISTRICT.
A few miles southwest of Dolores Is
situated the extensive New Placers
mining district, which comprises the
numerous rich gold and silver bearing
lode claims In the hills around Golden
and in the neighboring Tuerto mountains; the great gold, sliver and copper
mines around San Pedro, two miles further south, and several miles of pay
placer ground. This district unquestionably holds values to the amount of millions of dollars, and as development
work is prosecuted the showing constantly improves. Two groups of copper mines near San Pedro, known as
Santa Fe No. 1 and Santa Fe No. 2, embracing sixteen patented claims, were
recently transferred to the Santa Fe

PERFECT

$1.50

EIC1I Per Dav LAUNDRY
WORK

W. J.

Slaughter, Agent.

Orders taken at Slaughter's barber
BEST LOCATED HOTEL III CITY.
shop, south side of plaza.
Basket leaves at 7 a. m. on Wednesdays and return's on Friday night; launFORSH A,
ready for delivery Saturday morning.
SPECIAL RATES by the Week of dry
So extra freight or delivery charges.
withou
or
with
Table
fat
Board,
Month
The Las Vegas Steam laundry makes
Room.
a specialty of One laundry work,
and Its work Is first class In all particuSOUTHEAST COR. PLAZA

J.T.

lars

YOU

Of course

IIHWIIII1UI

do,
yon
and want

It done by the best laundry in the
tory, and that Is the

JjS

'

All work guaranteed to give satisfaction. Leave orders at KERR'S BAR-BB- S
SHOP, Claire Hotel. Basket leaves
Tuesday at S p. m., and returns Friday.
We pay express charges.

o. r. AIIUOM, Agt.

Hi

Lat3i
Niorlh

n
n
gold mines of the
and Baldy districts, and the
mines near Cimarron. The mines in all
these districts are undergoing systematic and extensive development work,
and many of them are realizing their
owners steady yellow profits at the
mills and smelters.
A NEW DISTRICT.
Immediately east and northeast of
Santa Fe is the Pecos river forest res
ervation, partly in this county and part- ly in San Miguel county. This reserve
covers a sentinn nf ttm
Santa IPa
range of mountains, in which are found
many promising surface Indications of
gold, silver, copper, iron and coal ,and
it is confidently believed that the development work now In progress will soon
disclose much pay material. Copper,
iron, mica, and coal that burns readily,
have been discovered on the surface
within two or three miles of this city.
A large body of fire clay of superior
quality has been opened about two
miles up Santa Fe canon, and it is now
supplying the penitentiary
plant with much of the clay used.
Several lode claims, carrying gold
quartz nearly resembling the Cochltl
quartz In appearance, are being opened
oh the eastern slope of the Santa Fe
range, about fourteen miles east of this
city.
THE NATURAL CENTER.
From this brief sketch and the excellent accompanying map, It will be perceived that the capital city of New
Mexico Is so fortunately located that It
ought to command the trade of nearly
all the mining districts of the large and
resourceful region indicated, besides
the steadily Increasing volume of business incident to its being the official and
political center of the territory.
well-know-

Eliza-bethtow-

'

Guadalupe St.

ft

FLOUR, HAY,
GRAIN, POTATOES,

SALT and SEEDS,

j

PURE WATER Is the most essential
requisite for health that enters Into
the system. Ninety per cent of our food
is water. Distillation is the only method of rendering water free from both
organic and inorganic matter. The Sanitary Still Is a perfected process that
clears water absolutely of every form
or impurity, whether from alkali, lime
or other minerals; removes free ammonia, ammonia albuminoids, chlorine or
other injurious gases. It requires about
the same space as a teakettle, but little time, very little trouble, and no experience to operate. The flrst"st Is
the only cost, and that Is small enough
to be real economy to users of
water. Sold under an absolute guarantee. Descriptive catalogue free,
Local agents wanted In every city.

I
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J. B. SLOAN. General Agent,

Santa Fe, Blam and

Santa Fe,

Suipnur

IN. IW.

Springs Stage

anil Express

Has hats worth $7 and $8 each
which she will sell for the next 30
days at half former price. A line
of sailor hats below cost. Ladies'
shirt waists, belts, collars, neckties, etc., at greatly reduced prices
to clear out the line, and also
balance stock of hosiery.

W. L. Trimble & Co's Stage and Express Line will make
through connections from Santa Fe to the famous Sulphur Springs summer resort, via the world's wonder
mining town, Bland, twice each week.
Stage leaves Santa Fe Wednesdays and Saturdays at
6:30 a. m. and arrive at Sulphur Springs at 7 p. m. same
day stopping one hour at Bland for dinner.
Returning; will leave Sulphur Springs at 7 a. m. and
arrive at Santa Fe at 7:30 p. m. Thursdays and Mondays.
Stages are well equipped for carrying complete camping outfits.

--

Santa Fe Filigree

60LD

Mfg. Co.

SILVER FILIGREL
N.

be found a full line of
imported wines for family trade.
Orders by telephone will be promptly filled.

Price, .Prop

House
Timmer
The
MEXICO.
SILVER CITY, NEW
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MONDRAGON, Mgr.

Palace Ave., Oriffin BUg., near

111
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Jewelry
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Southeast Cor. Plaza.
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Table Wines!

MISS MUGLER

Beer.

Santa Fe

New Mexico.
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FOB
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OLD PLACER DISTRICT.
Then come the rich and extensive auriferous placer deposits and mountains
of
quartz in place in the
Old Placer mining district, which embraces Dolores and the 67,000 acres of
richly mineralized land known as the
Ortiz mine grant. These ledges and
placer deposits have been worked for
several hundred years, and have yielded
several million dollars in gold. The Ortiz mine grant has been sold to a powerful syndicate, headed by Thomas A.
InEdison, and the
ventor expects soon tCK demonstrate the
practical utility of what he regards as
the crowning invention of his life by
rescuing the gold from the sand, gravel, cement and quartz of this grant by
means of an electrical process of his
own, and without the aid of water. The
construction of his exeprlmental plant
Is now well under way. After thoroughly testing the appliance the success of
which is not doubted, reduction works
of mammoth proportions will be con- -,
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FURS, BEESWAX AND LEATHER.
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Agent.

Hides, Wool Pelts,
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Moqul Indian Blankets.
Apache Indian Baskets.
Taqul Indian Baskets.
Pueblo Indian Baskets.
Acomo Pottery. "
Aztec Idols and Curios.
Santa Clara Pottery.
Navajo Indian Blankets.

'

7"'

WHOLESALE
DENVER.

Chimayo Indian Blankets.

Taqul Indian Blankets.

Santa Fe

d

v

fv A

Hjl'f

i

rnexican Curias.

Bows and Arrows.
Tom-toDrums.
War Clubs and Rattles.
Buckskin Beaded Goods.
Mexican Coin Jewelry.
Mexican Opals and Turquois.
Mexican Blankets.
Mexican Feather Cards.
Mexican Cigars.
Mexican Chocolate.
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SPITZ,

Gold's General Store,
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wagons carried in stock.
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Agent for the Studebaker Wagons.
All sixes of
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Practical Embalmer and
Funeral Director.
The only house In the city that carries everything In the
household line. Sold on easy payments.
A.2STTD IRLTQ-S-.

i

WATCHES,
JEWELRY.
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FURNITURE CO.

Queenswaseand
Glassware.

"

CLOCKS, OPTICAL GOODS, JEWELRY NOVELTIES

DIAMONDS,

111
"Hor tfes

Lower Frisco

"

equiva-

STERLING SILVER TABLE AND TOILET WARE.
COPPER AND MICA.
Northwest and north of Santa Fe, in
CUT GLASS AND FINE CHINA.
Rio Arriba county, are deposits, where
large kidneys of almost pure copper j
MEXICAN CARVED LEATHER GOODS
have been found on the surface, and big
bodies of good copper ore are known to
YOU WILL FIND WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE LINE IN THE SOUTHWEST.
exist; the promising Headstone mining
district east of Tierra Amarilla; the
valuable mica mines west and south of
Tres Piedras, now being operated by a
strong Colorado Springs company; and
over 1,000 acres of pay placer lands extending up the Chama river from
and including much of the adjacent mesa land, as well as the river bed.
TAOS COUNTY WEALTH.
East of Rio Arriba and north and
northeast of Santa Fe is fruitful Taos All
Goods Engraved Free of Charge.
Everything Just as Represented.
county, which is traversed by the Santa
Fe division of the Denver & Rio Grande
SOUTH SIDE
railroad, and is reached from this city
OF PLAZA.
by good wagon roads. In this resourceful county are found the Ojo Caliente
mining district, the copper mining district east of Embudo, the Amizett gold
HTThe Only Original Gold's Curiosity Shep in the City.
and silver mining district east of
and the cluster of rich gold dis
tricts north and northeast of Taos,
known as the Rio Hondo, Keystone, La
Belle and Red River districts. Further
east, in Colfax county, are the profitable

sources. It embraces the famous turquois mines of Tiffany and others at
Turquesa, about eighteen miles south of
this city; the promising gold, silver,
lead and zinc mines around Cerrillos,
about twelve miles further south, and
the immense anthracite and bituminous
coal measures at Madrid, a mile or so
further south and west.

.

it

a consideration estimated to be
lent to 750,000.

It will be observed that the Cerrillos
mining district is located in Santa Fe
county, nearly south of this city, and is
reached by railroad, as well as by good
wagon roads. It is quite extensive, and
remarkably varied in its mineral re-

The New Mexican has the satisfaction
of exclusively publishing the first map
showing the numerous mining districts
naturally tributary to Santa Fe, N. M.,
ever placed before the public. It was
drawn and engraved expressly for use
in these columns, and will be found accurate, complete and instructive. It is
deserving of careful study on the part
of every one Interested in the future
growth and prosperity of the Capital
city and the localities immediately environing it. Especial attention is
called to it in detail.

A,

OABPETS
Large stock or Tinware,

Gold and Copper Mining Company for

ledges have already been extensively
developed, and practically all of the ore
at present being taken out yields handsome profits at the cynlde mills on the
ground. The surface showing of ore is
Center
of
Santa Fe Is the Natural
truly wonderful, and as development
work proceeds mining men become
Mining Operations In New
more and more convinced that It is desMexico.
tined to prove a second Cripple Creek.
This district Is reached direct from
MINERAL ALL AROUND IT Santa Fe in six hours by means of a
daily stage line or by private conveyance. The road is good. The
immense resources of the district Invite
The Golden Ooohiti Within Easy Reach
an early extension of the Denver & Rio
GoH, Silver, Oopper, Lead, Ooal, Iron,
Grande railroad from Santa Fe to
Bland.
Mica, Turquois Found Within 50
Miles of Santa Fe.
CERRILLOS DISTRICT.

THE MINING CENTER

large or

in

CAPITOL EDITION.
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to
On the European Plan, or Board and Boom
week.
the
rate
day. Special
by
SPACIOUS SAKTLB AOOMS 70S OOIOmCZAL TEA1

When In SllverClty
Stop at the But Hotel.

"
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E. BESTED
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICANCAPITOL EDITION.
Tne Priae or Imperial

SANTA FE CLIMATE.

niexico,

Ills

Far Superior to That of Denver, Colo
rado Springs or Los Angeles-

GaDiioi Building Tnai flDDroximaies Perfeciion.

SANTA FE MATIONAL CEMETERY.

The Grandest Treasure.
One of the fondest, hap.
piest anticipptions of a
mother's heart is that by

uci ausuanu

9

ear-

nest toil, and by
careful economy on

jfSWWi.

Neath the Laurel and the Willow Sleep
Hundreds of American Heroes.
The United States of America is the
only power on earth that has made
costly, systematic and patriotic provisions for the burial of its soldiers,
sailors ami marines, amid the fragrance of the sweetest vernal blossoms
and amid garlands of glory renewed
every year, solemnly significant of the
fact that a hero is always admired, respected anil revered on American soil,
whether he died in gallant defense of
the "lost cause" or in perpetuation of
the glorious Union of States that every
lover of liberty rejoices was finally
triumphant. The war was long and
bloody chiefly because Americans were
resolutely and honestly fighting one another in an effort to maintain the supremacy of principles that were In
hopeless conflict. The right finally
prevailed.
The only National military cemetery
in the southwest is located at Santa Fe,
occupying nine acres of a beautiful site
on its northern suburbs, gently sloping
towards the south. Here the government has expended some $30,000 dur
ing the past six years, in Improving and
beautifying a spot already well adapted by nature to the purpose. The plat
is enclosed with a neat stone wall of
and at the various
Cerrillos
entrances are cut stone pillars support
ing iron gates. The lodge and other
buildings are built of stone in artistic
designs. The grounds are cut by graceful walks and roadways, the plats being
seeded to grass, shrubs and trees. Most
of the latter are now showing five years
growth, which adds much to the apThe land
pearance of the premises.
was donated for the purpose by citizens of Santa Fe, and the cost of maintenance by the government amounts to
about $2,500 annually. The remains of
76 fallen heroes lie buried within the
enclosure, and of this number there are
421 marked "unknown." A plain marble
headstone marks each mound. Capt.
G. D. Crittenden, late of New Jersey,
superintendent of the national mili
tary cemetery and takes a deep interest
in keeping the place in perfect order.

ineir
AN EQUABLE TEMPERATURE ooin they
shall
parts
The qualities in climate that make for De able to lay
a
store
little
by
man's best health and comfort equa
which the
bility of temperature, abundance of baby when it is
sunshine, a pure, dry air, and the tonic grown to maneffects of a diminished atmospheric hood or womanhood shall
pressure are found at Santa Fe in a have as its
own
of
excellence
combination.
rare
The
private pose The woodwork, with the exception of
endure. The surmounting dome
BURNED AND RESTORED.
session.
recoi Js of the United States Weather
handsome
But every
capltol build- - liantly illuminated as It was last night the mahogany finish of the hall of rep- Bureau, taken at Santa Fe for the last
wife who exing of the Territory of New Mexico was with electric lights within, and dazzling resentatives, is solid oak, and the twenty-nin- e
In
with
years,'
comparison
pects to be
arc lights carved designs are rich and artistic,
totally destroyed by fire on the night of with six 2,000 candle-powother places famed as health resorts, come a mother may provide a far more
The heavy doors are all provided with
May 12, 1892, causing a loss to the terri- - suspended from without, was observed
valuable treasure for her little one's future
show that the capital city always has than
can ever be contained in
tory of about $250,000 without insur- - with wonder and admiration from all the best possible hinges and locks, and
savings
to
a
offer.
better
little
The bank if she will take the properany
care of her
ance. Inasmuch as the fire originated parts of the city and surroundings
those at the several entrances are so something
own
Fe
climate
health
and
of
has
often
Santa
been
condition
physical
during
of
art.
work
constructed that It is impossible for
in the upper part of the structure, is really a
with that of Denver and Col- the time when the baby is expected. And
BUILDING IN DETAIL.
them to slam against persons passing compared
if every husband would feel it his bounden
spread from one dome to the other in
orado Springs, as being similar, but as duty to see that all
The basement is 12 feet in the clear, in and out. Indeed, all the doors are so
possible means are
less than ten minutes, and the water
a matter of recorded fact it Is far su- adopted to carry his wife safely through
system had apparently been tampered and contains the boiler room and heat- provided with checks that slamming Is
critical
this
will
he
time,
burecords
of
The
the
weather
help to bequeath
chambers, storage impossible. The windows are all of the perior.
with, the New Mexican, printed on the ing plant, cold-aoffspring that health and natural
reau Bhow the difference. In the year to hiswhich
is
the
and
a
to
coal
vigor
best
ventilatrooms,
bins,
grandest fortune a father
quality of double plate glass, broad
following day, attributed the disaster
passed the highest temperature at can bestow.
an Incendiary.
ing conduit, through which a plentiful and ample enough to flood every room just
Denver was 97, and the lowest 22 de"During; the past year I found myself preg
and in rapidly failing health." writes Mrs.
Preliminary to the reconstruction of supply of fresh air will be forced into with sunlight, and they are easily raised
below zero; at Colorado Springs aant
W. J. Kidder, of Hill Dale Harm, (Enosburg
the territorial capitol, the 31st legisla- every room in the building. Two heat- and lowered by means of metallic rib- grees
be93
24
was
and
the
lowest
the
Center)
Enosburg, Vt, in a grateful letter to Dr
highest
tive assembly, on February 5, 1895, ing and ventilating plants are as near bons. The total weight of the windows
Pierce, of Buffalo, N. Y. " I suffered dreadlow zero; while at Santa Fe 87 was the R. V. from
fully
bloating and urinary difficulty. I was
as
is
can
human
in
the
devise.
seven
issuance
about
So
an
tons.
act authorizing the
ingenuity
perfect
building
passed
thermomgrowing perceptibly weaker each day and sufThe first story is 12 feet in the clear. the occupants of the building can al- highest point reached by the
of capitol rebuilding
bonds to the
fered
much
sharp pain at times. I felt that
5
zero the lowest. The something must
be done. I sought your advice
amount of $75,000, drawing 6 per cent. Entering the north door and walking ways depend upon unlimited quantities eter, and below
and received a prompt reply. I followed your
show
records
while
that
further
posdirections and took twelve bottles of Dr. Pierce's
Interest, and creating a capitol rebuild- down the wide corridor, the visitor of natural light, while perfect ventilasessing practically the same amount of Favorite Prescription, and also followed your
ing board with full authority to employ passes two rooms on the right designed tion by natural and artificial means is sunshine, there is much less wind, and Instructions.
I began to improve immediately,
a competent architect and proceed to for the territorial treasurer, and two always assured.
health became excellent, and I could do all
much dryer atmosphere. my
a
own work (we live on a good sited farm). I
altogether
my
acon
the
auditor
the
for
of
left
INTERIOR
CONVENIENCES.
the work of reconstruction.
public
Authority
of 1899 walkeda and rode all I could, and enjoyed it. I
to use convict labor so far as possible counts, which are conveniently located
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SALE OF THE ORIGINAL BONDS.
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materially the credit of the territory
at my house
Todd One
has Improved during the past five Passing up another stairway the vis- such a proud possession at such moder- lung troubles. Children all like it, and only the otherhappened A thunderbolt
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day.
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years.
itor finds himself In another spacious ate cost.
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Oh, very. You see, ho has to have
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Enquirer.
The restored capitol of Imperial New
he owns. Indianapolis Journal.
Must Walk to North Pole.
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week
yet
dyspepsia.
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you.
structure that was burned on the south vided for the house of representatives. the north pole by ship.struggled
Persons with indigestion are already
Through bard-shi- p pleased me very much.
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and danger brave explorers have
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endeavored to reach the coveted spot, wasn't It well done?
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The fact that the pole Is still a mystery
The surrounding grounds are nearly
Pe.ipery Yes, too well done.
digests what you eat so the body can of joy. Bucklen's Arnica Salve cures
points to the conclusion that our method my shirts rare.
square and embrace about four acres, across the north side, facing the speakbe
nourished while the worn-oorgans them; also Old, Running and Fever
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of
a
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utterance
learned scientist
west sides, and iron fences on the floors of the hall and the gallery are
we must abandon ship, copy the instead of "How do you do?" for when preparation known that will instantly Warts, Cuts, Bruises, Burns, Scalds,
north and south sides. It Is hoped that terraced. The design and finish of this that
customs and walk to the pole. the liver is active the health is good. relieve and completely cure all stomach Chapped Hands, Chilblains. Best Pile
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from
different
are
chamber
make
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distinctly
the next legislative assembly
The same commonsense reasons should DeWltt's Little Early Risers are fa troubles. Try It if you are suffering cure on earth. Drives out Pains and
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chamber.
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the
and
provision for the condemnation
be
to health. There Is only one mous little pills for the liver and bowfrom Indigestion. It will certainly do Aches. Only 25 cts. a box. Cure guaranlooks solid and rich. roaaapplied
to recovery tor sunerers irom els. Ireland's pharmacy.
purchase of the grounds north down to mahogany and
teed. Sold by Fischer & Co., druggists.
good. Ireland's pharmacy.
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stomach disorders, and that is through
These lots terraced and Conveniently
the river.
for the speaker, Hostetter's Stomach Bitters. If you
are
ber
apartments
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and
shade
to
flowering
planted
shrubs would add very materially to the chief clerk and postoffice, seven large have tried to cure Indigestion, constiparooms for the use of committees, lobby, tion, dyspepsia, liver or kidney trouble
attractiveness of the capitol grounds.
without It, you have simply been on the
The classic beauty of the new capi- smoking and reading rooms, closets,
wrong track. The Bitters will cure you.
tol is apparent to all observers. It Is etc., all completely and faultlessly fitted
three stories In height, or from the up for the several purposes for which
basement to the top of the tholus or they were designed.
Unlucky.
APPLIANCES.
lantern above the cupola is about ISO
McJIgger Borrows Is crafty. He
Is
two
are
of
In
the
tanks
the
attic
to
one dollar of the
building
The
Hoodew
containing paid back
feet.
frontage
176 feet and ten inches, and the depth 3,500 gallons of water each, which are fourteen he owes him.
Thingumbob It's unusual for BarIs 76 feet and ten Inches. The ground kept constantly filled by means of an
floor or first story Is of Lamy sand- automatic appliance connected with rows to pay anything back.
McJIgger True; but Hoodew is so
stone, while the other two stories are the admirable local water system. Bach
Barrows know that he'll
constructed of pressed yellow brlelr, re- floor is provided with 300 feet of the superstitious
never ask for the balance. Philadel900
e
with
In
feet
in
best
color,
procurable hose, making
sembling
phia Press.
handsome Grecian coping and stone all, which can be quickly attached to
the tanks above, thus affording as perfacings In harmony with the whole.
Mr. W. S. Whedon, Cashier of the
The main entrance Is from the west, fect protection against fire as could be
and reminds one of the east entrance to devised, and ample provision has been First National Bank of Wlnterset, la.,
In a recent letter gives some experience
It is Im- made to guard against accidents.
the capitol at Washington.
with a carpenter in his employ that will
THE BEAUTIFUL INTERIOR.
posing. Six Ionic fluted columns of
Indiana limestone, each about twen- - The entire Interior finish of the build be of value to other mechanics. He
feet high, bear a triangular ing is neat and attractive, without any says: "I had a carpenter working for
me who was obliged to stop work for
tympanum, upon the crest of which attempt at gaudy or showy ornamentals carved the coat of arms of the ter- - tion. It has a substantial and enduring several days on account of being trou' s
stone steps, J6.0ok, In perfect keeping with the mas-fe- bled with diarrhoea. I mentioned to him
rltory. Thirty-si- x
Blve exterior. The smooth and highly that I had been similarly troubled, and
and nine Inches wide and
tread, lead up to the main entrance of polished walls are as white aa snow, that Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
the building. The whole entrance Is aa and the scagliola or Messina marble Diarrhoea Remedy had cured me. He
magnificent an architectural monument wainscoting throughout the building, bought a bottle of It from the druggist
as Is to be found in the southwest. The resting on a base of Tennessee marble, here and Informed me that one dose
brick and atone work of the exterior is cannot be distinguished from genuine cured him, and he Is again at hie work."
Ojo Caltente Resort. - Antonio Joseph Proprietor.
Impressive. Manifestly It was meant to marble. Nothing finer could be desired. For sale by A. C. Ireland.
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NO RIGHT TO UGLINESS.
The woman who Is lovely in face,
form and temper will always have
friends, but one who would be attractive must keep her health. If she Is
weak, sickly and all run down, she will
be nervous and Irritable. If she has constipation or kidney trouble her Impure
blood will cause pimples, blotches, skin
eruptions and a wretched complexion.
Electric Bitters is the best medicine In
the world to regulate stomach, liver and
kidneys and to purify the blood. It gives
strong nerves, bright eyes, smooth, velvety skin, rich complexion. It will make
a
charming woman of a
n
invalid. Only 50 cents at
Fischer & Co.'s drug store.
good-lookin-

run-dow-

Worth Keeping.
Lady I want you to take this dog
back. He is handsome, I admit, but he
can't be taught anything at all, and is
of no earthly use.
Dealer (slowly)
mum, I know,
mum; but just think wot a fine rug he'll
make when he's dead! New York
Week v.
I

Call at Ireland's drug store an1 get
a free sample of Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets. They are in elegant physic. They also improve the
appetite, strengthen the digestion and
regulate the liver and bowels. They are
easy to take and pleasant In effect.

What About "Heavies?"
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j

one-thir-

near-sight-

PLAYED OUT.

fire-pro- of

semi-circul- ar

one-ha-

lf

ut

cut-sto-

FIRE-FIGHTIN- G

Bobbs

Did you read Professor

Telly-scoppe- 's

article on how to weigh stars?
Dobbs No.
But I suppose you'd
them
weigh
just the same as you would

ehorous girls, wouldn't you? Baltimore
American.
Ivy poisoning, poison wounds and all
other accidental Injuries may be quickly cured by using DeWitt's Witch Hazel Salve. It is also a certain cure for
piles and skin diseases. Take no other.
Ireland's pharmacy.

Preparatory.
Bookkeeper Your wife Is at thedoor,
sir, and would like to speak to you a
moment.
Mr. Sollers Yes; just see what my
balance at the bank is, will you?
Harper's Bazar.
A GOOD COUGH MEDICINE.
It speaks well for Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy when druggists US' It In
their own families in preference to any
other. "I have sold Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy for the past five years
with complete satisfaction to myself
and customers," says Druggist J. Goldsmith, Van Etten, N. T. "I have always
used it in my own family both for ordinary coughs and colds and for the
cough following la grippe, and find It
very efficacious." For sale by A. C.
Chilly, Bat Prudent.
You'v got your linen suit on a trifle
easy, Hopkins.
Yes, but my fofks are interested In a
rummage sale, and when I carry my
clothes around with me I know where
they are. Indianapolis Journal.
You may as well expect to run a
steam engine without water as to find
an active energetic man with a torpid
liver, and you may know that his liver
is torpid when he does not relish his
food or feels dull and languid aftir eating, often has headache and sometimes
dizziness. A few doses of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets will restore
his liver to its normal functions, renew
his vitality, Improve his digestion and
make him feel like a new man. Price,
25 cents. Samples free at Ireland's drug
store.

Explained.
Whore's your watch? asked the observant man.
Why, here it is, replied the man whose
prosperity had slipped a cog or two re
cently.
But that's a silver one. The one you
used to carry had a handsome gold
case.
Well er circumstances
alter cases.
you know. Philadelphia Press.

FREE OF CHARGE.
Any adult suffering from a cold settled
on the breast, bronchitis,
throat or
lung troubles of any nature, who will
call at Ireland's Drug Store will be presented with a sample bottle of Bosch-ee- 's
German Syrup, free of charge. Only one bottle given to one person, and
none to children without order from
parents. No throat or lung remedy ever had such a sale as BoBchee's German
Syrup In all parts of the civilised world.
Twenty years ago millions of bottles
were given away, and your druggists
will tell you Its success was marvelous.
It is really the only Throat and Lung
Remedy generally endorsed by physicians. One 75 cent bottle will cure or
prove Its value. Sold by dealers In all
civilized countries.
Disappointed.

Biggars, I believe, is really sorry he
married the widow.

Think?

Yes. She doesn't seem to care wheth-er"h- e
stays out late or not. It makes
him mad to see the other married fellows
acting like runaway schoolboys when
they are out after hours, and he knows
he has no call to do anything of that
kind. Indianapolis Press.
Notice for Publication.
Homestead Entry No. 39K7.

Land Offics

N. II.
at Santa Fi, 16,
19O0.J

1

May

,

Notiee Is hereby given that the following-name- d
settler hat filed notiee of hit Intention
to make final proof in support of his claim,
and that said proof will be made before the
at Santa Fe, New MexRegister or Receiver
ico, on June 2.S, 1900, vis: John Donovan for
the lots 1 and 2, see 24 tp 1 n, r 7 a.
He names the following witness si to prove
his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, via:
Barney Carroll. James M. Rogers, Charles
Closson, James Richardson, all of Cerrillos,
N. M.
liAMraL B. Otbso,

Resist.

sand-ston-

.

(
.

et

Dyspepsia Cure
Digests what you eat.

It artificially digests the food and aids

Nature in strengthening and noon
structlng the exhausted digestive or-

ItisthelatestdiscoTereddtgestr
ant and tonic. No other preparation
gans.

it In efficiency. It Instantly relieves and permanently cures
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Heartburn,
Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea,
Sick Headache Gastralgla.Cramps and
all other results of Imperfect digestion.
Price SSo. and tl. Large site contains IH times
can approach

nnuUaue. Book all about dyspepsia mailed nee
Prepared by E. C. DeWITT CO. Chicago.

Ireland's Pharmacy.
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ing in its solidity to our belief in the every one of which should find Its appropriate home here. The palace Is at
perpetuity of our free institutions."
At the close of the applause, Secretary O'ice the natural nucleus and abiding
Wallace handed his address over to pHce of these antiquities. Devoted to
Hon. W. E. Martin, who translated it that purpose and filled with the anti(Continued from First Page.)
Into Spanish as he read, and this, too, quarian treasures of the territory, It
the territory, and has conducted jts arw ill make of the
was cordially applauded.
capital of New Mexico
duous and responsible duties In the
After felicitous remarks by the chair- the Mecca of every intelligent traveler
most satisfactory manner. There have
man, who referred to Judge Prince as in the world, and give to the territory
only been two changes since the origd
orator, itself a reputation and glory of which
New Mexico's
inal appointment, caused by the resignation of Hon. Solomon Luna and Hon.
that gentleman, in his characteristic every one of its citizens can be proud.
forceful manner, delivered the oration
A. Btaab from the board.
For almost three hundred years the
He palace was practically the capitol of
of the day, being often applauded.
During the Ave years of its appointment this board has assembled at the
New Mexico; for in it was the official
spoke as follows:
residence of the governor and the chamOration of the Day.
capital many times each year for the
bers for the session of courts and legpurpose of making contracts, auditing
United
in
the
Among all the capitals
islatures when they existed. Through
bills, and carrying on all the routine
States, Santa Fe stands unique! For much of this period there was little
work essential and necessary to the
ac
the
it
is
and
continuity
antiquity
med for extensive accommodation for
proper expenditure of the money at its
knowledged head, counting many years the seat of the
judiciary, of the gatherdisposal, and without any compensation
more than Boston, which Is Its nearest
of representative assemblies of the
whatever.
ing
300
not
if
rival. For almost
entirely
It was soon ascertained that thU apteople, for the government was practl-ca'l- y
years It has been the seat of governabsolute In the hands of the govpropriation was altogether Inadequate
mental power, and through much of ernor or
for the purpose named, in order to in- captain general, who was rethat long period has ruled a realm largto the viceroy in Mexico
er than most of the empires of Europe. sponsible only himself in
or to the king
Spain. The
it
which
has repre- extent of the
In the nationality
structure
magnificent
sented it has experienced a rare varie
and the dls- which we dedicate
ty. Among existing American capitals PLsitlon of its chambers, speak not only
but three or four were such In colonial
of good judgment and good taste, but
days, and thus have ruled under two veil the more Important story, that in
no
less
known
flags, but Santa Fe has
our government is far
of a cen- ti tse latter days
than five. For
u just and liberal than those of by
tpoi
tury Its standard bore the lions and
that In the distribution of
castles of the united kingdom of Ferdi- gone ages,
among three branches leglsla
nand and Isabella; then for thirteen powerexecutive
and judicial the libertive,
years it was the central seat of Pueblo ties and
of the citizen are more
rights
a
and
authority; again for a century
secure than ever before, and that In the
quarter its flag was that of Spain: from most conspicuous place among them
1821 to 1S46 the eagle on the cactus proare placed the chosen representatives
faith.
claimed the Independence of Mexico;
of the people, who In a republic are the
The rebuilding board and the super- and now for over
the
with
fifty years,
real sovereigns."
vising architect have bullded well, and exception of a brief month of ConfederHe then gave a brief sketch of the
upon you, gentlemen of the capltol cus ate control, it has been a part of the
todian committee, now devolves the du
and the stars and stripes attempt to build a capltol by governgreat
republic,
ty and great responsibility of caring for of earth's most brilliant banner have ment appropriation from 1850 to 1869,
and preserving this public property. In
the beneficent rule of Amer- and of the subsequent use of the halfthe discharge of your duties you should proclaimed
ican liberty. It is not only the oldest erected structure in constructing the
be guided by nothing, in the selection
In the United States, but with present federal building; and also an
of employes and assistants, except ca capital
one exception the oldest in all America; account of the erection and burning of
GOV. OTERO.
paclty and fidelity, as the responsibility and it antedates by many years the the capltol destroyed In 1892, and of the
is too great to be Intrusted to any ex
of the present building,
be
a
perwould
which
a
Bure
capitals of the two most powerful em- construction
building
cept those who are honest, sober and
in high terms of the labors of
and
the
manent credit to the territory,
pires of continental Europe, Russia and speaking
the capitol rebuilding board, and con
last legislature was asked to authorize capable.
With perfect confidence In your abil Germany.
eluded as follows:
an additional issue of $60,000 in 4 per
it
which
The
govhas
great region
and desire to preserve this beautiful
to dedicate this
"And we meet
cent bonds for the completion and fur- ity
structure in the same condition that It erned has had many a form of govern- beautiful structure to the highest servwas
act
This
of
the
ment and many a name. For years
building.
nishing
New
of
as
come
to
has
governor
you, I,
cheerfully passed by the legislature Mexico, on behalf of its people, who after its occupation it was known on ice for the people of New Mexico, as the
as
early in Its session. Congress at once have reared this beautiful edifice, turn maps and In ancient documents as the central seat of their government
the capltol of the territory and of the
a
ratified the action of the legislature, It over to
of
New
of
Mexico;
dignity
kingdom
your care and keeping and
on very few colo- future state.
and these 4 per cent bonds were used
deliver you its keyB as guardians of this description bestowed
in bringing this building to the state
"Its foundations are firmly laid of the
nial possessions. And the official titles
and
liberal
to
monument
the
progres of those who have administered
of perfection In which it now stands besolid
and substantial rock; its supergovits
our
sive spirit of
people.
ernment have been even more varied. structure arises in beautiful and artis
fore you.
The Capitol Custodians.
Too much credit cannot be given, Mr.
But whether New Mexico was a king- tic design, in graceful outline and fit
President, to the earnest and untiring
Hon. George H. Wallace, territorial dom, a province, a department or a ter- proportion, to the stately dome which
the banner of the nation.
efforts of your board, its secretary and
secretary and head of the capltol cus ritory; and its executive head a viceroy, bears aloft
clerk, In conjunction with the super- todian commission, formally accepted a captain general, a political chief, a Viewed from without, it Is a noble
vising architect, for providing the terri- the building.
department commander or a governor, structure. Within, the convenience of
Santa Fe has always been its capital, its arrangements, the skill with which
tory with such a building as we now
hisThe
secretary reviewed the
have, at an expense in bonds of only tory of the capitol custodian board and from under its canopy of perpetual utility and beauty have been combined,
ornament$135,000. Solidity, convenience and safefrom the time it was appointed on Feb' azure sky have gone forth the edicts, the chaste tastefulness of its
ty have been the three cardinal princi- ruary 26, 1891, until the present. The the decrees and the laws which have ation, call forth the admiration of all
ples upon which this building was con burning of the old capltol was referred ruled its people. Unroll the scrolls of who visit it. Nothing has been left unstructed, arid each of these has been to, as well as the fact that an Investi history and tradition, and what a vista done to make it worthy of its objects
of varied scenes In peace and of the great commonwealth which
attained by the architect, under the di
proved that the board had not they present
we dedicate
rection of the rebuilding board, nd I gation
been to blame for the destruction of and war through the long years of this it represents. All this
accept the building and its keys from the building by fire. In behalf of the city's life!
you with pride in your work ami the committee he accepted the custody of
More than three centuries and a hsBf
"But we do far more. We dedicate
congratulations of the people on Its the building, and promised to guard it ago, perhaps, some company of the not only the material building, the
consummation.
from destruction, to protect It from dis- army of Coronado, clad In glistening ar- stone, the metal, and the wood. Beaut!
It is meet and proper that we should
to prepare and keep it at all mor and mounted on animals until then ful as artistic workmanship has made
figurement,
for the purpose
assemble here
in such order and condition for unknown, came to the old Pueblo vil- - them, they are but dull, dead things;
times
of suitably dedicating to the public use
inanimate, soulless, which in time may
by the people and their representservice this grand structure, designed
crumble or rust or decay. But we dedbe right and necessary,
as
atives
may
not only for the use of the terrltoiy, its
all which this capitol
icate here
when they turned It
that
he
and
hoped
legislature and officials, but also to over to their successors it will look as
represents. It stands for the weal or
stand as a permanent evidence of the
the woe of our people. According as
well and be in as good condition as It is
progressive spirit of our people, aid the at the present time.
good or evil shall be done within its
modern ideas which prevail among
walls, It will be a blessing or a curse,
He referred to the Important duty of
them.
It is the seat of power, and as that
which falls upon the custo
archivists,
The taxes necessary to be levied for I
power shall be exercised, so will be the
the capitol is
and
that
dian
committee,
its construction and the one which was
future of New Mexico.
the depository of the official recordB of
destroyed have been promptly and the territorial government. In conclu
"Here legislatures will convene and
cheerfully met by our people. The ter- slon he said:
courts will sit, and governors will rule.
month
treasurer
ritorial
has last
purHere will assemble the constitutional
"Our right to life, liberty and posses
chased and retired $20,000 of the original
and
convention which will establish the or
slon
opinion,
upon
public
depends
capltol building bonds. The two issues
public opinion is law; there
ganic law for the sunshine state. As
of capitol building bonds make the to- crystalized
rests upon
our security of
they, each In its day and generation,
tal amount Issued for capltol building fore,
the preservation of what has been, and
perform their duties within these walls,
for
the
$385,000,
appropriation
purposes
such will be the Influences that will ra
our security in the future will depend
the present capitol building having
of what is todiate out from hence to the furthest
our
upon
preservation
been $135,000. And I venture to say
limits of our domain, and such will be
is for this purpose these depos
It
day.
that nowhere else in the United States itories have been built, and the people
the results of their work.
I
can the duplicate of this present buildof New Mexico are to be congratulated
"Let us, then, dedicate here
see
amount.
We
for
that
beerected
ing
the architect and the rebuilding
that
this
building and all Its future to the
us
a
before
capltol building, completeboard have striven and succeeded so
honor, the prosperity, the glory of New
ly finished and furnished, admirably well In
ree
our
for
us
protection
Mexico! Yes, let us dedicate ourselves,
giving
adapted for its purpose at present, and ords, water-proo- f,
and as
f,
PRINCE.
all who have gathered at this great
for many years to come, which, under
nearly indestructible as skill and care
every man and every woman
ceremony,
of
methods
construction,
nestled
which
the
river among
any ordinary
by
could make them. To the end that this lage
and
the children who will soon
aye,
adwould have cost at least $400,000. In my
may be preserved, the capltol these sunlit hills, causing mingled
In life's work; let us
our
building
take
places
of
the custodian committee invoke the aid and miration and amazement in the hearts
report to the honorable secretary
dedicate ourselves to the upbuilding of
Interior I shall refer with pride to this
and
of
those
generous
people.
simple
child
woman
and
support of every man,
that honor, that prosperity, and that
building, its manner of construction, in the
He then proceeded to give a panoramaterritory. It is your building, and
glory. Let us dedicate every patriotic
and the gentlemen under whose care
sketch of the most interesting word, every ennobling utterance, every
your share may be represented by only -like
and direction it has been erected.
one brick of its walls, but, if each one events which have occurred at Santa heroic deed, every faithful and conWhile this is a new and modern build- should appropriate his share there Fe from its foundation down to the de- scientious
service, which shall find a
ing, supplied with all the latest conven- would be no building left. We ask that parture of the troops for Cuba, for place within these walls through all the
iences and accessories, it Is situated In each citizen protect his own by defend- which we have not space here, and then time to come.
the second oldest capital city In the ing the whole structure.
continued:
"May all who come under the shadow
new world.
"San Augustine Is only a memory,
"These are but a few scattered ex- of this dome come with clean hands and
The original capitol building of this but Santa Fe is the living embodiment amples of the great events which crowd
patriotic hearts, seeking only the pubprovince, or New Spain, is on the other of the earliest settlements of modern the history of this ancient city. No lic good and the welfare and advanceof
the
side of the river, where it was erected civilization within the limits
state, no nation even, has a capital ment of the state.
by the Spanish viceroy In 1598. It has United States, and standing four square around which clusters so much of vawhich shall meet
been occupied from that time down to In the midst of this city of the holy ried interest or of which it has such "May the legislatures
in these magnificent chambers be filled
the present by the chief executives of faith Is this beautiful building, testify Just reason to be proud.
with a sense of the vast Importance of
"A capital holds a peculiar relation the work placed in their charge, of the
to the people of its State. It belongs not responsibility for the right performance
to Its own inhabitants alone, hut to of that work, of the greatness of their
them all; its honor Is their honor, Its opportunity for doing good by bestowglory is their glory, the Interest which ing benefits on the people whom they
It Inspires belongs to them all alike. represent, and of the blessedness of seOther cities may outstrip it In popula- curing through their action to multition or business or material prosperity, tudes of their fellow-cltlieIncreased
but while we rejoice at their success It happiness and prosperity and an amelila theirs, not ours; while everything oration of misery and want; and may
which Improves or beautifies the capital each and every member exercise all the
is of equal Interest to all. Thus every talents with which God has endowed
American rejoices in the rapid strides him for the upbuilding of the commonwhich Washington has made In all that wealth, the development of Its resources
goes to make a beautiful and charm- and the eduoatlon of its people; for the
ing city; Its parks, Its perfect streets, general advancement of society,- - the
Its public buildings and Its wealth of lessening of suffering and the prevenmonuments. Every new structure like tion of wrong, through the enactment
the Corcoran gallery or congressional of Just and wise and beneficent laws.
library, which adds to its dignity and
"May the courts that here assemble,
renown, Is hailed with delight and with and those who administer justice therenaover
our land, because the
pride all
in, appreciate to the uttermost the digtional capital Is, In a sense, the proper- nity and nobility of their position as
ty of every American citizen.
tribunals which are not only to adju"And so here, every New Mexican has dicate the private rights of individuals,
a part In the fame of its ancient capi- but which stand as the bulwark of the
tal, and In the historic Interest which whole people and .the protector of the
It excites throughout the world. It rights of the community at large
should be their pride to see that Inter- against the wrongdoing or carelessness
est enhanced in every way. An elo- of legislatures and the assumption or
quent leader of territorial thought has tyranny of the executive power. May
recently expressed this Idea In forcible they execute the duties of their high
terms, and has advocated the beautifyi- positions with all the clearness of
trained judicial vision, with the impar
ng- of the capital city by every available means as a matter of territorial tlal calmness of judicial serenity, far
pride. No other state or territory has above the strifes and jealousies, the
an equal opportunity in this respect. slanders and calumnies, the misstate
Santa Fe Is unique In Its historic Inter- ments and misconstructions of political
est. The palace is the most Interesting conditions and partisan contention, and
building historically In America. The free from the Influence of alt prejudice
whole territory Is full of relics of an- and prepossessions. May they be en
CHIEF JUSTICE MILLS.
tiquity of unequaled value, which are dowed with the spirit of wisdom to
Who Presided over the Capitol Dedication Ceremontea.
being carried away to enrich the collec- know the right; of justice to desire that
tions of the east and of Europe but It prevail, and of courage to maintain

DEDICATION CEREMONIES

this territory under Spain, Mexico and
the United States, until this day, when
I, as governor, formally abandoned the
same, and took up my quarters here;
and for the last time the old palace in
Santa Fe has sheltered the chief executive of this great territory, but its historic associations will always remain.
It was in that building that the vice
roys, captains general and governors of
Spain and Mexico issued their edicts
and governed the people, levied war
upon the Indians and sent out expedi-- l
Hons in search of new lands to conquer.
It was there that the Taos Indian gov
ernor, for a brief period, assumed to aot
as governor until he was Bhot in the
plaza by order of Governor Armljo, the
last of the Mexican governors. There
Colonel Zebulon Pike was confined as
a prisoner of war on his expedition into
northern New Mexico (now Colorado),
where he discovered the peak which
bears his name. The New Mexico legislature, after the conquest, sat within its historic walls for many years, and
the supreme court had Its room In the
west end of the building for a number
of sessions.
This old, historic building, full of
memories and associations of the past,
Is now the property of the territory, by
donation from congress, and in the
glory of the new we should not forget
the old. The legislature should deal
kindly with this old building by keeping it in proper repair and preservation
as one of the most Interesting land
marks of this ancient city of the holy
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It to the last; and may they be filled
with an honest determination not only
to construe all laws, Justly and fairly,
for the benefit of the people and the
preservation of their rights, but to see
that In every decision here rendered
equal and exact Justice be done between
man and man; that no Influences of
rank, or station, or wealth, or personal
friendship, be allowed to Interfere with
the perfect fairness of judicial action,
and that the scales In the hands of Justice may never deviate for a single mo
ment from the absolute level of

THE DISTRICT COURT.

Record Scored In the Dis
posal of Causes Hon. J. R. McFie.
There has never been a time when af
fairs Judicial in the Santa Fe district,
comprising the counties of Santa Fe,
Rio Arriba, Taos and San Juan, re
ceived such careful and painstaking at
tention as now. The court records show
this, and testify in eloquent terms to
the capacity and zeal of the presiding
judge, Hon. John R: McFie.
The records reveal the fact that
'And may the long line of governors, for the year ending June 30, 1899, there
of territory and of state, who shall ex were pending on June 30, 1898, 262 civil
ercise the chief executive authority
within these walls be fully equal to the
requirements of the high office they will
bear. Let the history of each be the
chronicle of exalted impulses, of noble
of patriotic words, of
resolutions,
worthy deeds. Let each remember that
for a time he stands before the world
as the most conspicuous citizen and the
highest official representative of New
Mexico, and that her honor calls for a
line of official conduct so irreproachable that even the shafts of slander and
malice will fall harmless at his feet,
May each devote his official term to the
welfare of the people and the increased
prosperity and glory of the state. And
thus may each In turn add fresh luBter
to the high office which he bears, and
by Inspiring example set a still higher
standard for the emulation of his suc
cessors.
And so of all who In this placr shall
hold any official position, may each be
endowed with wisdom, with ability, and
ttlth honesty of purpose, that every
law may be well made and well admin
istered, and that under the blessing of
providence 'all things may be so ordered and settled by their endeavors
upon the best and surest foundations,
that peace and happiness, truth and
Justice, religion and piety, may be es
tablished among us for all generations."
Here the chair called upon Rev. Fa
ther J. L. Gay, who, In strong an.1 vlg
orous tones, pronounced the benediction
in these beautiful words: "
"O Almighty God, who art the su
preme architect and governor of the
JUDGE J.
universe, whom the heaven of heavens
cannot contain, much less this house cases. There were tried and disposed of
bullded here for the enactment and ex from that time to June, 1899, 180 cases.
ecution of the laws of this territory, we There were filed during that year 154
acknowledge that law has her seat In cases, and there were pending on June
thy bosom, and that her voice Is the 30, 1899, 236 cases. On the criminal side
harmony of the world; that all things of the docket in this district there were
in heaven and earth pay her homage, pending June 30, 1898, 98 cases, and
the very least as feeling her care, the there were filed, between that data and
tried
greatest are not exempt from her June 30, 1899, 53 cases. There were
65 cases.
power; and that all things with uni and dismissed during that year
form consent admire and own her as Causes pending June 30, 1899, 86 cases.
the mother of their peace and Joy. And This goes to show, according to the
56 more
upon those who now or In the future governor's report of 1898, that
shall enter the portals of this majestic civil cases were disposed of In 1899 than
civic temple, charged with the high In the year 1898; that there were 26
honor and great responsibility of hold criminal cases less in 1899 than there
ing and exercising office under the laws were In 1898, which will demonstrate
of this commonwealth, we Implore thy
that thou wouldst be
benediction;
WORKERS.
pleased to direct and prosper all their A BAND OF
consultations to the advancement of
thy glory, the good of thy church, the Aims and Achievements of the Woman's
safety, honor and welfare of thy people; Board of Trade and Library Association.
that all things may be so ordered and
In Santa Fe there are many enduring
settled by their deliberations, upon the monuments to the courage, enterprise
law
best and surest foundations, that
and tact of the Woman's Board of
and order, peace and happiness, truth Trade and Library Association. It has
and justice, may be firmly established
truthfully been written of this organiamong us for this and all future gener zation: "A salient feature of the life
ations. These and all other needed of this
body is its absolute unselfishblessings for them, for us, and all thy ness, Its complete harmony of action
benedic
people we humbly invoke thy
y
and utter lack of ax grinding.
tion In the name of the Father, and of the board is recognized by taxpayers
the Son, and of the Holy Ghost. Amen. and the city council as a most ImporAmidst music and the joyful exchange tant factor in successful municipal govof congratulations among the people, ernment. It looks after the stranger
the audience dispersed.
and gives him welcome; it visits the
CLOSING FESTIVITIES.
the poor and the unfortunate; It
sick,
In the evening at twilight the Las knows no creed, no politics, no pocial
Vegas band gave a concert in the plaza, classes; It holds out its helping hand to
and its music was highly praised. At human and brute. Its mission is mercy
8:30 both bands were playing at the
and good will, its work the grandest
capitol.. The great building was richly possible tribute to the Intellectual and
illuminated, over .500 electric lights business
strength of the mothers, wives
throwing a blaze of glory everywhere. and daughters of the men of sunshine
Here from 8:30 to 9:30 Governor Otero land." The Woman's Board of Trade
and members of his official staff held a and
Library Association had its inceppublic reception, which was attended by tion at a meeting of a few of Santa Fe's
a great throng constantly going and
energetic women, held July 9, 1892, when
coming. Probably 700 people greeted the Mrs. Cora L. Bartlett suggested the orofficials and inspected the building durganization of a benevolent society,
ing the hour. Many of the ladles and which was enthusiastically taken up.
dress.
were
in
full
evening
gentlemen
Later the name was changed, as the
The governor stood at the west end members wished to
pursue lines of work
corridor on the second floor, beneath
excluded by purely benevolent
usually
the folds of a huge flag, while receiv- societies, and April 4, 1893, a charter
ing, and those of his staff, In full mil- was duly taken under the laws of New
itary dress, who attended him were Adjt Mexico, setting forth its objects thus:
Gen. Wm. H. Whiteman, Col. E. G. AU
possible promotion of trade, etc., in
Austin, Col. W. R. Tipton, Col. E. W. Santa Fe, public improvements
and
Doleson and Col. R. E. Twltchell.
advancement of public Inter
charities,
During the evening other territorial est, to encourage scientific pursuits,
officials were in about their elegant new
maintain a public library and reading
quarters, receiving and entertaining rooms, assembly hall and gymnasium,
visitors, among them being Secretary to
acquire such property and erect' such
Wallace, Solicitor General Bartlett and structures
as may be deemed necessary
Judge McFle.
for the above objects; term of existLater in the evening the ball and
ence, fifty years.- The different departsupper at the Palace hotel, given In cel- ments are as follows: Visiting and re
ebration of the completion of the capl- lief committee, flnartce committee, li
tol by the Woman's Board of Trade and
brary committee, Intelligence commitLibrary Association, was attended by tee, Improvement committee, Industrial
over 200 persons, who enjoyed themand house committee, woman's exselves until long after midnight. Nearly
change committee, prevention of cruel
every one was In full evening dress. ty to animals committee, reception
refreshments
was
The muslo
good, the
committee.
,
all that could be desired, and this feaImportant and extensive work highly
ture proved one of the happiest events
to this community has been
of the day. The committee on reception beneficial
successful end In each of
here consisted of Mesdames R. J. Palen, carried to a
several departments. The city's
G. H. Wallace, J, R. McFle, M. J. these
excellent public library, the present
Warner and S. G. Cartwrlght.
beautiful condition of the plaza, the recently erected Limy memorial drinking
MINOR CITY
fountain, constitute some of the benefits
The New Mexico medical society for which the citizens of Santa Fe are
Indebted to these noble workers. Mrs.
meets in Santa Fe
filled the chair for two and a
Remember that most of the nails In Bartlett
Mrs. Ida Rivenburg serving
half
years,
the capltol were bought at Goebel's.
time as recording secretary,
The Anaconda mine case hearing was during this
the former's retirement cwing
resumed before Judge McFle this aft- and upon
Mrs. Rivenburg was unan
to
ernoon.
chosen
her successor. After
imously
of
Governor
The last of the effects
service as presicontinuous
five
years'
to
office
were removed
Otero's
the capltol today. Secretary Wallace will have dent of the organisation she res'gned
all of his office furniture and records also, because of falling health, and the
official personnel at this time Is as folmoved In the course of a few days.
The Commercial Club kept open lows: Mrs. R. J. Palen, president; Mrs.
house yesterday at Its cosy headquar- Belle Gable, first vice president; Mrs.
ters on San Francisco street, and enter- Eveline Crlchton, second vice president;
Mrs. M. J. Warner, third vice president;
tained many visitors.
The territorial board of health waa Mrs. Anita Chapman, recording secreIn session
in this city, with all tary; Mrs. C. L. Bishop, corresponding
of its members, except Drs. Cunning- secretary; Miss A. A. Atkinson, treasurer; Mrs. E. Crlchton, federation secham and Easterday, In attendance.
The majority of the Las Vegaa ex retary; Mrs. M. J. Warner, chairman
cursion party left for home at 11:10 last state correspondence.
night. The military band and the sol
dier boys agree that all enjoyed the day
Henry Pacheco lost a bunch of keys
here Immensely. Las Vegas did herself yesterday while In line of the parade.
proud In helping Santa Fe to make a Finder please return the keys to the
success of the capltol dedication, and New Mexican office.
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the fact that while the civil side of the
docket has probably Increased, the
criminal side of the docket of the first
judicial district is gradually lessening,
much to the credit of the district, as
these figures include every county In
the district.
Judge McFie has never left the territory except once during the year. He is
to be continually found in his chambers
hearing cases, and much to his credit, it
can be said that during his present incumbency as judge of this district, only
two cases have gone up from his district to the supreme court, and both of
those have been decided according to
the decision given in the lower court.

R. McFIE.
This is an exceptional record, and Is
due to the fact that Judge McFle s one
of the most painstaking, careful and
conscientious judges who has ever been
selected to fill the bench of this district.
He has just moved into his elegant
chambers In the capitol building, where
he may be found at all times during vacation.
Regarding the clerk's office, it is conceded that the clerk of this district has
the cleanest and best fitted up office in
the territory, and the records have always been found In perfect shape and
easily to be gotten at by parties

PERSONAL MENTION.
Lane C. Gilliam returned from a trip
south this forenoon.
Hon. L. B. Prince left this morning
for his ranch near Espanola.
I. Lewis and family, of Las Vegas,
left for home this forenoon.
Manuel Otero, the son of Mrs. A. M.
Bergere, has returned home from Las
Cruces.
Mrs. W. M. Tipton returned yesterday
forenoon from an extended visit at
Tucson, Ariz.
Governor Otero went to Las Vegas
this morning in company with Chief
Justice W. J. Mills.
Mrs. M. B. Buell, daughter, and son
Ralph were visitors from Cerrillos yesterday. The latter is cadet from Santa
Fe county to the New Mexico military
institute at Roswell, and as such won
the highest honors.
Harry Field left this morning for a
ten days' visit at Buckman. He will return here for an indefinite stay, being
satisfied that this climate is far ahead
of the Colorado Springs article for
health seekers.
Mrs. A. J. Mitchell and Mrs. J. R.
Dudley, of Denver, daughters of Colonel
and Mrs. W. H. Whiteman, arrived in
the city Sunday evening and will remain
.
here some days.
Mrs. A. A. Keen, the charming wife
of Hon. A. A. Keen, Is among the visitors from Albuquerque who enjoyed the
ceremonies. She
capltol dedicatory
spent this forenoon assisting Mr. Keen
in arranging his quarters for the land
commissioner In the new capltol.
General Agent T. J. Helm, of the Denver & Rio Grande, left this morning for
Denver on a business mission.
.

V. 8. Weather Bureau Notes.
Forecast for New Mexico: Partly
cloudy tonight and Tuesday.
Monday the thermometer registered
as follows: Maximum temperature, 76
degrees, at 1:55 p. m. I minimum, 50 degrees, at 5:15 a. m. The mean temperature for the 24 hours was 63 degrees;
mean daily humidity, 22 per cent. Temperature at 6:00 a. 'm. today 53.

WANTED A girl for general house
work. Apply to Mr. A. C. Ireland.
To The Traveling Public.
The best table bo ird In this city at
Mrs. M. A. Bush's. First door south of
Palace Hotel.

Cincinnati and return,
and 10, Santa Fe Route.
Open day and night
.Ice cream,

$1.50

$47,10,

at the
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Engraved cards de vlslte can be
promptly and cheaply procured in the
very latest and most elegant styles at
the New Mexican printing office.
The best
the Bon-To-

meal In the city
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PERIODICALS,

f

SCHOOL BOOKS,
SCHOOL SUPPLIES,
STATIONERY SUNDRIES, ETC.
Books not In stock ordered at astern
prices, and subscriptions received for
aU pertedleala,

